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PART I - INTRODUCTION 

1. The moving party, Nathan Anderson (“Anderson”), is a fraud researcher who 

uncovered potential securities fraud, accounting irregularities and other corporate malfeasance 

by the plaintiffs. Anderson’s detailed findings were set out in whistleblower submissions that 

were submitted by his company, ClaritySpring Inc. (“ClaritySpring”, and together with 

Anderson, the “Anderson Defendants”), to the Ontario Securities Commission (“OSC”) and the 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), pursuant to their respective whistleblower 

programs. Anderson subsequently provided copies of the whistleblower submissions and 

underlying source material to Rob Copeland (“Copeland”), a journalist at the Wall Street 

Journal.   

2. As was confirmed in correspondence between the plaintiffs and securities regulators, 

which the plaintiffs vigorously resisted producing until they were finally ordered to do so by the 

court, the OSC and the SEC shared most of the areas of concern raised in the whistleblower 

submissions, and required the plaintiffs to take remedial action to address those concerns. 

This validates the opinions and conclusions expressed in the whistleblower submissions.  

3. This is a strategic lawsuit against public participation (“SLAPP”) and should be 

dismissed pursuant to s. 137.1(3) of the Courts of Justice Act. There is little question that the 

purpose of this action is to silence Anderson from speaking about issues that the OSC and 

SEC have confirmed are of regulatory concern, and to send a message to those who might 

consider doing so in the future.   

4. The expressions in this case clearly related to matters of public interest. The 

whistleblower reports and other documentation provided to Copeland relate to potential 

securities fraud and other corporate malfeasance by a publicly-traded company and its 
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controlling affiliate, one of Canada’s most prominent private equity firms. This is precisely the 

type of expression that should be protected by s. 137.1 of the Courts of Justice Act.  

5. It cannot be said that the claims against the Anderson Defendants have substantial 

merit or that the Anderson Defendants have no valid defences, particularly in light of the views 

expressed by the OSC and SEC. The Anderson Defendants have valid defences of fair 

comment, qualified privilege and responsible communication. With respect to the conspiracy 

claim, the evidence does not and cannot support the allegation that the Anderson Defendants 

participated in any “short and distort” attack. There is no evidence supporting any of the other 

causes of action alleged by the plaintiffs.  

6. Finally, the public interest in allowing these claims to proceed falls far short of 

outweighing the public interest in protecting the expression at issue.  

PART II - THE FACTS 

A. Anderson’s Background 

7. Anderson is a professional whistleblower and short-seller residing in New York City. He 

is the Chief Executive Officer of ClaritySpring.1 After completing a university degree in 2006, 

Anderson spent eight years working in hedge funds and private equity, leading capital sourcing 

and due diligence efforts.2 While working for a merchant bank, Anderson discovered several 

hedge funds and private equity funds that he suspected were engaging in fraudulent practices. 

In 2014, he made his first whistleblower submission to the SEC, which resulted in the 

successful prosecution by the SEC of a hedge fund called RD Legal Capital, LLC. Anderson 

                                            
1 Affidavit of Nathan Anderson sworn November 8, 2019 at para 3 (“Anderson Affidavit”), Motion Record of 
the Anderson and Clarity Spring Inc. (“MRAND”), tab 2, p. 13. 
2 Anderson Affidavit at paras. 4-9, MRAND, tab 2, pp. 13-14. 
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continued to work on whistleblower cases over the following years, and by late 2016, he and 

ClaritySpring had completed approximately 12 whistleblower cases.3 

8. During the period relevant to this proceeding, the focus of Anderson’s activities was the 

preparation and delivery of whistleblower reports to securities regulators, and not short-

selling.4 Regulatory agencies like the SEC and the OSC have whistleblower programs that 

offer potentially lucrative whistleblower awards to persons who provide information that results 

in a successful regulatory prosecution.5 Anderson would occasionally short-sell as a means to 

fund his ongoing whistleblower activities, but it would be on a case-by-case basis and typically 

in negligible quantities.6 It was only after the relevant period that Anderson’s business evolved 

and his short-selling activities increased.7 

9. Anderson’s fraud research has resulted in numerous companies and executives being 

investigated and/or prosecuted by the SEC for securities fraud and other corporate 

malfeasance.8 

B. The Whistleblower Submissions 

i. Origin and Preparation 

10. In late 2016, Anderson discovered a Twitter account called “StopTheScandal” that 

posted a number of tweets about the plaintiffs’ business practices. Anderson thought the 

matter merited further investigation, so he contacted the individual who controlled that Twitter 

                                            
3  Anderson Affidavit at paras 9-10 and 15, MRAND, tab 2, p. 14. 
4 Supplementary Affidavit of Nathan Anderson, sworn August 20, 2020 at para. 5, (“Anderson 
Supplementary Affidavit”), Supplementary Motion Record of Anderson and ClaritySpring (“SMRAND”), tab 
1, p. 583. 
5 Anderson Affidavit at para. 12, MRAND, tab 2, p. 15. 
6 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para. 5, SMRAND, tab 1, p. 583. 
7 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para. 8, SMRAND, tab 1, p. 584.  
8 Anderson Affidavit at para. 17, MRAND, tab 2, pp. 16-17. 
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account.9 The individual behind that Twitter account (now known to be Darryl Levitt (“Levitt”)) 

suggested that Anderson contact certain Callidus borrowers and guarantors, ultimately leading 

to his introduction to Levitt, Jeffrey McFarlane (“McFarlane”), Gerald Duhamel (“Duhamel”) and 

Richard Molyneux (“Molyneux”). The information Anderson received from these individuals 

suggested to him that Callidus’ lending practices were highly unethical.10 

11. Anderson proceeded to conduct independent research to investigate the plaintiffs’ 

business practices. Anderson’s investigation was extensive. He reviewed thousands of 

documents including, but not limited to: bankruptcy, receivership and other court documents; 

Personal Property Security Act and Uniform Commercial Code lien filings; internet search 

results; financial disclosures and other public filings of Callidus and other relevant companies; 

Catalyst investor letters and presentations; and other Catalyst fund materials.11 

12. Anderson spoke to numerous individuals with direct knowledge of the relevant 

circumstances, including Callidus borrowers, former employees of the plaintiffs, Catalyst 

investors, Catalyst counterparties, and members of Canada’s financial services sector. Among 

the sources who provided information confirming various aspects of the plaintiffs’ wrongdoing 

were the former CFO of Catalyst, Chester Dawes, and the former CEO of Callidus, Sam 

Fleiser.12 

13. To help fund the research and preparation of the whistleblower submissions, Anderson 

took on investors, who contributed time or money in exchange for a share of any whistleblower 

award. Molyneux invested $20,000 for a 2% share. Levitt was given a 10% share for 

                                            
9 Anderson Affidavit at paras. 18-19, MRAND, tab 2, pp. 18-19. 
10 Anderson Affidavit at paras. 18-19, MRAND, tab 2, pp. 18-19. 
11 Anderson Affidavit at paras 20-21, MRAND, tab 2, pp. 19-20. 
12 Anderson Affidavit at paras 19-20, MRAND, tab 2, p. 19; Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para 27, 
SMRAND, tab 3, pp. 594-595.; Spreadsheet of Anderson Contacts, Brief of Transcripts and Answers to 
Undertaking of Anderson and ClaritySpring (“Anderson Transcript Brief”), tab 1B. 
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contributing information. Other investors were third parties with no personal involvement in 

these matters. This agreement was confined to the preparation of whistleblower complaints 

that would be submitted to relevant whistleblower programs.13  

14. Ultimately, Anderson prepared two whistleblower submissions: a main submission, 

dated May 22, 2017,14 and a supplemental submission, dated May 30, 201715 (together, the 

“Whistleblower Submissions”), which were submitted to the OSC.  In or around the same time, 

Anderson delivered similar versions of the Whistleblower Submissions to the SEC.16  

15. In the Whistleblower Submissions, Anderson concluded that it appeared the plaintiffs 

had engaged in a scheme to artificially inflate the value of assets and obscure asset 

impairments. It appeared to him that the plaintiffs were playing a “shell game” with impaired 

assets to mislead investors as to the value of assets within the enterprise.17 

16. The main submission was 28 pages in length and was extensively cited to documents 

and reports that were attached as exhibits. The overwhelming majority of the documents that 

were cited in the report originated from Catalyst or Callidus, and included Callidus’ public filings 

and Catalyst investor fund materials. Reliance on such source materials was important to 

Anderson because he wanted to ensure, to the best of his ability, that the Whistleblower 

Submissions were accurate and reasonably supported, to maintain his credibility as a 

whistleblower.18 Moreover, Anderson urged the OSC to contact former employees of the 

                                            
13 Anderson Affidavit at para. 28, MRAND, tab 2, p. 22; Whistleblower Proposal, MRAND, tab 2N, pp. 354. 
14 OSC Whistleblower Submission, May 22, 2017 (“OSC WB Submission”), MRAND, tab 2I, p. 236. 
15 OSC Supplemental Whistleblower Submission, May 30, 2017 (“OSC Supplemental WB Submission”), 
MRAND, tab 2J, p. 271. 
16 Anderson Affidavit at para. 25, MRAND, tab 2, p. 21. 
17 Anderson Affidavit at para. 24, MRAND, tab 2, p. 21. 
18 Anderson Affidavit at para. 26, MRAND, tab 2, p. 21. 
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plaintiffs who were likely to have information that would corroborate his findings, so the 

regulators could independently verify his analysis.19 

ii. Summary of Content 

17. The Whistleblower Submissions had the overarching theme that, in Anderson’s view, it 

appeared the plaintiffs were employing various measures to mislead investors. This theme 

was exemplified through his analysis of certain assets.  

Xchange Technology Group LLC (“XTG”)  

18. XTG was a company controlled by McFarlane that was a borrower of Callidus.  Over 

time, its debt ballooned until the principal and interest owing exceeded $100 million, multiple 

times its original loan. Meanwhile, XTG’s financial condition continued to deteriorate until 2016, 

when Callidus required Catalyst to assume the XTG loan for C$101.3 million (far more than 

the impaired asset was worth) pursuant to a guarantee that Catalyst had given in the context of 

Callidus’ IPO in 2014.20 

19. Anderson made two primary points in the Whistleblower Submissions: 

(a) Because Catalyst purchased the XTG loan for more than it was worth, 
Callidus could represent to investors that it was made whole on the troubled 
XTG deal. 

(b) There appeared to be a discrepancy in the reporting of the sale transaction 
by Callidus and Catalyst. Callidus publicly reported that Catalyst had 
acquired the XTG loan for C$101.3 million. Meanwhile, Catalyst’s investor 
materials showed that the “Total Capital Invested” in XTG was only 
US$54.8 million. Anderson noted that both could not be true.21 

20. The plaintiffs do not meaningfully challenge Anderson’s analysis of this issue. Catalyst’s 

Managing Director, James Riley (“Riley”), stated that the discrepancy related to the deduction 

                                            
19 OSC WB Submission at pp. 7-8, MRAND, tab 2I, pp. 246-246. 
20 OSC WB Submission at pp. 9-11, MRAND, tab 2I, pp. 247-249. 
21 OSC WB Submission at pp. 10-12, MRAND, tab 2I, pp. 248-250. 
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of prior payments made under the guarantee for losses disclosed by Callidus, bringing the 

balance down to US$54.8 million.22 However, this explanation is expressly contradicted by the 

definition of “Total Capital Invested” in Catalyst’s investor materials.23 

Bluberi Group Inc. (“Bluberi”) 

21. Bluberi was a company controlled by Duhamel that first became a borrower of Callidus 

in 2012. Over the following years, Callidus increased Bluberi’s credit line even though its 

financial condition was deteriorating. In February 2016, Bluberi sought creditor protection, and 

Callidus ultimately gained control of Bluberi through a restructuring process.24  

22. In 2016, Callidus valued the Bluberi asset at $110.7 million using so-called 

“unrecognized yield enhancements”. An unrecognized yield enhancement is a forward-looking, 

non-IFRS measure that purports to increase the enterprise value of an asset. Because 

unrecognized yield enhancements are forward-looking and non-IFRS, they are not included in 

Callidus’ financial statements and are not subject to the scrutiny of an auditor.25 

23. To justify the reported $110.7 million carrying value, Callidus cited “significant new 

business from a large diversified gaming company in Canada that is commonly controlled by 

the Catalyst Capital Group Inc.” Callidus stated that it and the “commonly controlled enterprise” 

were “able to reach an agreement for deployment of 7,000 slot machines”.26  That commonly 

controlled gaming company was Gateway Casinos, which had only 6,700 gaming machines in 

total. Anderson questioned the assertion that there was an agreement to manufacture and sell 

                                            
22 Affidavit of James Riley, sworn May 29, 2020 (“Riley Libel Affidavit”) at para 185. 
23 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at paras 34-41, SMRAND, tab 3, pp. 599-601. 
24 OSC WB Submission at pp. 13-16, MRAND, tab 2I, pp. 251-254. 
25 Transcript from the cross-examination of James Riley held October 27, 2020 (“Riley Transcript (October 
27, 2020)”), qq. 847-849, pp. 276-277, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 2, pp. 335-336. 
26 OSC WB Submission at pp. 16-17, MRAND, tab 2I, pp. 254-255; Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at 
para 39, SMRAND, tab 3, pp. 600-601. 
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7,000 gaming machines to a company that did not even own that many machines, and alleged 

that this was mere cover for Callidus to justify a $100 million markup of an otherwise failed 

position.27 

24. The OSC shared Anderson’s concerns about Callidus’ use of non-IFRS yield 

enhancements generally, and specifically its valuation of the Bluberi position. In a July 2017 

letter to Callidus, the OSC identified a number of “deficiencies”, including a failure to identify 

the material factors and assumptions supporting the unrecognized yield enhancements that 

formed part of the $110.7 million valuation. As the OSC noted in its letter, in fact there was no 

agreement to deploy 7,000 electronic gaming machines, rendering Callidus’ representations to 

that effect untrue.28 

25. Unrecognized yield enhancements were the source of significant friction between 

Callidus and the OSC. The OSC was not satisfied with the manner in which unrecognized 

yield enhancements were presented in Callidus’ public disclosures, raising concerns that 

Callidus’ disclosures on unrecognized yield enhancements were potentially misleading and 

failed to satisfy Callidus’ continuous disclosure obligations.29 As a result, Callidus was 

repeatedly placed on the OSC’s Refilings and Errors List. The following statement in a July 

2018 letter from the OSC captures their frustration at dealing with this issue:  

This would be the fourth time since May 3, 2017 that the Company will have 
been placed on the Refilings and Errors List for refiling its continuous 
disclosure and the third time since August 10, 2017 that the Company will 
have been placed on the Refilings and Errors List in connection with its 
disclosure of forward-looking information. The frequency and nature of 
the Company’s refilings are concerning and may suggest a culture of 
non-compliance. The continuing failure by an issuer to meet its 

                                            
27 OSC WB Submission at pp. 16-17, MRAND, tab 2I, pp. 254-255. 
28 Letter from the OSC to Callidus, dated July 27, 2017, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 2D, p. 577. 
29 See correspondence from the OSC to Callidus at tabs 2B, 2C, 2D, 2F, 2G and 2H of the Anderson 
Transcript Brief. 
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underlying disclosure obligations calls into question the commitment 
of its directors and/or its executive officers to act in good faith in the 
preparation of the required regulatory filings and whether this 
continuing course of conduct may be contrary to the public interest. 
We may refer the most recent breaches of NI 51-102 to Staff of the 
Enforcement Branch for further regulatory action.30 [emphasis added] 

26. Shortly thereafter, Callidus ceased its use of unrecognized yield enhancements.31 

Cross-Fund Ownership 

27. In the Whistleblower Submissions, Anderson identified potential conflicts of interest 

arising from Catalyst’s cross-fund ownership. Multiple Catalyst-controlled funds (Funds II, III 

and IV) all own shares in the same asset (Callidus). This results in a situation where earlier 

funds can exit their share position prior to (and at the expense of) later funds. In these 

circumstances, the ownership interest of Funds III and IV “artificially supports” the investments 

by Fund II investors.32 

28. The SEC shared Anderson’s concerns about the conflicts of interest that arise from 

cross-fund ownership (amongst numerous other concerns with the plaintiffs’ conduct). Indeed, 

the precise scenario predicted by Anderson – that Fund II would benefit at the expense of 

Funds III and IV – actually occurred during the 2017 fiscal year. According to Callidus’ 2017 

audited financial statements, Fund II realized gains of approximately $106 million on its shares 

of Callidus, with no realized gains for Funds III and Fund IV. The SEC observed that “Fund II’s 

interest benefitted from both the equity and debt financing provided by the subsequent Funds’ 

                                            
30 Letter from the OSC to Callidus, dated July 16, 2018 at p. 3, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 2H, p. 595. 
31 An August 13, 2018 entry on the Refilings and Errors List indicates: “The Company has discontinued 
disclosure of unrecognized yield enhancements in light of comments expressed by the OSC.” SMRAND, 
tab 3G, p. 709. 
32 OSC WB Submission at pp. 19-21, MRAND, tab 2I, pp. 257-259. 
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investments, and as a result, Fund II exited its investments at a substantial profit.”33 The SEC 

also identified a number of other conflicts of interest in the Catalyst/Callidus structure.34 

Gateway Casinos (“Gateway”) 

29. Gateway was a Catalyst asset that purported to be one of the largest gaming 

companies in Canada. In the Whistleblower Submissions, Anderson identified a disconnect 

between valuations prepared by Catalyst and by Gateway’s co-owner, Tennenbaum Capital 

Partners (“Tennenbaum”), for the year ending December 31, 2016. While Catalyst marked up 

its Gateway positions by about 50%, Tennenbaum marked down the same position by 16.4%. 

Anderson noted that “such a material divergence in the valuations of the exact same positions 

by two private equity funds was troubling at best”.35  

30. The plaintiffs have identified no factual inaccuracies in Anderson’s treatment of 

Gateway, merely suggesting that the difference might be attributable to certain events that 

occurred in 2016.36 This meek explanation fails to account for the fact that the two valuations 

were for the same period, and therefore would be expected to include the same inputs. 

Therapure Biopharma Inc. (“Therapure”) 

31. Therapure was an integrated biopharmaceutical company owned by the Catalyst funds. 

In 2016, Catalyst had plans to proceed with an IPO, which ultimately was aborted. At the time 

of the aborted IPO, Catalyst valued Therapure at approximately C$1 billion. In the 

                                            
33 Letter from the SEC to Catalyst, Exhibit A, p. 2 of 22, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 2J, p. 612. 
34 Ibid. 
35 OSC WB Submission at pp. 25-26, MRAND, tab 2I, pp. 263-264. 
36 Affidavit of James Riley, sworn May 29, 2020 (“Riley Conspiracy Affidavit”) at paras 282-287. 
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Whistleblower Submissions, Anderson noted Therapure’s historical poor performance, and 

questioned Catalyst’s purported valuation of Therapure.37 

32. In response to Anderson’s analysis, the plaintiffs state that Therapure’s valuation was 

supported by a deal with a Chinese biotechnology company that was announced after the 

filing of the Whistleblower Submissions (and subsequently fell apart).38 No such deal was 

disclosed in the prospectus for the aborted IPO, which was the basis for Anderson’s 

conclusion that the valuation was excessive.39 

33. The SEC adopted Anderson’s concerns about the historical poor performance of 

Therapure, and what the SEC concluded were misleading statements to investors about 

Therapure’s performance – even going beyond the specific context of the aborted 2016 IPO.40 

Catalyst acknowledged that its disclosures to investors regarding the performance of 

Therapure “were at times too limited” and committed to updating its disclosures to investors 

and generally improving the quality of its disclosures going forward.41 

SFX Entertainment Inc. (“SFX”), Sherwood Hockey Inc. (“Sherwood”), and Satmex 

34. In the Whistleblower Submissions, Anderson reached a number of conclusions 

regarding three entities SFX, Sherwood and Satmex.  The plaintiffs have disputed the 

correctness of those conclusions:42 

(a) SFX was an electronic dance company. Anderson noted that it appeared 
Catalyst Fund V may have bought out Fund IV’s position in SFX, thereby 
shifting the risk to new Catalyst investors. In response, the plaintiffs clarify 
that both Fund IV and Fund V invested in SFX, and both realized their 

                                            
37 OSC WB Submission at pp. 27-28, MRAND, tab 2I, pp. 265-266. 
38 Riley Conspiracy Affidavit at paras 290-292. 
39 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para. 60, SMRAND, tab 3, p. 607. 
40 SEC exit letter, Exhibit A, at pp. 10-13. 
41 Catalyst letter to SEC 
42 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at paras 47-50, 54-56, 61-62, SMRAND, tab 3, pp. 603-608. 
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investments in SFX upon SFX’s bankruptcy in February 2016.43 Anderson’s 
analysis was based on the best information he had at the time, which was 
limited to documents for Fund IV.  He was careful to qualify his statement, 
stating only what “appears” to have happened, thereby inviting third parties 
and the OSC to independently view the underlying documents and/or 
conduct further investigation.44 

(b) Sherwood was a borrower of Callidus, but when it defaulted on its loan in 
2011, Callidus assumed 100% of its equity. In 2014, a company called 
Gracious Living Corp. (“Gracious”) acquired Sherwood for the precise cost 
of Callidus’ position. Gracious was formerly owned by a Catalyst Fund I 
portfolio investment. In the circumstances, Anderson questioned whether 
this was an arms-length transaction, as well as whether any net cash traded 
hands. Riley disputed that the transaction was not arms-length, but he 
acknowledged Callidus’ prior relationship with Gracious’ parent, and that 
Callidus lent money to Gracious on condition that it simultaneously send 
back the money through the Sherwood sale.45 

(c) Satmex was a telecommunications company that underwent a restructuring 
in 2011.  The Whistleblower Submissions contained an allegation that 
Gabriel de Alba (“de Alba”), a partner of Catalyst, was involved in the 
restructuring and that his family was reported as controlling 51% of Satmex. 
Anderson questioned whether de Alba’s role in the involvement was a 
conflict of interest.  In his response, Riley stated that de Alba had little to no 
involvement in the restructuring, and was merely invited to become a 
director.  Riley stated de Alba’s participation at Satmex was known to 
Catalyst and did not give rise to any conflict issues.  Anderson’s 
conclusions were based on media reports that de Alba’s family would 
control 51% of the company after the restructuring deal, and that de Alba 
was present at the signing ceremony for the restructuring.  Given de Alba’s 
specific background in restructuring telecommunications deals, it was 
reasonable for Anderson to conclude he was involved in Satmex’s 
restructuring and not merely invited to become a director after the fact.46 

35. In summary, Anderson’s conclusions in the Whistleblower Submissions were correct, 

substantially correct, or reasonable given the information that was available to him. The validity 

and/or reasonableness of his conclusions are validated by the securities regulators having 

shared many of his concerns.   

                                            
43 Riley Conspiracy Affidavit at para. 280. 
44 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at paras 54-56, SMRAND, tab 3, pp 605-606. 
45 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at paras 47-50, SMRAND, tab 3, pp 603-604. 
46 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at paras 61-62, SMRAND, tab 3, p 608. 
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C. Wall Street Journal Article 

36. Anderson provided copies of the Whistleblower Submissions and the source exhibits to 

Copeland, a journalist at the Wall Street Journal. Copeland ultimately wrote an article on 

Catalyst and Callidus, which first appeared on the Wall Street Journal website in the afternoon 

of August 9, 2017 (the “WSJ Article”). The article then appeared in the print edition of the Wall 

Street Journal the next day. 

37. Anderson had no input into the timing of the publication of the WSJ Article, and did not 

know in advance when the article would be published. His short-selling on the morning of 

August 9, 2017 was related not to the WSJ Article, but to the release of Callidus’ second 

quarter earnings scheduled for August 10, 2017, which Anderson correctly anticipated would 

reveal unfavourable results given his assessment of the performance of the company.47   

D. The Action and the Anti-SLAPP Motions 

38. In November 2017, Catalyst and Callidus commenced this action. In the action, the 

plaintiffs make claims in defamation, civil conspiracy, injurious falsehood, intentional 

interference with economic relations, and breach of the Ontario Securities Act, arising out of 

Anderson and ClaritySpring’s provision of the Whistleblower Submissions to Copeland and the 

subsequent publication of the WSJ Article, which referred to allegations made in the 

Whistleblower Submissions. 

39. These anti-SLAPP motions were first brought in November 2019. Since that time, there 

has been a substantial amount of document production. In or around December 2019, the 

parties exchanged affidavits of documents, with productions totalling over 175,000 documents. 

Further productions were delivered over the next year and a half, including documents that 

                                            
47 Transcript from the cross-examination of Nathan Anderson, held November 20, 2020, qq. 625-635, pp. 
196-199 (“Anderson Transcript”), Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 1, pp. 198-201. 
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were produced pursuant to orders of Justices McEwen and Boswell. Weeks of cross-

examinations on affidavits have been completed. The evidentiary record available to the 

plaintiffs is significantly more fulsome that it typically would be for anti-SLAPP motions, which 

generally are brought at a preliminary stage of the proceeding. 

PART III - ISSUES, LAW AND ARGUMENT 

40.  The sole issue on this motion is whether this action ought to be dismissed as against 

the Anderson Defendants pursuant to s. 137.1 of the Courts of Justice Act. 

41. With respect to the test to be applied on a s. 137.1 motion and the principles applicable 

to the elements of that test, Anderson and ClaritySpring rely on the legal principles as set out 

in the Moving Party Defendants’ Joint Memorandum of Law.48 

A. The proceeding arises from an expression that relates to a matter of public 
interest 

i. The expressions at issue49 

42. The allegations made against Anderson and ClaritySpring in this proceeding centre on 

three expressions by Anderson and ClaritySpring: 

(a) The delivery of the Whistleblower Submissions to the OSC and SEC; 

(b) The delivery of the Whistleblower Submissions to Copeland; and 

(c) ClaritySpring’s short-selling activity in respect of Callidus. 

43. With respect to (a) and (b), the delivery of the written Whistleblower Submissions to the 

OSC, SEC and Copeland fits within the broad definition of “expression” in the statute and case 

law.50 The conveying of information through a written document would meet this definition.51 

                                            
48 Courts of Justice Act, RSO 1990, c C.43, ss 137.1(3)-(4); Joint Memorandum of Law of Copeland et al., 
dated May 3, 2021 (“Joint Memo of Law”). 
49 Joint Memo of Law at paras 7-16. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/laws/stat/rso-1990-c-c43/latest/rso-1990-c-c43.html?autocompleteStr=RSO%201990%2C%20c%20C.43&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/laws/stat/rso-1990-c-c43/latest/rso-1990-c-c43.html?autocompleteStr=RSO%201990%2C%20c%20C.43&autocompletePos=1#sec137.1subsec3
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44. With respect to (c), ClaritySpring’s short-selling activity, the case law makes clear that 

conduct alone may constitute expression for the purposes of s. 137.1.52 ClaritySpring’s short-

selling was a manifestation and expression of the belief that Callidus’ share price was inflated 

and in need of correction, and an extension of the concerns with the management and public 

disclosures of Callidus and Catalyst as expressed in the Whistleblower Submissions after 

months of extensive research. Such conduct is a form of expression that is worthy of protection 

within the scheme of s. 137.1. 

ii. The matter of public interest engaged53 

45. The Whistleblower Submissions, and by extension ClaritySpring’s short-selling, relate 

to the management and public disclosures of Callidus, a public company at the relevant time, 

and Catalyst, a prominent private equity firm.  These issues engage matters of public interest. 

46. Expression pertaining to commercial issues, such as a company’s business practices 

and management, have previously been recognized as relating to matters of public interest.54 

For example, in Thompson v Cohodes, the CEO of a publicly-traded corporation brought a 

defamation action against a former hedge fund manager and short-seller who was frequently 

critical of the public corporation on his Twitter account and had made an imputation of fraud 

 
50 CJA, s 137.1(2). See also 1704604 Ontario Ltd. v Pointes Protection Association, 2020 SCC 22 at para 
25: “The term “expression” is defined broadly in s. 137.1(2) of the CJA itself: “In this section, ‘expression’ 
means any communication, regardless of whether it is made verbally or non-verbally, whether it is made 
publicly or privately, and whether or not it is directed at a person or entity.” This is not in need of further 
clarification, as the text makes it abundantly clear that “expression” is defined expansively.” 
51 Written expression has frequently been recognized as “expression” for the purposes of s. 137.1. See, for 
example, Nanda v McEwan, 2020 ONCA 431, where statements in text message chat groups, posters and 
flyers constituted expression; Levant v Day, 2019 ONCA 244, leave to appeal to SCC ref’d 2019 CanLII 
101530 (SCC), where Twitter postings were held to constitute expression; and Mazhar v Farooqi, 2020 
ONSC 3490, where the expressions at issue included complaints made in a letter to a community 
organization. 
52 See Paramount v Johnston, 2018 ONSC 3711 at para 31: “The definition of ‘expression’ in s. 137.1 is 
very broad and would include a communication that is made privately, involves just conduct, or is one-sided 
advocacy.” 
53 Joint Memo of Law at para 8-16. 
54 Bradford Travel and Cruises Ltd. v Viveiros, 2019 ONSC 4587 at paras 31-33 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/laws/stat/rso-1990-c-c43/latest/rso-1990-c-c43.html?autocompleteStr=RSO%201990%2C%20c%20C.43&autocompletePos=1#sec137.1subsec2
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2020/2020scc22/2020scc22.html?autocompleteStr=2020%20SCC%2022&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2020/2020scc22/2020scc22.html?autocompleteStr=2020%20SCC%2022&autocompletePos=#par25
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2020/2020scc22/2020scc22.html?autocompleteStr=2020%20SCC%2022&autocompletePos=#par25
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/laws/stat/rso-1990-c-c43/latest/rso-1990-c-c43.html?autocompleteStr=RSO%201990%2C%20c%20C.43&autocompletePos=1#sec137.1subsec2
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/laws/stat/rso-1990-c-c43/latest/rso-1990-c-c43.html?resultIndex=1#sec137.1subsec1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2020/2020onca431/2020onca431.html?autocompleteStr=2020%20ONCA%20431&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2019/2019onca244/2019onca244.html?autocompleteStr=2019%20ONCA%20244&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc-l/doc/2019/2019canlii101530/2019canlii101530.html?resultIndex=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc-l/doc/2019/2019canlii101530/2019canlii101530.html?resultIndex=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2020/2020onsc3490/2020onsc3490.html?autocompleteStr=2020%20ONSC%203490&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2020/2020onsc3490/2020onsc3490.html?autocompleteStr=2020%20ONSC%203490&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2018/2018onsc3711/2018onsc3711.html?autocompleteStr=2018%20ONSC%203711&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2018/2018onsc3711/2018onsc3711.html?autocompleteStr=2018%20ONSC%203711&autocompletePos=#par31
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/laws/stat/rso-1990-c-c43/latest/rso-1990-c-c43.html?resultIndex=1#sec137.1subsec1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2019/2019onsc4587/2019onsc4587.html?autocompleteStr=2019%20ONSC%204587&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2019/2019onsc4587/2019onsc4587.html?autocompleteStr=2019%20ONSC%204587&autocompletePos=#par31
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against the CEO. The Ontario Superior Court specifically found that management of a publicly 

traded corporation was a matter of public interest for the purposes of s. 137.1.55 

B. The proceeding does not have substantial merit and there are valid defences 

47. Catalyst and Callidus make claims as against the Anderson Defendants in defamation, 

civil conspiracy, injurious falsehood, intentional interference with economic relations, and 

breach of the Ontario Securities Act. As detailed below, not only do these claims fail to meet 

the “substantial merit” threshold required for an anti-SLAPP motion, the claims have no merit 

whatsoever. In any event, viable defences are available to the Anderson Defendants. 

48. The Anderson Defendants rely on the Moving Party Defendants’ Joint Memorandum of 

Law with respect to the legal elements of each claim asserted by the plaintiffs, and of each 

defence advanced by the Anderson Defendants. 

i. Defamation56 

49. The defamation claim against the Anderson Defendants centers on (1) delivery of the 

Whistleblower Submissions to Copeland, and (2) publication of the WSJ Article itself.57 

No Substantial Merit 

50. The delivery of copies of the Whistleblower Submissions to Copeland was not 

defamatory, as the documents did not and could not have lowered the plaintiffs’ reputation in 

the eyes of a reasonable person receiving the communication. Copeland is a veteran journalist 

at the Wall Street Journal. Someone in Copeland’s position would not have had his views of 

the reputation of the plaintiffs lowered, or affected at all, by virtue of receiving the information. 

Copeland’s evidence is that his investigation of the plaintiffs involved not only discussion and 

                                            
55 Thompson v Cohodes, 2017 ONSC 2590 at para 12. 
56 Joint Memo of Law at paras 24-26. 
57 Fresh as Amended Statement of Claim dated July 19, 2019 at paras 178-185, MRAND, tab 2V, pp. 544-
551.  

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2017/2017onsc2590/2017onsc2590.html?autocompleteStr=2017%20ONSC%202590&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2017/2017onsc2590/2017onsc2590.html?autocompleteStr=2017%20ONSC%202590&autocompletePos=#par12
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receipt of documents from sources such as Anderson, but also reviewing publicly and privately 

available documentation, researching court documents, speaking to law enforcement and 

seeking information from the plaintiffs directly.58 Copeland’s views about the plaintiffs would 

not have been altered by the receipt of statements from one source. His views also would not 

have been affected by the allegations of fraud.  Rather, as a journalist, he would have 

reviewed and critically assessed the information he received as a whole, and come to his own 

independent conclusions. As a journalist at the Wall Street Journal, he would have been 

mindful that his reporting would need to be balanced, and his work was reviewed particularly 

rigorously in light of the plaintiffs’ aggressively litigious history.59 In this context, delivery of the 

Whistleblower Submissions to Copeland cannot be regarded as defamatory. 

51. With respect to the WSJ Article itself, the plaintiffs allege that the Anderson Defendants 

published the impugned words in the WSJ Article.60 Importantly, the plaintiffs do not plead that 

the WSJ Article was a republication of the Whistleblower Submissions. 

52. Anderson was no more than a source for the WSJ Article. He did not write or publish 

the WSJ Article. He had no role in its preparation or publishing, and no control over or input 

into the content of the WSJ Article (including what, if anything, from the Whistleblower 

Submissions was to be included). He did not review a copy of the article prior to publication, 

and had no control over or knowledge about the timing of its publication.61   

                                            
58 Affidavit of Robert Copeland affirmed November 9, 2019 at para 8 (“Copeland Affidavit”), Copeland MR, 
tab 2, pp. 18-19. 
59 Copeland Affidavit at paras 11 and 28, Copeland MR, tab 2, pp. 20 and 24-25. 
60 Fresh as Amended Statement of Claim dated July 19, 2019 at paras 178-185, MRAND, tab 2V, pp. 544-
551. 
61 Anderson Affidavit at para 33, MRAND, tab 2, pp. 23-24. Anderson’s evidence on this point is consistent 
with the evidence of Copeland. See Copeland Affidavit at para 45, Copeland MR, tab 2, pp. 30-31. 
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53. Liability in defamation does not arise where an individual merely contributes information 

to an article, with no involvement in the publication process or approval of the final product. 

There must be some affirmative act on the part of the defendant which demonstrates that he or 

she participated in the publication.62 

54. In any event, Anderson denies that the WSJ Article is defamatory, and relies on the 

submissions of Copeland on that point. 

Valid Defences are Available to Anderson and ClaritySpring 

55. The Anderson Defendants rely on the defences of fair comment, responsible 

communication and qualified privilege.  

Fair Comment63 

56. As detailed previously in this factum, the impugned communications were on matters of 

public interest, namely the business practices, conduct, management, and activities of 

regulated and public companies. 

57. The conclusions expressed in the Whistleblower Submissions are based on facts 

referred to in the documents. The Whistleblower Submissions were extensively cited to 

documents and reports, which were attached to the submissions as exhibits, along with a chart 

indicating the source of each exhibit.64 Collectively, the Whistleblower Submissions were 

supported by over 200 citations, referencing documents such as court records, Catalyst’s own 

marketing materials, audits, and external sources including news and public records.65 These 

                                            
62 Nazerali v Mitchell, 2015 BCSC 2560 at para 31, citing Brown on Defamation, loose-leaf edition 
(Carswell, 1994) at 7-26 – 7-27. This principle was also expressed by the Supreme Court of New South 
Wales in Dank v. Whittaker (No. 1), [2013] NSWSC 1062 at para 22. 
63 Joint Memo of Law at para 25(c). 
64 Anderson Affidavit at paras 24 and 26, MRAND, tab 2, p. 21. 
65 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para 24, SMRAND, tab 3, pp. 589-590. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcsc/doc/2015/2015bcsc2560/2015bcsc2560.html?autocompleteStr=2015%20BCSC%202560&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcsc/doc/2015/2015bcsc2560/2015bcsc2560.html?autocompleteStr=2015%20BCSC%202560&autocompletePos=#par31
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underlying facts and documents were substantially true: Anderson had reason to believe, and 

honestly did believe, they were reliable for the purposes for which they were used,66 and 56 of 

the exhibits to his Whistleblower Submissions have been admitted as authentic by the 

plaintiffs.67 

58. The comments made in the Whistleblower Submissions could honestly be made on the 

basis of the underlying facts. Significantly, the SEC and the OSC shared most of the concerns 

raised in the Whistleblower Submissions. The SEC embarked on a lengthy process that, in the 

words of Catalyst’s counsel, “stand out in terms of both breadth and depth”.68 Ultimately, after 

their extensive reviews, the SEC and OSC both identified numerous deficiencies in Catalyst 

and/or Callidus’ disclosure to their investors that reflected many of the exact concerns that 

were raised in the Whistleblower Submissions.69 As noted in paragraph 25, above, the OSC, 

frustrated with Callidus’ lack of compliance with its continuous disclosure obligations, 

questioned whether Callidus’ directors and officers were acting in good faith and whether there 

was a general “culture of non-compliance” at Callidus.70 These are damning statements from a 

regulator. 

59. As a result of these concerns, the OSC requested that Callidus amend its disclosure of 

forward-looking information, placed Callidus on its Refilings and Errors list, and threatened 

                                            
66 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para 25, SMRAND, tab 3, pp. 590-594. 
67 Request to Admit dated November 28, 2019, SMRAND, tab 3B, pp. 667-679; Response to Request to 
Admit dated December 18, 2019, SMRAND, tab 3C, pp. 681-683. 
68 Letter from Catalyst’s counsel to SEC, dated March 15, 2018 at p. 2, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 2I, p. 
599. 
69 See Letter from SEC to Catalyst, dated May 11, 2018, Letter from OSC to Callidus, dated February 23, 
2017, Letter from OSC to Callidus, dated March 8, 2017, Letter from OSC to Callidus, dated April 23, 2018, 
Letter from OSC to Callidus, dated July 16, 2018, Anderson Transcript Brief, tabs 2J, 2B, 2C, 2G and 2H.  
70 Letter from OSC to Callidus, dated July 16, 2018 at p. 3, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 2H, p. 595. 
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further regulatory action, including potential enforcement proceedings.71 Catalyst likewise 

committed to certain “action plans” to address the concerns raised by the SEC.72 

60. Finally, the comment in the Whistleblower Submissions was not actuated by malice. 

Because malice also may defeat defences other than fair comment, submissions on the 

absence of malice appear later in a separate section of this factum. 

Qualified Privilege73 

61. The Anderson Defendants prepare whistleblower and research reports, and 

communicate with the media in respect of them, to further both moral and financial interests. 

62. Anderson has a moral interest in seeking to expose improper conduct and in bringing to 

light fraudulent practices by members of the investment industry.74 He made his first 

whistleblower submission after encountering what he regarded as fraudulent practices by 

hedge funds and private equity funds.75 Having uncovered such practices, he had an interest 

in exposing them, and felt a moral duty to do so. Indeed, Anderson considers his “brand” to be 

identifying and exposing fraud.76 Anderson understood that the media play an important role in 

the process of vetting and exposing fraud and, for that reason, he delivered a copy of the 

Whistleblower Submissions to Copeland.77 

63. Anderson also had a financial interest in communicating the Whistleblower 

Submissions to Copeland from a potential whistleblower award and from his short-selling 

                                            
71 Letter from OSC to Callidus, dated February 23, 2017, Letter from OSC to Callidus, dated March 8, 
2017, Letter from OSC to Callidus dated July 27, 2017, Email from OSC to Callidus, August 14, 2017, 
Letter from OSC to Callidus, dated December 19, 2017, Letter from OSC to Callidus, dated July 16, 2018, 
Anderson Transcript Brief, tabs 2B, 2C, 2S, 2E, 2F and, 2H. 
72 Letter from Catalyst’s counsel to SEC, dated June 11, 2018, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 2K. 
73 Joint Memo of Law at para 25(d). 
74 Anderson Affidavit at paras 9, 11 17, 27, MRAND, tab 2, pp. 14, 16 and 22. 
75 Anderson Affidavit at para 9, MRAND, tab 2, p. 14. 
76 Anderson Transcript at q. 47, pp. 25-26, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 1, pp. 27-28. 
77 Anderson Affidavit at paras 30-31, MRAND, tab 2, p. 23. 
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activity.78 A financial interest meets the requirements of the defence of qualified privilege.79 In 

any event, that Anderson stood to gain financially from his preparation of the Whistleblower 

Submissions, and from the public reporting of the findings resulting from his research efforts, 

does not negate his interest in bringing to light fraudulent conduct, particularly where it was in 

his interest to ensure that his findings were substantiated and as accurate as possible.80 

64. Correspondingly, Copeland had an interest in receiving the information. Copeland is a 

reporter at a news publication reporting on matters of public interest, and was specifically 

researching alternative investments for potential publications, which led him to learn of issues 

relating to the business and accounting practices of the plaintiffs.81 He conducted a diligent 

investigation, in accordance with the Wall Street Journal’s journalistic standards, and had an 

interest in receiving information about the plaintiffs’ activities from sources. Indeed, these 

journalistic interests in part underlie the rationale for protecting journalist-source relationships 

by Wigmore confidential source privilege.82 

65. In light of the above circumstances, the occasion of the delivery of the Whistleblower 

Submissions to Copeland engages a qualified privilege. This is a valid defence available to the 

Anderson Defendants. 

                                            
78 Anderson Affidavit at paras 12-14, 30-31, MRAND, tab 2, pp. 15-16, 23. 
79 RTC Engineering Consultants Ltd v Ontario (Ministry of the Solicitor General and Correctional Services), 
2002 CanLII 14179 at para 16 (Ont CA). See also Sandu v Fairmont Hotels and Another, 2014 ONSC 5919 
at para 47. 
80 Anderson Affidavit at para 26, MRAND, tab 2, p. 21. 
81 Copeland Affidavit at para 7, Copeland MR, tab 2, p. 18. 
82 See, for example, R v National Post, 2010 SCC 16 at para 33: “In Lessard and New Brunswick, the Court 
accepted that freedom to publish the news necessarily involves a freedom to gather the news. We should 
likewise recognize in this case the further step that an important element in the news gathering function 
(especially in the area of investigative journalism) is the ability of the media to make use of confidential 
sources. The appellants and their expert witnesses make a convincing case that unless the media can offer 
anonymity in situations where sources would otherwise dry-up, freedom of expression in debate on matters 
of public interest would be badly compromised. Important stories will be left untold, and the transparency 
and accountability of our public institutions will be lessened to the public detriment.” 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2002/2002canlii14179/2002canlii14179.html?autocompleteStr=2002%20CanLII%2014179&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2002/2002canlii14179/2002canlii14179.html?autocompleteStr=2002%20CanLII%2014179&autocompletePos=#par16
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2014/2014onsc5919/2014onsc5919.html?autocompleteStr=2014%20ONSC%205919&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2014/2014onsc5919/2014onsc5919.html?autocompleteStr=2014%20ONSC%205919&autocompletePos=#par47
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2010/2010scc16/2010scc16.html?autocompleteStr=2010%20SCC%2016&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2010/2010scc16/2010scc16.html?autocompleteStr=2010%20SCC%2016&autocompletePos=#par33
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Responsible Communication83 

66. The Anderson Defendants rely on the submissions of Copeland with respect to whether 

the WSJ Article itself meets the requirements of the responsible communication defence. 

67. With respect to the provision of the Whistleblower Submissions to Copeland, the 

impugned communication was on a matter of public interest, as detailed above. 

68. As set out in detail above, Anderson was more than reasonably diligent in the steps he 

took to validate the accuracy of the statements and information in the Whistleblower 

Submissions. He reviewed thousands of documents and communicated with over 30 sources, 

including former employees of the plaintiffs, borrowers of Callidus, investors of Catalyst and 

others.84 The thousands of documents he reviewed were the primary basis of the analysis and 

conclusions contained in the Whistleblower Submissions. Most of the documents cited in the 

Whistleblower Submissions originated from the plaintiffs.  

69. In addition, Anderson’s communication of the Whistleblower Submissions was limited 

to professional journalists such as Copeland, whom he knew would apply their own critical eye 

and journalistic standards before further distributing his findings. When providing the 

Whistleblower Submissions to Copeland, Anderson expected him or others at the Wall Street 

Journal to conduct their own due diligence in determining whether, and to what extent, they 

could rely on the information contained in the submissions.85 There was no distribution or 

communication from Anderson of his findings and conclusions to the public at large. Anderson 

knew that any content in the Whistleblower Submissions would not be published before being 

carefully vetted by Copeland and the Wall Street Journal in the context of their own 

                                            
83 Joint Memo of Law at para 25(b). 
84 Anderson Affidavit at para 21, MRAND, tab 2, p. 20. 
85 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para 23, SMRAND, tab 3, p. 589. 
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investigative efforts, and in conjunction with the Wall Street Journal’s high journalistic 

standards and rigorous review process.86 

No Evidence of Malice 

70. There is no evidence of malice on the part of Anderson or ClaritySpring in respect of 

the impugned communications. There is no evidence that Anderson or ClaritySpring had 

knowledge that the impugned statements were not true, or had reckless indifference as to their 

truth or falsity. As noted above, Anderson took extensive steps to verify the basis of his 

allegations.87 It was in Anderson’s interest to ensure his allegations were accurate to the best 

of his ability,88 and he did so. 

71. Further, there is no evidence whatsoever of any malicious intent on the part of 

Anderson and ClaritySpring in preparing the Whistleblower Submissions and delivering them 

to the OSC and SEC. Anderson engaged in that activity for his own interests, moral and 

financial: his dominant purposes were exposing wrongful conduct in the capital markets, and 

hopefully financial profit should his work lead to a successful regulatory prosecution. Anderson 

had no prior knowledge of or link to Catalyst or Callidus before preparing the Whistleblower 

Submissions: Anderson had never met or heard of Glassman, or heard of Callidus, before he 

began his whistleblower work, so there is no basis to consider that he might have had any 

motives other than his own moral and financial self-interest.89 

72. The fact that ClaritySpring engaged in short-selling with respect to Callidus also is not 

evidence of malice. Anderson and ClaritySpring’s dominant purpose in short-selling was their 

                                            
86 Anderson Affidavit at para 30, MRAND, tab 2, p. 23. 
87 Anderson Affidavit at para 21, MRAND, tab 2, p. 20. 
88 Anderson Affidavit at para 26, MRAND, tab 2, p. 21. 
89 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para 16, SMRAND, tab 3, p. 586. 
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own financial gain, to finance their ongoing whistleblower activity.90 In any event, the short-

selling in connection with whistleblower work was in relatively minor amounts, resulting in 

relatively small profits;91 if Anderson or ClaritySpring had been motivated by a desire to harm 

the plaintiffs, this would have been an extremely inefficient way to do so. There is no evidence 

that they coordinated their short-selling activity with any other defendant.  Anderson’s 

unchallenged evidence is that he did not discuss his short-selling activities with anyone.92 

73. In support of their position that Anderson and ClaritySpring acted with malice, the 

plaintiffs primarily rely on the tone of comments that were made in text message between 

Anderson and Copeland. Those comments must be read in the context of the relationship 

between Anderson and Copeland. They have known each other since approximately 2012 or 

2013, and frequently communicated with each other in a joking and sarcastic manner.93 

74. The plaintiffs specifically point to text messages between Anderson and Copeland, in 

relation to Callidus, about how there can be negative effects on share price when a company 

gets “called out for fraud”.94 They also have noted text messages referring to Newton 

Glassman, Catalyst’s principle, using particular nicknames.95 Such comments are not 

evidence of any malice targeted at Callidus, but simply a manifestation of the long-time 

relationship and casual communication style of Anderson and Copeland. Indeed, Anderson 

regularly made similar comments about companies and people other than the plaintiffs in the 

                                            
90 Anderson Affidavit at para 16, MRAND, tab 2, p. 16; Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para 7, 
SMRAND, tab 3, p. 584. 
91 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para 7, SMRAND, tab 3, p. 584; Interactive Brokers Activity 
Statement of ClaritySpring Inc. for the period June 21, 2017 to June 20, 2018 [redacted], SMRAND, tab 3A, 
pp. 618-665. 
92 Anderson Affidavit at para. 29, MRAND, tab 2, p. 29.  
93 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at paras 13 and 16, SMRAND, tab 3, p. 586. 
94 Riley Libel Affidavit at paras 257, 382-383 and 440, reproducing text messages dated August 9, 2017 
and attached as Exhibit 9 thereto. 
95 Anderson Transcript, q. 14-17, pp. 11-13, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 1, pp. 13-15. 
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same time period. For example, on July 21, 2017, Anderson sent text messages to Copeland 

stating “Been a bit distracted beating up on $EROS today” and “Sent out a couple tweets 

about their accounting fraud and the thing ripped down 20% and has been nutty all day”.96 On 

August 9, 2017, Anderson told Copeland that he knew the next case they would “crack”, noting 

“it will be epic”.97 Sarcasm, colloquialisms and nicknames were common in Anderson’s 

communications, about a variety of people, both related and unrelated to the plaintiffs – for 

example, in one text message to Copeland, Anderson referred to Jeffrey McFarlane, another 

defendant in this action, as “donkey”.98 Anderson and Copeland’s text message conversations 

cannot reasonably be viewed as evidence of any particular malice as against Catalyst or 

Callidus.  

ii. Civil conspiracy99 

75. The plaintiffs allege that Anderson and ClaritySpring, among others, engaged in a 

conspiracy to harm the plaintiffs. They allege that the core components of the conspiracy 

included (1) filing false whistleblower reports to securities regulators, (2) sharing those 

whistleblower allegations with members of the media, with a view to the ultimate release of a 

media report about Catalyst and/or Callidus, and (3) short-selling.100 No conspiracy can be 

founded on these actions. 

76. None of these core components constitutes an “unlawful act”: 

(a) Filing false whistleblower reports with a securities regulator is not unlawful, 
as such communications are protected by absolute privilege and therefore 
not actionable.101 In any event, the Whistleblower Submissions were not 

                                            
96 Exhibit 9 to Riley Libel Affidavit, p. 10. 
97 Exhibit 9 to Riley Libel Affidavit, p. 33. 
98 Anderson Transcript, qq. 6-8, pp. 8-9, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 1, pp. 10-11. 
99 Joint Memo of Law at paras 33-35.  
100 Fresh as Amended Statement of Claim dated July 19, 2019 at para 90, MRAND, tab 2V, p. 510. 
101 Fraleigh v RBC Dominion Securities Inc. 2009 CanLII 92109 (ON SC) at paras 31-35; Hung v Gardiner, 
2003 BCCA 257 at paras 30-37. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2009/2009canlii92109/2009canlii92109.html?autocompleteStr=Fraleigh%20v%20RBC%20Dominion%20Securities%20Inc.&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2009/2009canlii92109/2009canlii92109.html?autocompleteStr=Fraleigh%20v%20RBC%20Dominion%20Securities%20Inc.&autocompletePos=#par31
https://www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcca/doc/2003/2003bcca257/2003bcca257.html?autocompleteStr=2003%20BCCA%20257&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcca/doc/2003/2003bcca257/2003bcca257.html?autocompleteStr=2003%20BCCA%20257&autocompletePos=#par30
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false. There was no incentive for Anderson and ClaritySpring to submit 
false or misleading information to securities regulators, as a whistleblower 
award would only be available if a prosecution succeeded based on 
information provided by a whistleblower.102 

(b) Providing the Whistleblower Submissions to Copeland was not unlawful, for 
the reasons detailed above in respect of the plaintiffs’ defamation claims. 

(c) Short-selling is not unlawful. It is “a legitimate trading practice which 
contributes to market liquidity and price efficiency”, and “contributes to the 
price discovery process by providing an opportunity for negative views 
about the issuer to be reflected in the price of a security thereby limiting 
overvaluation and biased price increases.”103 Short-selling will only be 
unlawful where it engages an offence set out in the Securities Act, typically 
fraud or market manipulation (i.e. ss. 126.1 and 126.2 of the Securities Act.  
There is no factual foundation for any allegation of fraud or market 
manipulation.  Anderson and ClaritySpring released no false or misleading 
information to the market, engaged in no “naked short selling”, and short-
sold in such minor amounts that it could not have meaningfully impacted 
Callidus’ share price.104   

(d) To the extent the alleged breaches of ss. 126.1 and 126.2 of the Securities 
Act relate to communications by the Anderson Defendants to Copeland, 
such activity occurred wholly in the United States and, by persons residing 
in the United States to a person residing in the United States. Provisions of 
the Securities Act are not applicable to that conduct, which occurred outside 
the regulatory jurisdiction of the Ontario government.105 

77. The plaintiffs also rely on the torts of injurious falsehood and intentional interference 

with contractual relations, as purported “unlawful acts”. As detailed in the sections of this 

factum pertaining to those particular pleaded causes of action, these cannot amount to 

“unlawful acts” in the circumstances of this case. 

78. Further, there is no evidence of any agreement involving the Anderson Defendants to 

injure the plaintiffs. The only agreement was to prepare and deliver the Whistleblower 

                                            
102 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para 22, SMRAND, tab 3, p. 589. 
103 CSA Consultation Paper 25-403 Activist Short Selling, Canadian Securities Administrators (3 December 
2020), p. 4. 
104 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para 7, SMRAND, tab 3, p. 584; Interactive Brokers Activity 
Statement of ClaritySpring Inc. for the period June 21, 2017 to June 20, 2018 [redacted], SMRAND, tab 3A, 
pp. 618-665. 
105 Unifund Assurance Co. v Insurance Corp. of British Columbia, 2003 SCC 40 at para 50: “It is well 
established that a province has no legislative competence to legislate extraterritorially.” 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2003/2003scc40/2003scc40.html?autocompleteStr=2003%20SCC%2040&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2003/2003scc40/2003scc40.html?autocompleteStr=2003%20SCC%2040&autocompletePos=#par50
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Submissions to securities regulators, which was entered into by the Anderson Defendants and 

others including Levitt, Molyneux and other third party investors. This agreement pertained to 

conduct that is covered by absolute privilege and is not actionable. 

79. While Anderson communicated with a number of other defendants, they were, in 

substance, his sources of information and documents as he conducted research into Catalyst 

and Callidus.106 Anderson did not even provide copies of the Whistleblower Submissions to 

several of the individuals he is alleged to have conspired with, including McFarlane and 

Baumann.107 These communications do not disclose the existence of any agreement to harm 

the plaintiffs, but rather the research process engaged in by a fraud researcher. Riley admitted 

on cross-examination that there is nothing wrong with a member of the public researching the 

conduct of a public company, and that such a person “should absolutely” take steps to verify 

the accuracy of information received, including by reading available documents and speaking 

to knowledgeable persons; indeed, Catalyst itself conducts research on public companies for 

its own purposes.108  

80. Similarly, with respect to ClaritySpring’s short-selling activity, there is no evidence that 

Anderson told anyone of the details surrounding his intention to short-sell Callidus, let alone 

coordinated the timing of his short-selling with anyone.109  

81. Even if there was an agreement, the predominant purpose of any such agreement, in 

respect of the Anderson Defendants, was financial self-interest and not to cause harm to the 

                                            
106 Anderson Transcript, qq. 388-391, pp. 141-142, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 1, pp. 143-144. 
107 Anderson Transcript, qq 212-213, p. 91, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 1, p. 93. 
108 Riley Transcript (October 27, 2020), qq. 1005-1020, pp. 327-330, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 2, pp. 
386-389. 
109 Copeland Affidavit at para 45, Copeland MR, tab 2, p. 31. 
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plaintiffs or any of its directors and officers, whom Anderson never met or even heard of prior 

to beginning his whistleblower work.110  

iii. Injurious falsehood111 

82. There is no merit to the plaintiffs’ injurious falsehood claim. The statements made by 

Anderson and ClaritySpring were not substantially false: they were allegations, informed 

opinions and conclusions resulting from detailed analysis of underlying factual documents. 

Indeed, the SEC and OSC shared many of the concerns articulated by Anderson and 

ClaritySpring. The statements were not widely disseminated, and they were not made with 

malice. They also were not calculated to induce persons not to deal with Catalyst or Callidus; 

rather, they were intended to expose what Anderson and ClaritySpring viewed as unethical or 

illegal conduct, and to hopefully lead to a financial reward. Such conduct does not engage the 

tort of injurious falsehood. 

iv. Intentional interference with economic relations (unlawful means 
tort)112 

83. The plaintiffs assert that this tort is engaged because Anderson and ClaritySpring 

“deceived” vague third parties, including market participants, investors and borrowers of the 

plaintiffs, into believing that Catalyst and Callidus were engaged in fraudulent and/or unethical 

accounting and business activities.113 There is no basis on which such conduct would be 

actionable by any of these third parties. None of the impugned conduct of Anderson or 

ClaritySpring was “directed” at any of them: they provided the Whistleblower Submissions to 

securities regulators and certain media reporters, not any of these third parties. Further, the 

allegations made by Anderson and ClaritySpring in the Whistleblower Submissions were their 

                                            
110 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para 16, SMRAND, tab 3, p. 586. 
111 Joint Memo of Law at paras 27-28. 
112 Joint Memo of Law at paras 30-32. 
113 Fresh as Amended Statement of Claim dated July 19, 2019 at para 193, MRAND, tab 2V, p. 555. 
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own conclusions, arising from their own investigative efforts; reliance on those unproven 

allegations, even if they had been disseminated by Anderson and ClaritySpring, by a third 

party would not be actionable. 

84. Further, the impugned conduct of Anderson and ClaritySpring was not intended to 

cause harm to Catalyst or Callidus. Rather, as noted elsewhere in this factum, Anderson and 

ClaritySpring were motivated by their own self-interest, including financial self-interest in the 

form of seeking whistleblower awards and short-selling profits. There is no merit to this claim. 

C. The balancing of interests favours protection of the moving party’s 
expression 

85. At this stage of the anti-SLAPP analysis, Catalyst and Callidus must establish that there 

are grounds to believe that “the harm likely to be or have been suffered by the responding 

party as a result of the moving party’s expression is sufficiently serious that the public interest 

in permitting the proceeding to continue outweighs the public interest in protecting that 

expression”. 

i. The harm likely to be or have been suffered by the responding party 
as a result of the moving party’s expression 

86. Catalyst and Callidus must establish (i) the existence of harm suffered by them, and (ii) 

that the harm suffered was caused by the impugned expression. Evidence is required in 

respect of both of these prongs.114 The evidence must be such that there is “credible and 

compelling evidence of harm that appears reasonably likely to be proved at trial”.115 

87. The plaintiffs assert that they suffered harm in the form of lower Callidus share prices, 

lost revenues, loss of goodwill, loss of market capitalization, and impairment of their ability to 

                                            
114 1704604 Ontario Ltd. v Pointes Protection Association, 2020 SCC 22 at para 71. 
115 Able Translations Ltd. v Express International Translations Inc., 2016 ONSC 6785 at para 83, aff’d 2018 
ONCA 690. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2020/2020scc22/2020scc22.html?autocompleteStr=2020%20SCC%2022&autocompletePos=#par71
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2016/2016onsc6785/2016onsc6785.html?autocompleteStr=2016%20ONSC%206785&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2016/2016onsc6785/2016onsc6785.html?autocompleteStr=2016%20ONSC%206785&autocompletePos=#par83
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2018/2018onca690/2018onca690.html?autocompleteStr=2018%20ONCA%20690&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2018/2018onca690/2018onca690.html?autocompleteStr=2018%20ONCA%20690&autocompletePos=1
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conduct and grow their business, implement strategic plans, and secure capital.116 In short, 

this encompasses two main categories of harm claimed, related to (a) a drop in share price, 

and (b) reputational damage resulting in an inability to generate new loan business. Neither is 

a supportable ground of harm here. 

88. First, none of this alleged harm was suffered by Catalyst. Catalyst is not a public 

company, and is not the operating company of the lending business. At no time was Catalyst 

even a shareholder of Callidus; only the Catalyst Funds, separate entities not named as 

parties in this proceeding, held Callidus shares.117 Catalyst has suffered no harm whatsoever. 

89. Callidus’ drop in share price is not harm suffered by Callidus. There is a legal distinction 

between damages suffered by a company, and damages suffered by a company’s 

shareholders for a reduction in share price. While a drop in share price may cause harm to 

shareholders who hold shares in the company, as their property is less valuable, there is no 

inherent harm to the company itself. The plaintiffs have provided no evidence of any specific 

harm suffered by them as a result of the drop in Callidus’ share price. 

90. Beyond the alleged drop in share price, the plaintiffs have provided no evidence 

supporting any of their other claims of harm. They have provided no more than bald assertions 

as to alleged lost opportunities, in an affidavit sworn by Catalyst’s Managing Director.118 The 

law is clear that in the anti-SLAPP analysis, harm pleaded by a plaintiff ought not to be taken at 

face value; bald assertions of harm in the evidence likewise are insufficient. There must be 

sufficient evidence for the motion judge to draw an inference of likelihood.119 The plaintiffs 

                                            
116 Fresh as Amended Statement of Claim dated July 19, 2019 at para 194, MRAND, tab 2V, p. 555. 
117 Riley Transcript (October 27, 2020), qq. 802-812, pp. 266-267, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 2, pp. 
325-326. 
118 Riley Libel Affidavit at paras 438-446. 
119 1704604 Ontario Ltd. v Pointes Protection Association, 2020 SCC 22 at para 71. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2020/2020scc22/2020scc22.html?autocompleteStr=2020%20SCC%2022&autocompletePos=#par71
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baldly assert that their reputation and goodwill have been harmed, yet provide no evidence 

supporting the quality or value of their reputation or goodwill prior to the impugned acts, 

compared to the value of their reputation or goodwill after.120 They baldly assert that they 

suffered a loss in market capitalization, but provide no evidence of their market capitalization 

before or after the impugned acts. They state that their ability to generate new loans has been 

impaired, but provide no supporting evidence beyond statements in an affidavit. The plaintiffs 

simply have not provided sufficient evidence to meet their burden on an anti-SLAPP motion. 

91. Even if the plaintiffs had provided sufficient evidence to support their claimed harm, that 

harm was not caused by the conduct of the Anderson Defendants. While Callidus’ share price 

did drop following the release of the WSJ Article (which, as detailed above, is not attributable 

to the Anderson Defendants), market efficiency dictates that the share price ought to have 

recovered on the release of responsive or corrective information, such as Callidus’ statement 

released on the evening of August 9, 2017 (the same date on which the WSJ Article came 

out).121 Anderson himself believed that the Callidus share price would rise once Callidus 

released a response to the WSJ Article, which was why he initially closed out all of 

ClaritySpring’s short positions following the initial release of the WSJ Article during the 

afternoon of August 9.122 However, the share price did not recover, because the very next day 

after the publication of the WSJ Article, Callidus reported a net loss of CAD $25.8 million for its 

second quarter, which ended on June 30, 2017 – and therefore had no relation to the WSJ 

Article. This amounted to a loss of 51 cents per share resulting from write-downs in its loan 

                                            
120 Courts have held that a drop in share value is not a reflection of a loss in goodwill; evidence is required. 
See, for example, Adroit Resources Inc. v HMTQ (British Columbia), 2010 BCCA 334 at paras 66-67, leave 
to appeal to SCC ref’d 2011 CanLII 6309 (SCC). 
121 Callidus Capital Statement titled “Callidus Statement Regarding Allegations in The Wall Street Journal” 
dated August 9, 2017, Exhibit 40 to Riley Libel Affidavit. 
122 Anderson Transcript, qq. 618-625, pp. 195-196, Anderson Transcript Brief, tab 1, pp. 197-198. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcca/doc/2010/2010bcca334/2010bcca334.html?autocompleteStr=2010%20BCCA%20334&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcca/doc/2010/2010bcca334/2010bcca334.html?autocompleteStr=2010%20BCCA%20334&autocompletePos=#par66
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc-l/doc/2011/2011canlii6309/2011canlii6309.html?autocompleteStr=2011%20CanLII%206309&autocompletePos=1
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portfolio, a substantial difference from analysts’ expectation of a profit of 12 cents per share.123 

Any continued or maintained losses were caused not by the WSJ Article, but by Callidus’ own 

poor performance. 

92. Indeed, Callidus’ own executives have not considered poor media treatment to be a 

cause of Callidus’ business difficulties, which long pre-dated the WSJ Article, instead placing 

the blame squarely on Callidus’ own business practices: 

(d) In a February 2019 strategic review of Callidus, the company’s interim 
CEO, Patrick Dalton, acknowledged that Callidus had been facing business 
difficulties for the prior three years, dating back to before the Whistleblower 
Reports and WSJ Article. He characterized Callidus as “in crisis” and “no 
longer viable as a public company” without significant changes. He 
identified significant cash flow concerns, valuation concerns, and portfolio 
concerns, which he attributed to (1) unachievable realizations due to 
aggressive valuations, “doubling down” on underperforming investments, 
and high fees, and (2) unsuccessful corporate actions including a dilutive 
share repurchase and dividend program. He further noted that Callidus had 
not produced positive cash flow for “several years”, and concluded that 
Callidus had grown too aggressively after its initial public offering in 2014. 
Of note, he acknowledged that new deal origination was virtually halted in 
2016.124 
 

(e) In an affidavit sworn in September 2019 in the context of Callidus’ going 
private transaction, an independent director of Callidus, David Sutin, 
detailed a number of factors which had caused Callidus’ operating and 
financial performance to “decline significantly” from September 2016 on. He 
made no mention of external factors such as media reports of whistleblower 
filings, instead squarely blaming Callidus’ bad loans, poor operating 
performance, and personnel issues.125 
 

(f) During Callidus’ Annual Special Meeting of Shareholders in July 2019, 
Callidus’ President and Chief Operating Officer, David Reese, explained 
that the company’s issues were related to poor performance, specifically 
denying the impact of litigation. He also acknowledged that losing out on 
new loans is simply part of the business, noting that losing the so-called 

                                            
123 Anderson Supplementary Affidavit at para 67, SMRAND, tab 3, p. 611; Article titled “Canadian Lender 
Callidus, Accused of Fraud By Whistleblowers, Posts Loss; Callidus shares drop after quarterly report 
misses analyst forecasts” dated August 11, 2017, SMRAND, tab 3O, p. 876. 
124 Callidus Capital Corporation Strategic Review & Remediation Plan dated February 25, 2019, Anderson 
Transcript Brief, tab 2A. 
125 Affidavit of David Sutin sworn September 12, 2019 at para 15, SMRAND, tab 3M, pp. 822-824. 
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“beauty contest” is “no different than when we were doing very well, we lose 
it from time to time”.126  
 

93. Based on the above, Callidus has failed to establish the existence of harm, and the 

causation of that harm, with sufficient evidence. 

ii. The balancing exercise 

94. Where harm has been established, the motion judge must balance that harm against 

the corresponding public interests in protecting the impugned expression. 

95. As noted above, no harm caused by the impugned acts of Anderson and ClaritySpring 

has been established. As such, it is unnecessary to move to the balancing stage of the anti-

SLAPP test. 

96. Alternatively, only minimal harm has been shown to be caused by the impugned 

expressions, and is far outweighed by the public interests in protecting the impugned 

expression. There is significant public interest in permitting public debate and discussion on 

the management of public and regulated companies, and particularly in revealing conduct by 

such companies that is potentially in breach of securities laws. The particular expressions at 

issue are deserving of protection: they were not without foundation or irresponsibly spread to 

the public, but rather were subject to extensive due diligence, and only disseminated after 

verification and review through quality control processes. Indeed, the Whistleblower 

Submissions themselves have never been disseminated to the broader public. This is 

precisely the type of public debate that ought to be encouraged, not stifled. In such 

circumstances, the public interests in protecting the expression outweigh any evidence of harm 

to the plaintiffs. 

                                            
126 Transcript of Callidus’ Annual Shareholder Meeting held July 2019, SMRAND, tab 3N, pp. 868-870. 
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PART IV - ORDER REQUESTED 

97.  The moving parties, Anderson and ClaritySpring, respectfully request an order 

dismissing the action as against them pursuant to s. 137.1 of the Courts of Justice Act, with 

costs on a full indemnity basis. 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 5th day of May, 2021. 

  

 

  Lucas E. Lung / Rebecca Shoom 
Lerners LLP 
 
Lawyer for the Defendants,  
ClaritySpring Inc. and Nathan Anderson 
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SCHEDULE “B” 
RELEVANT STATUTES 

Courts of Justice Act, RSO 1990, c C.43 

Definition, “expression” 

137.1 (2) In this section, 

“expression” means any communication, regardless of whether it is made verbally or 
non-verbally, whether it is made publicly or privately, and whether or not it is directed at 
a person or entity. 

Order to dismiss 

(3) On motion by a person against whom a proceeding is brought, a judge shall, subject 
to subsection (4), dismiss the proceeding against the person if the person satisfies the 
judge that the proceeding arises from an expression made by the person that relates to 
a matter of public interest. 

No dismissal 

(4) A judge shall not dismiss a proceeding under subsection (3) if the responding party 
satisfies the judge that, 

(a)  there are grounds to believe that, 

(i)  the proceeding has substantial merit, and 

(ii)  the moving party has no valid defence in the proceeding; and 

(b)  the harm likely to be or have been suffered by the responding party as a result of 
the moving party’s expression is sufficiently serious that the public interest in permitting 
the proceeding to continue outweighs the public interest in protecting that expression. 
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1.  
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1.  


2.  


3.  


4.  


5.  


6.  


 Dr Stephen Dank has instituted a number of proceedings for defamation arising HER HONOUR:


out of the publication of a series of newspaper articles concerning the suspected administration of 


performance- enhancing substances to footballers at the Cronulla Sharks Football Club. The 


articles state that the substances were administered during a time when Dr Dank was retained by 


the Club as a "sports scientist". Dr Dank is not a medical doctor but evidently holds a PhD in 


biochemistry. 


In each of the proceedings, various objections have been taken by the defendants to the form of 


the pleadings. Some of the objections in different proceedings raised common issues which were 


able conveniently to be heard together. This judgment determines applications in two of the 


proceedings to have the pleading as against each applicant struck out on the basis that no 


reasonable cause of action is disclosed. Specifically, it is alleged in each case that the particulars 


provided by the plaintiff are incapable of sustaining the plea that the matter complained of was 


published by the relevant defendant.


Proceedings 114


Owing to the large number of separate proceedings commenced by Dr Dank, it is convenient to 


refer to each proceeding by the last three numerals of the relevant file number. The first 


application before the Court is made by the second defendant in proceedings 114, Dr Peter 


Larkins. Dr Larkins is a medical doctor who is quoted in the articles. The other defendants in 


proceedings 114 are the editor of the newspaper and the journalists under whose by-lines the 


articles were published; the author of a leaked report which is the focus of the articles and a 


solicitor apparently associated with the investigation which resulted in the production of the 


leaked report. 


Proceedings 114 arise out of a series of articles published in  on 26 April 2013. The Daily Telegraph
The articles appeared in two different sections of the newspaper (at pages 1 to 3 and pages 134 to 


136) but are sued on as a single defamatory publication. No objection is taken to that course. 


Broadly speaking, the subject of the articles is the content of the leaked report, described in the 


articles as "explosive". The report warned the Club of an apparent causal link between the 


administration of peptides to its footballers and the death of one footballer, Mr Jon Mannah. The 


report is quoted in the articles as stating that Mr Mannah had previously been diagnosed with 


Hodgkin's lymphoma, a form of cancer, while under contract as a player with the club. After a 


period of treatment the cancer evidently went into remission and Mr Mannah was deemed fit to 


return to train and play in the 2011 football season. During that time, he was injected with two 


particular peptides over a period of several months. Mr Mannah's cancer subsequently returned. 


He died earlier this year.


The report is quoted in the articles as having included the following statements:


45 A brief review of the available published medical literature suggests an identified causal link between the use 


of substances such as CJC-1295 and GHRP-6 and the acceleration of the condition of disease Hodgkins 


lymphoma.


46 Without knowing anything further about Mannah's exact medical history and without seeking expert 


opinion from an appropriately qualified oncologist it is difficult to take this issue further.
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7.  


8.  


9.  


10.  


11.  


47 However the issue of Mannah has the potential to be as serious as matters could get.


48 The club should be prepared for the potential for sections of the media making the same causal connection 


between the program administered and the illness suffered by Mannah.


The articles stated that the peptides referred to in the report were administered "after sports 


scientist Stephen Dank was recruited to Cronulla by ex Sharks head trainer Trent Elkin at the 


beginning of the 2011 season." The articles stated that it was not known whether the drugs were 


part of Dr Dank's program.


As apprehended by the author of the report (in the passage set out above), the media swarmed in 


on the issue of a potential connection between the administration of the two peptides and the 


death of Mr Mannah. The articles explored the issue referred to in the report of the need to seek 


expert opinion from an appropriately qualified doctor and, in that context, quoted a number of 


statements attributed to Dr Larkins. At paragraph 71 of the matter complained of, the following 


words are attributed to him against the description of his being a "leading Australian sports 


doctor":


I would have thought if I had any player or any patient that had any history of any cancer process the last thing I 


would even contemplate giving them is anything that increased cell growth. That would be an incontestable 


thing to do. If I had a woman with breast cancer who was in remission-phase, you would never contemplate 


giving her any medical treatment that had the potential to reactivate or stimulate cell multiplication.


The last three pages of the matter complained of, which probably appeared at the back of the 


newspaper in the Sports section, explored that issue in greater detail. Under the heading 


"Supplement Link to Mannah's Relapse", the articles reported Dr Larkins' horror at the possibility 


that Mr Mannah was given "growth accelerants" during the remission of his disease. However, the 


comments attributed to Dr Larkins by no means make up the whole of the matter complained of. 


There is a great deal of input from other sources as well as substantial contribution by the 


journalists themselves.


The statement of claim pleads the element of publication as against all defendants in simple 


terms, as follows:


In "The Daily Telegraph" of 26 April 2013 the defendants published or caused to be published of and concerning 


the plaintiff certain defamatory material a copy of which is annexed hereto and marked 'A'.


In response to an objection by those representing Dr Larkins that he could only be liable for what 


he himself published (in accordance with the principles considered in (1891) 60  Speight v Gosney
LJQB 231) and a request for particulars to support the contention that Dr Larkins published the 


whole article, the plaintiff said:


Your client became a co-publisher of the article complained of when he made the statements to journalists 


about how horrified he was over the administration of supplements to Mr Mannah which were linked to his 


death. Dr Larkins knew that what he said would be republished in the newspaper and his statements were the 


rock on which the defamatory imputations were based. Dr Larkins made his statements at a time when media 


allegations that our client administered substances to football players were at their peak. Mr Dank's name was 


incorporated in headlines in the print media and he was featured in the electronic media almost daily. This was 
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12.  


13.  


61.  


14.  


particularly so at the end of April 2013. It is noted that Dr Larkins made no complaint about the article until he 


received the statement of claim.


It is well settled that all persons who procure or participate in the publication of a libel therefore are jointly and 


severally liable for the whole damage suffered by the plaintiff. Your attention is drawn to what Isaacs J said in W


ebb v Bloch (1928  ): "All who are in any degree accessory to the publication of a libel, and by any means 41 CLR 331


whatever conduce to the publication are to be considered as principals in the art of publication ... Thus if one suggests 


illegal matter in order that another may write or print it, and that a third may publish it, all are equally amendable for the 


 (Webb v Bloch (ibid) per Isaacs J at 364).act of publication when it has been so effected".


...It's not that Dr Larkins said every word of the article complained of, but that he published or materially 


contributed to the publication of the eight defamatory imputations. 


The imputations relied upon by the plaintiff in respect of the articles include imputations that the 


plaintiff is a murderer and that he murdered Jon Mannah.


Proceedings 586


Following paragraph cited by:


 (28 August 2014) Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


(Ward JA at [1]; Emmett JA at [149]; Gleeson JA at [158])


Contrasting the position between the pleading in its initial form and the 


pleading in  Dank v Whittaker  (No 1) , her Honour had commented in her 


August reasons (at  [13] ) that:


Indeed the position is  in the present case, where the only fact, matter or circumstance a fortiori


that has been identified in support of the allegation that those defendants are liable as original 


publishers of the news broadcast is that "the sixth defendant [Mr Irvine] is depicted on the 


program complained of". 


The second application presently before the Court is made by Professor Kenneth Ho, the third 


defendant in proceedings 586. Professor Ho is sued over a single article published in The Daily 
 on 4 June 2013. The article again focuses on the potential link between Mr Mannah's Telegraph


death and the administration of peptides to him during his period of remission from the disease. 


The article further reports that information has been handed to the New South Wales Police to 


assess whether any criminal acts were involved in his death. The article states:


It is understood detectives are assessing the information and any 'potential criminal action' over Mannah's death 


from cancer in January.


The article further states:
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15.  


16.  


17.  


18.  


19.  


20.  


Medical experts have stated that peptides such as those given to Mr Mannah just two years after he was 


diagnosed with Hodgkin's lymphoma and while he was in remission could potentially be harmful and 


accelerate the condition.


There is then a quote attributed to Professor Ho, as follows:


If someone unknowingly had an established cancer and is given such a peptide, what is the risk of propagating 


cancer growth? Based on the property of growth hormones there is a risk that cancer growth can be propagated.


Separately the article reports that Professor Ho, when asked whether a patient was placing 


themself at "considerable risk" taking these peptides if they previously suffered from cancer, said, 


"Correct".


The imputations relied upon by the plaintiff in respect of that article extend not only to 


imputations that the plaintiff is a murderer and murdered Jon Mannah but also to imputations 


concerning his facing potential criminal action by the New South Wales Police Force.


As with the claim against Dr Larkins, the pleading of the element of publication against Professor 


Ho is spare. The statement of claim asserts, at paragraph 2:


In "The Daily Telegraph" of 4 June 2013 the defendants published or caused to be published of and concerning 


the plaintiff certain defamatory material a copy of which is annexed hereto and marked 'A'.


A request for particulars of the claim was responded to by the plaintiff in the following terms:


The third defendant conduced to the publication in the sense anticipated by . Professor Ho was  Webb v Bloch


interviewed by a journalist of the Daily Telegraph in April and provided specific information about the 


administration of peptides to persons who have cancer and the risk that they are put at. The interview was given 


at a time when the April 2013 articles about the link to Jon Mannah's death and the administration of peptides at 


Cronulla apparently by the plaintiff was broken by that same paper. When the Professor gave that interview he 


impliedly authorised The Daily Telegraph to use the information that he provided for whatever purpose they 


deemed appropriate, which included its use in the matter complained of in quotes. He authorised the paper to 


use his name, status and title as a leading Endocrinologist of a major Brisbane Hospital. He could have provided 


the information anonymously or not authorised any attribution to him. The information attributed to the 


Professor at [12], [13] and [14] is integral to the article. It reinforces the likelihood of guilt of the plaintiff over the 


death of Jon Mannah. It quotes a well respected Medical Expert expressing the view that cancer growth can be 


propagated by peptides and that this places a patient who is administered with peptides at considerable risk. Jon 


Mannah was apparently given peptides whilst he was in remission from cancer and subsequently died of that 


disease.


Joint liability as a publisher


It was submitted Mr Richardson, who appears for Dr Larkins, that the pleading as fleshed out by 


the particulars set out above is incapable of sustaining the plea of publication against Dr Larkins. 


Mr Richardson sought an order that the pleading be struck out as against Dr Larkins but accepted 


that he could not oppose a grant of leave to re-plead. 
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21.  


22.  


178.  


32.  


130.  


Mr Richardson noted that the plaintiff expressly does not put the case as one of republication. Dr 


Larkins is sued as an original publisher of the whole of the matter complained of, that is, not only 


his own comments but also the words of the journalists and other contributors to the articles 


(including the reproduced parts of the confidential report of Dr Kavanagh's investigation). Mr 


Rasmussen, who appears for the plaintiff, confirmed that the plaintiff does not wish to restrict his 


cause of action to the words communicated by Dr Larkins to the journalist as reported in the 


articles. He acknowledged that the plaintiff eschews any kind of plea of the nature considered in S
(1891) 60 LJQB 231. peight v Gosney


Following paragraph cited by:


 (15 October 2018) (Payne J)Bolton v Stoltenberg


Liability as a principal for publication depends on participation in the original 


publication, which can consist of writing the matter complained of or 


consenting to its content prior to publication: [2009] Habib v Radio 2UE Sydney 


NSWCA 231 at  . Where a person contributes to the matter complained of [121]


but has no control over the final publishing process, they will ordinarily not 


be liable unless they have assented to the final form of publication: Dank v 


Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 at  [22] and  [26] .


 (04 April 2017) (John Dixon J)Defteros v Google Inc


In ,  McCallum J accepted as correct the statement  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [23]


that:  [24]


[I]n order to establish that a person is jointly liable as an original publisher of 


allegedly defamatory matter, it is necessary to establish either control or assent.


via


  [24]            Ibid ,  [22] .


 (28 August 2014) Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


(Ward JA at [1]; Emmett JA at [149]; Gleeson JA at [158])


In  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) , her Honour had considered an application for 


pleadings to be struck out as against an individual who was sued as an 


original publisher of the whole of the matter there complained of. Her 


Honour accepted (at  [22] ), as a correct statement of principle, the submission 


that, in order to establish that a person is jointly liable as an original publisher 


of allegedly defamatory matter, it is necessary to establish either control or 


. Her Honour said:assent


The notion of control is comprehended within the role of a person such as the proprietor of a 


newspaper, an editor who determines what is published and, ordinarily, the author of the 


defamatory matter (although it is well recognised that a journalist, whilst responsible for the 
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22.  


23.  


24.  


words written by him or her, is not necessarily liable for headlines or images added during the 


editorial process). Absent participation in a publication at that level of control, a person who 


merely contributes part of what is published will not be jointly liable as an original publisher of 


the whole unless he or she assents to its final form.


Mr Richardson's submissions were supported by a careful review of the authorities dealing with 


the issue of joint liability as a publisher. He submitted that those authorities hold that, in order to 


establish that a person is jointly liable as an original publisher of allegedly defamatory matter, it is 


necessary to establish either control or assent. Having reviewed the authorities relied upon, I 


accept that to be a correct statement of principle. The notion of control is comprehended within 


the role of a person such as the proprietor of a newspaper, an editor who determines what is 


published and, ordinarily, the author of the defamatory matter (although it is well recognised that 


a journalist, whilst responsible for the words written by him or her, is not necessarily liable for 


headlines or images added during the editorial process). Absent participation in a publication at 


that level of control, a person who merely contributes part of what is published will not be jointly 


liable as an original publisher of the whole unless he or she assents to its final form.


The starting point in considering the relevant principles is the well-known statement in Webb v 
[1928] HCA 50; (1928) 41 CLR 331 relied upon by the plaintiff in the correspondence set out Bloch 


above (at  .3 per Isaacs J, emphasis in original):364


In Parkes v Prescott, Giffard QC quotes from the second edition of Starkie: "All who are in any degree accessory 


to the publication of a libel, and by any means whatever conduce to the publication, are to be considered as princ


: thus if one  illegal matter in order that another may write or print it, and that ipals in the act of publication suggest


a third may publish it, all are equally amenable for the act of publication when it has been so effected."


As has previously been observed, however, that statement needs to be approached with an 


understanding of the context in which it was made. Mr Richardson relied on the following 


passage from the decision of the Full Court of the Supreme Court of Queensland in Thiess v TCN 
 [1994] 1 Qd R 156 at  where, after referring to a statement of  Channel Nine Pty Ltd (No 5) 194 to 195


the principles of publication from Gatley on Libel and Slander and the statement from Webb v 
set out above, the Court said: Bloch


So much must be accepted. It is necessary, however, to use care in applying general statements of this kind. 


Those who made them were directing attention to identifiable defamatory statements, to the publication of 


which in the completed form the defendant in question was held to have given his authority or approval or to 


the final form of which he had contributed.  was an instance of that kind. The defamatory circular Webb v. Bloch


in that action was drafted by the solicitor Norman on instructions from the defendant Bloch. Bloch received the 


draft on 10 February 1926 although none of the other defendants saw it then. On 16 February 1926 Bloch 


instructed Norman to issue the circulars and his action in doing so was confirmed on 22 February by the 


Victorian committee, of which all the defendants were members. Starke J. ( ,  ) regarded this act 41 C.L.R. 331 340


of confirmation as rendering all the defendants responsible in law for the issue of the circular. His Honour 


considered Norman not as the author of the circular "but rather as the amanuensis of the defendants" ( 41 C.L.R. 


,  ). On appeal, Knox C.J. agreed with Starke J. in thinking that all defendants were responsible in law for 331 342
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25.  


26.  


124.  


the publication of the circular (ibid., at 347). Gavan Duffy J. would have dismissed the appeal from the judgment 


given by Starke J. in favour of the defendants (ibid., at 375). Only Isaacs J. found it necessary to examine the 


authorities in order to discover what may have been a wider basis of liability.


What is said in  and  would perhaps suffice to make Woodham liable with TCN 9 if he had Webb v. Bloch Gatley


seen the script or viewed the programmes before publication; but the evidence is that he did not do so. The 


decision in  is concerned with a case that is in some ways the direct converse of this. There the Webb v. Bloch


question was whether the defendants were principals of the solicitor Norman, who was the author and 


publisher of the defamatory circulars. No one suggests that Woodham was the principal of TCN 9 as author and 


publisher of the television programmes. He is not shown to have exercised control over its final form. At most 


he played a subsidiary and intermediate, if important, part in the creation of the product that in its finished state 


ultimately went to air. It is true that Woodham himself, or the visual image of Woodham, appeared in one or 


more of the programmes (principally the first ACA programme) broadcast by TCN 9, and that he was visible 


and audible to viewers as saying words that may have formed part of "the matter supporting the imputations or 


any of them". However, as we have seen, and despite the form of question 1, what the jury were asked to do was 


not to say whether Woodham published some, but whether he published all, of the matter supporting the 


defamatory imputations. Unless he was a co-publisher of all, the jury were, having regard to the way in which 


that question was left to them, entitled and indeed bound to find that he was not a co-publisher "with" TCN 9. As 


to that, the evidence is that there were some matters published about which Woodham knew little or nothing. 


Mr Richardson also relied upon statements to like effect in my decision in Palace v Fairfax Media 
[2010] NSWSC 415 at  and the judgment of Levine J in Publications [24] to [25] Craftsman Homes 


[2002] NSWSC 555 at  . He also relied upon the Australia Pty Ltd v Nine Network Australia Pty Ltd [7]


decision in (unreported, Supreme Court of New South Wales, 23 August 1999)  Seary v Molomby
where Sully J accepted the proposition that either some form of control over the editorial process 


or assent to the final form of the publication was essential to establish joint liability for a 


publication: at  . [20] to [25]


Following paragraph cited by:


 (10 December 2018) (McCallum J)Cronau v Vavakis (No 3)


As submitted by Mr Potter, in circumstances where there is no suggestion that the 


defendant, Mr Vavakis, had any editorial control in respect of the publication of that 


material in , there may be a real issue as to whether he is liable for The Daily Mail


publication of the whole of the article on the strength of principles considered by me 


in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 at  [26] ; applied in Dank v Cronulla-


[2013] NSWSC 1850 at  ;  Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club (No 3) [17]-[22]


upheld by the Court of Appeal in Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League 


[2014] NSWCA 288 at  .Football Club Ltd [137]


 (20 April 2018) (Wigney J)Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 2)


Third, “where a person merely contributes material to an article but has no 


control over the publishing process, liability as a publisher will not ordinarily 


be established unless he or she has assented to its final form”: Dank v 


 Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 at  [26] . In Dank v Cronulla Sutherland 


[2014] NSWCA 288, at  , Ward  District Rugby League Football Club Ltd [129]-[137]
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26.  


124.  


43.  


112.  


14.  


17.  


JA (with whom Emmett and Gleeson JJA agreed) appeared to approve that 


proposition, albeit as a particular application of the test in . Webb v Bloch


 (06 February 2018) (McCallum J)Noble v Phillips (No 2)


The circumstances in which a person who has given a journalist quotes for 


attribution may be held jointly liable for the publication of an article featuring 


those quotes were considered by me in  Dank v Whitaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 


1062 at  [22] and  [26] . That decision was upheld by the Court of Appeal in Dank 


[2014] NSWCA 288  v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


at ,  and  . Those decisions establish that, while each case turns [137] [142] [144]


on its own facts, in order to establish that the source is liable for the 


publication of the whole article, it is ordinarily necessary to establish that he 


or she assented to the publication or exercised some form of control over it.


 (08 August 2017) (Derham AsJ)Johnston v Holland


In the course of considering the strike out application, her Honour considered 


the decision in She noted that the statements from need Webb v Bloch.   Dank


to be approached with an understanding of the context in which they were 


made, and reviewed the case and the comments of the Full Court of the 


Supreme Court of Queensland in  and other authorities, and concluded:Thiess


In my view, the authorities relied upon by Mr Richardson establish that, where 


a person merely contributes material to an article but has no control over the 


publishing process, liability as a publisher will not ordinarily be established 


unless he or she has assented to its final form.  [152]


via


  [152]           Dank  [26] .


 (30 June 2015) (McColl JA, Simpson JA, Sackville AJA)Dank v Rothfield


In , McCallum J formulated the relevant principle as Dank v Whittaker (No 1)


follows:  [6]


“the authorities … establish that, where a person merely contributes material to 


an article but has no control over the publishing process, liability as a publisher 


will not ordinarily be established unless he or she has assented to its final form.”


via


 [6]  [2013] NSWSC 1062 at  [26] .


 (06 Dank v Cronulla-Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd (No 3)


December 2013) (McCallum J)


The second matter complained of in paragraph 5 of the amended Statement 


of Claim and the pleading of the same matter as published on the Internet on 
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26.  


17.  


4.  


27.  


28.  


paragraph 7 of the amended Statement of Claim also raises issues which echo 


those determined in my earlier judgment. The defendants complained that 


the pleadings sought to attribute to them liability as an original publisher of 


the whole of a television broadcast (together with the proprietors and 


producers of the broadcast). A similar point had been determined by me 


during the same week in another action commenced by Dr Dank: Dank v 


 Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062. In that case, I held, at  [26] :


In my view, the authorities relied upon by Mr Richardson establish that, where a person merely 


contributes material to an article but has no control over the publishing process, liability as a 


publisher will not ordinarily be established unless he or she has assented to its final form.


 (18 October 2013) (McCallum J)Toben v Mathieson; Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd


Whilst the two sets of proceedings are travelling together, the present 


application concerns only the proceedings in which Senator Milne is a 


defendant (proceedings 200128 of 2013). In those proceedings, Senator Milne 


filed a notice of motion on 22 August 2013 moving the court for an order that 


the proceedings as against her be stayed or the statement of claim struck out. 


At that stage, the action against Senator Milne was based on the contention 


that she was jointly liable as a publisher of the whole of the article. The basis 


for the application to have the statement of claim struck out was the principle 


stated in my decision in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062. In that 


case I held that, where a person contributes to an article but is not alleged to 


have had any control over the publishing process, that person is not liable as a 


publisher of the whole of the article unless he or she has assented in some 


way to its final form (at  [26] ). 


In my view, the authorities relied upon by Mr Richardson establish that, where a person merely 


contributes material to an article but has no control over the publishing process, liability as a 


publisher will not ordinarily be established unless he or she has assented to its final form. 


Mr Rasmussen took issue with that principle. He submitted that the authorities support a broader 


view. However, when pressed to cite authority for any broader proposition, Mr Rasmussen relied 


only on the relevant extracts from Gatley. In saying that he relied "only" on that material, I mean 


no disrespect to the authors of that well-respected text but only to point to the fact that a law text 


does not stand as authority (in the relevant sense) for any legal principle. In any event, a close 


review of the passages of the text relied upon by Mr Rasmussen reveals little more than a 


discussion of some of the authorities relied upon by Mr Richardson. As already stated, upon 


careful analysis those authorities support the principle contended for by Mr Richardson, in my 


view. Mr Rasmussen made no attempt to go to any of the authorities cited in Gatley to establish 


any different proposition.


Separately, Mr Rasmussen submitted that Mr Richardson's contention is not a strike-out point but 


rather a matter for evidence. He relied as authority for that proposition on the following 


statement in at page  : Thiess 194
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29.  


30.  


31.  


133.  


32.  


33.  


The question to be decided is whether the evidence was such as to require the jury, acting reasonably, to find 


that Woodham was a co-publisher with TCN Nine of the same matter and so make him liable at law for the 


consequences of doing so.


To the extent that that passage was sought to be relied upon as authority for the proposition that 


it is not necessary to plead material facts to establish a basis for alleging that a person is liable as a 


joint publisher, the submission was misconceived. The remarks in reflect nothing more  Thiess
than the fact that the present application is brought at a different stage of the proceedings than 


the issue under consideration in , which was after a jury trial. That said, the defendants  Thiess
acknowledge that they must satisfy the  test in the present application.General Steele


Mr Rasmussen complained that the plaintiff cannot provide further particulars of material facts 


to support the publication allegation against the two doctors, since the plaintiff can know no more 


than what is reported in the matters complained of. If that is a difficulty, it is one which must fall 


at the feet of the plaintiff, not the doctors. That is presumably the reason it is uncommon to see a 


plea of this kind, attempting to fix a person who has merely contributed part of the information 


reported in an article with liability for the whole of the finished piece uncontrolled by him or her.


Following paragraph cited by:


 (28 August 2014) Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


(Ward JA at [1]; Emmett JA at [149]; Gleeson JA at [158])


In  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) , her Honour considered at  [31] that the particulars 


set out in the pleadings in that case were incapable of sustaining the 


allegation that the defendant "had control of the final version of the matters 


complained of or assented to them" and that, insofar as the particulars were 


relevant to the plea, they said no more than that the defendant had made 


statements which were likely to be republished. The amended pleading in 


 this case suffers from the same problem.


In my view the particulars set out above are incapable of sustaining the allegation that Dr Larkins 


had control of the final version of the matters complained of or assented to them. Insofar as the 


particulars are relevant to the plea, they say no more than that he made statements which were 


likely to be republished. In light of Mr Richardson's very fair concession, I propose to grant leave 


to the plaintiff to re-plead but I would wish to make a number of observations in that context. I 


will return to that issue.


Turning to proceedings 586, Mr Dawson, who appeared for Professor Ho, submitted that in the 


case of that article the particulars are so plainly incapable of establishing a case of liability against 


Professor Ho as a publisher of the whole of the matter complained of that there should be no 


grant of leave to re-plead and that the proceedings should be dismissed as against him. 


Following paragraph cited by:
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33.  


97.  


34.  


14.  


 (08 August 2017) (Derham AsJ)Johnston v Holland


The defendant submits that the plaintiff should not be allowed to plead 


paragraph 18A of the PFASOC.  The substantive allegation, read with the 


particulars, is incapable of establishing that the defendant is a publisher of the 


Email, and the particulars are incapable of sustaining an allegation of control 


over or assent to the publication or any degree of awareness or control of the 


relevant words that were published.  It supports that submission by reference 


to the following principles and propositions:


(a)        liability as an original publisher is premised on establishing either 


control over the publishing process or some form of assent or approval given to 


the final form of the relevant publication;  [128]


(b)        without particulars capable of establishing some measure of control or 


assent, a claim that a person is an original publisher of material (of which they 


were not the author) will be liable to be struck out;  [129]


(c)        in the law of defamation, to determine responsibility for a publication, it 


is necessary to focus on what the person did, or failed to do, in the chain of 


communication;  [130]


(d)       to be a publisher of an allegedly defamatory article, it is essential that the 


person has a degree of awareness or at least an assumption of general 


responsibility;  and[131]


(e)        there must be knowing involvement in the process of publication of the 


relevant words. It is not enough that the person merely plays a passive 


instrumental role in the process.  [132]


via


  [2010] [129]           Dank  [33] ; Palace Films Pty Ltd v Fairfax Media Publications Pty Ltd 


NSWSC 415  .[3]-[37]


I accept that the particulars are plainly incapable of sustaining an allegation of either control or 


assent. However, I am loathe to dismiss the proceedings without a grant of leave to re-plead, since 


the plaintiff may choose to take the course of recasting the claim by reference only to the words 


attributed to Professor Ho. It is not appropriate for me to comment whether or not there would be 


any merit in such a plea, but I do not think this is a case in which it is appropriate to dismiss the 


claim altogether without affording that opportunity.


Following paragraph cited by:


 (17 August 2013) (Gibson DCJ)Ghosh v Ninemsn Pty Ltd (No 2)
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34.  


14.  


35.  


36.  


Publication by electronic means, whether by internet, email and/or social 


media, will inevitably lead to the bringing of claims for defamation against 


multiple defendants, in jurisdictions all over the world, where the audience 


for some of those publications may be no more than a handful of persons. The 


question is the degree to which the court allows parties to add further 


complexity to what is already a difficult area of the law or rely upon case 


management principles such as the "just, cheap and quick" directive in s  56 Civi


 . In l Procedure Act 2005 (NSW) Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 at [3


 4] McCallum J, faced with proceedings her Honour described as a 


"juggernaut", commented:


"A number of observations can be made about these proceedings and I would expect them to be 


reported to the plaintiff personally. It is, of course, a matter for him how he wishes to conduct 


his defamation actions (hopefully on the strength of sensible and complete legal advice). It may 


be observed, however, that the full collection of proceedings commenced by Dr Dank has 


launched something of a juggernaut. There are multiple proceedings, multiple defendants, 


multiple legal teams and a vast number of imputations relied upon in all. The objections that 


are now taken by the defendants in the present application and other applications I have heard 


this week will afford the plaintiff an opportunity not only to recast his claims in response to my 


rulings but also to reassess the ambit of the fight he wishes to take on. I would urge the plaintiff 


and those representing him to give careful consideration to the way in which the claims are 


framed with a view to bringing before the court a manageable dispute calculated to raise the 


real issues required to be determined for the purpose of vindicating Dr Dank's reputation."


I wish only to return to the question of re-pleading. A number of observations can be made about 


these proceedings and I would expect them to be reported to the plaintiff personally. It is, of 


course, a matter for him how he wishes to conduct his defamation actions (hopefully on the 


strength of sensible and complete legal advice). It may be observed, however, that the full 


collection of proceedings commenced by Dr Dank has launched something of a juggernaut. 


There are multiple proceedings, multiple defendants, multiple legal teams and a vast number of 


imputations relied upon in all. The objections that are now taken by the defendants in the present 


application and other applications I have heard this week will afford the plaintiff an opportunity 


not only to recast his claims in response to my rulings but also to reassess the ambit of the fight he 


wishes to take on. I would urge the plaintiff and those representing him to give careful 


consideration to the way in which the claims are framed with a view to bringing before the court a 


manageable dispute calculated to raise the real issues required to be determined for the purpose 


of vindicating Dr Dank's reputation.


In proceedings 114, the order is that the pleading as against Dr Larkins be struck out with leave to 


re-plead.


In proceedings 586, the order is that the proceedings as against Professor Ho be struck out with 


leave to re-plead.


RICHARDSON: I seek the costs of the argument.
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47.  


HER HONOUR: Yes. Can you be heard against costs, Mr Rasmussen?


RASMUSSEN: No, your Honour.


HER HONOUR: In each case I order the plaintiff to pay the costs of the applicant in the two matters I 


have just determined.


**********


Decision last updated: 08 August 2013 


Cited by:


 [2021] VCC 404 (15 April 2021) (Her Honour Judge Clayton)Holten v Fehsenfeld (Ruling)


Cases Cited: (1949) 78 CLR 62;   Dey v Victorian Railways Commissioners Takemoto v Moody’s Investors 
[2014] FCA 1081; (2018) 263 CLR 149; Service Pty Ltd Trkulja v Google LLC  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013


 (1928) 41 CLR 331; [1994] 1 Qd ] NSWSC 1062 ; Webb v Bloch  Thiess v TCN Channel Nine Pty Ltd (No 5)
R 156; (1869) LR 4 Ex 169; (2017) 53 VR 196;  Parkes v Prescott Rowson & Anor v Alpass John Fairfax 


(2003) 201 ALR 77; [2006] Publications Pty Ltd v Rivkin Australian Broadcasting Corporation v Obeid 
NSWCA 231


 [2021] VCC 404 (15 April 2021) (Her Honour Judge Clayton)Holten v Fehsenfeld (Ruling)


29 The plaintiff relies on decisions in ,               Trkulja v Google LLC [3]  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) ,  [4]  Webb
 and  for the proposition that publication  v Bloch [5]  Thiess v TCN Channel Nine Pty Ltd (No 5) [6]


ought to be construed broadly.  Encouraging and assisting in the publication of the false statements 


is sufficient for the defendant to be found liable for their publication.


 [2021] VCC 404 (15 April 2021) (Her Honour Judge Clayton)Holten v Fehsenfeld (Ruling)


29 The plaintiff relies on decisions in ,               Trkulja v Google LLC [3]  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) ,  [4]  Webb
 and  for the proposition that publication  v Bloch [5]  Thiess v TCN Channel Nine Pty Ltd (No 5) [6]


ought to be construed broadly.  Encouraging and assisting in the publication of the false statements 


is sufficient for the defendant to be found liable for their publication.


via


 [4]  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2019] NSWSC 110 (25 February 2019) (McCallum J)Noble v Phillips (No 3)


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2019] NSWSC 110 (25 February 2019) (McCallum J)Noble v Phillips (No 3)


In  and the  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 , after considering Webb v Bloch 
decision of the Full Court of the Supreme Court of Queensland in Thiess v TCN Channel Nine 


[1994] 1 QdR 156 and the other decisions referred to in the judgment at , I  Pty Ltd (No 5) [25]


said at  :[26]
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49.  


178.  


124.  


“In my view, the authorities relied upon by Mr Richardson establish that, where a 


person merely contributes material to an article but has no control over the 


publishing process, liability as a publisher will not ordinarily be established unless 


he or she has assented to its final form.”


 [2019] NSWSC 110 (25 February 2019) (McCallum J)Noble v Phillips (No 3)


Mr Dank sought leave to appeal against the two judgments in the  Cronulla-Sutherland
proceedings. In a lengthy judgment published following a concurrent hearing of the 


application for leave to appeal and the appeal, the Court refused leave: Dank v Cronulla 
[2014] NSWCA 288. The Court said at  : Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd [137]


“The difficulty with these proposed grounds of appeal is that they are predicated on 


her Honour having applied some new form of control test, whereas, properly 


understood, what her Honour was doing was applying the test in and  Webb v Bloch T
; namely that, for there to be liability as a publisher of defamatory material, the  hiess


defendant must in some way knowingly ‘conduce’ and be responsible for the 


publication complained of. Her Honour was going no further than saying that mere 


contribution to an article by someone with no control over the publishing process 


will not  establish liability as a publisher ‘unless he or she has assented to ordinarily
its final form’. Her Honour’s comments in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) , which were 


incorporated by reference into her Honour’s judgment, made reference not merely 


to control but also to assent to the publication.”


 [2018] NSWSC 1973 (10 December 2018) (McCallum J)Cronau v Vavakis (No 3)


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2018] NSWSC 1973 (10 December 2018) (McCallum J)Cronau v Vavakis (No 3)


As submitted by Mr Potter, in circumstances where there is no suggestion that the defendant, Mr 


Vavakis, had any editorial control in respect of the publication of that material in , The Daily Mail
there may be a real issue as to whether he is liable for publication of the whole of the article on the 


strength of principles considered by me in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 at  [26] ; 


[2013] NSWSC 1850 applied in  Dank v Cronulla-Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club (No 3) 
at  ; upheld by the Court of Appeal in [17]-[22] Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League 


[2014] NSWCA 288 at  .Football Club Ltd [137]


 [2018] NSWSC 1518 (15 October 2018) (Payne J)Bolton v Stoltenberg


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2018] NSWSC 1518 (15 October 2018) (Payne J)Bolton v Stoltenberg


Liability as a principal for publication depends on participation in the original publication, 


which can consist of writing the matter complained of or consenting to its content prior to 


publication: [2009] NSWCA 231 at  . Where a person Habib v Radio 2UE Sydney [121]


contributes to the matter complained of but has no control over the final publishing process, 


they will ordinarily not be liable unless they have assented to the final form of publication: D
ank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 at  [22] and  [26] .


 [2018] FCA 550 (20 April 2018) (Wigney J)Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 2)


Third, “where a person merely contributes material to an article but has no control over the 


publishing process, liability as a publisher will not ordinarily be established unless he or she 


has assented to its final form”:  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 at  [26] . In Dank v 
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124.  


43.  


110.  


112.  


96.  


[2014] NSWCA 288, at  ,  Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd [129]-[137]


Ward JA (with whom Emmett and Gleeson JJA agreed) appeared to approve that 


proposition, albeit as a particular application of the test in . Webb v Bloch


 [2018] NSWSC 25 (06 February 2018) (McCallum J)Noble v Phillips (No 2)


Dank v Whitaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2018] NSWSC 25 (06 February 2018) (McCallum J)Noble v Phillips (No 2)


The circumstances in which a person who has given a journalist quotes for attribution may 


be held jointly liable for the publication of an article featuring those quotes were considered 


by me in  Dank v Whitaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 at  [22] and  [26] . That decision was 


upheld by the Court of Appeal in Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football 
[2014] NSWCA 288 at ,  and  . Those decisions establish that, while each  Club Ltd [137] [142] [144]


case turns on its own facts, in order to establish that the source is liable for the publication of 


the whole article, it is ordinarily necessary to establish that he or she assented to the 


publication or exercised some form of control over it.


 [2017] VSC 448 (08 August 2017) (Derham AsJ)Johnston v Holland


The decision in Dank concerned two of a number of proceedings commenced by Dr Dank 


arising out of the publication of a series of newspaper articles concerning the suspected 


administration of performance-enhancing substances to footballers at the Cronulla Sharks 


Football Club.  The judgment concerns the striking out of pleadings of publication against 


medical practitioners who were quoted in the articles.  The proceedings were commenced 


against the editor of the newspaper, the journalist under whose by-line the article appeared, 


the medial doctor who was quoted and others.  It was alleged ‘in globo’ that all the 


defendants published, or caused to be published, of and concerning the plaintiff, the 


defamatory material.  Particulars later given allege the doctor quoted in the article became a 


co-publisher when he made the statements to journalists knowing he would be republished.  


was relied upon, on the basis that as a participant in the defamatory Webb v Bloch 
publication, he is responsible for the whole of the damage suffered, because:


All who are in any degree accessory to the publication of a libel, and by 


any means whatever conduce to the publication are to be considered as 


principals in the art of publication ...[151]


 [2017] VSC 448 (08 August 2017) (Derham AsJ)Johnston v Holland


In the course of considering the strike out application, her Honour considered the decision 


in She noted that the statements from Webb v Bloch.   Dank need to be approached with an 


understanding of the context in which they were made, and reviewed the case and the 


 and other comments of the Full Court of the Supreme Court of Queensland in Thiess
authorities, and concluded:


In my view, the authorities relied upon by Mr Richardson establish that, 


where a person merely contributes material to an article but has no 


control over the publishing process, liability as a publisher will not 


ordinarily be established unless he or she has assented to its final form. [15


 2]


 [2017] VSC 448 (08 August 2017) (Derham AsJ)Johnston v Holland
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96.  


97.  


If the limitation period is extended, Murray opposes the plaintiff’s application to file and 


serve the PFASOC.  Murray submits that the form of the proposed pleading in relation to the 


Tweets is embarrassing and should not be allowed.   He submits:[123]


(a)        first, that it is internally inconsistent.  On the one hand, it alleges 


that Murray encouraged disaffected former staff to send him emails about 


the plaintiff which ‘he or [Ms Holland] would republish in part as tweets 


using the Twitter account’.   On the other hand, it alleges that Ms [124]


Holland wrote and uploaded the Tweets sued upon.    These [125]


allegations are internally inconsistent and render the pleading 


embarrassing;  and [126]


(b)        second, it does not plead the necessary matters to establish liability 


on the part of Murray as a publisher of the Tweets.  The authorities make 


clear that for a person to be liable as an original publisher, it is necessary 


for a plaintiff to establish either control by that person over the publishing 


process or assent by that person to the final form of the publication.  [127]   


The proposed form of pleading is incapable of establishing these matters 


in relation to Murray. 


via


    ’) (leave to [127]         Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062  [20]-[33] (McCallum J) (‘  Dank
appeal refused: [2014] NSWCA Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd 
288 at  (Ward JA; Emmett and Gleeson JJA agreeing [156], [158]) addressing the principles [144]


identified by Isaacs J in (1928) 41 CLR 331,  .Webb v Bloch 363-365


 [2017] VSC 448 (08 August 2017) (Derham AsJ)Johnston v Holland


The defendant submits that the plaintiff should not be allowed to plead paragraph 18A of the 


PFASOC.  The substantive allegation, read with the particulars, is incapable of establishing 


that the defendant is a publisher of the Email, and the particulars are incapable of sustaining 


an allegation of control over or assent to the publication or any degree of awareness or 


control of the relevant words that were published.  It supports that submission by reference 


to the following principles and propositions:


(a)        liability as an original publisher is premised on establishing either 


control over the publishing process or some form of assent or approval 


given to the final form of the relevant publication;  [128]


(b)        without particulars capable of establishing some measure of 


control or assent, a claim that a person is an original publisher of material 


(of which they were not the author) will be liable to be struck out;  [129]


(c)        in the law of defamation, to determine responsibility for a 


publication, it is necessary to focus on what the person did, or failed to do, 


in the chain of communication;  [130]


(d)       to be a publisher of an allegedly defamatory article, it is essential 


that the person has a degree of awareness or at least an assumption of 


general responsibility;  and[131]


(e)        there must be knowing involvement in the process of publication of 


the relevant words. It is not enough that the person merely plays a passive 


instrumental role in the process.  [132]
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97.  


109.  


112.  


via


  [128]          Dank  [22]-[26] .


 [2017] VSC 448 (08 August 2017) (Derham AsJ)Johnston v Holland


The defendant submits that the plaintiff should not be allowed to plead paragraph 18A of the 


PFASOC.  The substantive allegation, read with the particulars, is incapable of establishing 


that the defendant is a publisher of the Email, and the particulars are incapable of sustaining 


an allegation of control over or assent to the publication or any degree of awareness or 


control of the relevant words that were published.  It supports that submission by reference 


to the following principles and propositions:


(a)        liability as an original publisher is premised on establishing either 


control over the publishing process or some form of assent or approval 


given to the final form of the relevant publication;  [128]


(b)        without particulars capable of establishing some measure of 


control or assent, a claim that a person is an original publisher of material 


(of which they were not the author) will be liable to be struck out;  [129]


(c)        in the law of defamation, to determine responsibility for a 


publication, it is necessary to focus on what the person did, or failed to do, 


in the chain of communication;  [130]


(d)       to be a publisher of an allegedly defamatory article, it is essential 


that the person has a degree of awareness or at least an assumption of 


general responsibility;  and[131]


(e)        there must be knowing involvement in the process of publication of 


the relevant words. It is not enough that the person merely plays a passive 


instrumental role in the process.  [132]


via


  [2010] NSWSC 415 [129]           Dank  [33] ; Palace Films Pty Ltd v Fairfax Media Publications Pty Ltd [3]


 .-[37]


 [2017] VSC 448 (08 August 2017) (Derham AsJ)Johnston v Holland


The plaintiff contended that the decision of McCallum J in  Dank v Whitaker (No.1)  [150] shoul


d be distinguished on the basis that the statement of the law in that case needs to be seen in 


the light of the facts in the case, which were entirely different.  


via


  [150]          Dank .


 [2017] VSC 448 (08 August 2017) (Derham AsJ)Johnston v Holland
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112.  


32.  


32.  


32.  


In the course of considering the strike out application, her Honour considered the decision 


in She noted that the statements from need to be approached with an Webb v Bloch.   Dank
understanding of the context in which they were made, and reviewed the case and the 


comments of the Full Court of the Supreme Court of Queensland in  and other Thiess
authorities, and concluded:


In my view, the authorities relied upon by Mr Richardson establish that, 


where a person merely contributes material to an article but has no 


control over the publishing process, liability as a publisher will not 


ordinarily be established unless he or she has assented to its final form. [15


 2]


via


  [152]           Dank  [26] .


 [2017] VSC 158 (04 April 2017) (John Dixon J)Defteros v Google Inc


In     Dank v Whittaker (No 1) ,  [23] McCallum J accepted as correct the statement that: [24]


[I]n order to establish that a person is jointly liable as an original publisher of 


allegedly defamatory matter, it is necessary to establish either control or assent.


 [2017] VSC 158 (04 April 2017) (John Dixon J)Defteros v Google Inc


In     Dank v Whittaker (No 1) ,  [23] McCallum J accepted as correct the statement that: [24]


[I]n order to establish that a person is jointly liable as an original publisher of 


allegedly defamatory matter, it is necessary to establish either control or assent.


via


  [23]            [2013] NSWSC 1062 .


 [2017] VSC 158 (04 April 2017) (John Dixon J)Defteros v Google Inc


In ,  McCallum J accepted as correct the statement that:  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [23]  [24]


[I]n order to establish that a person is jointly liable as an original publisher of 


allegedly defamatory matter, it is necessary to establish either control or assent.


via


  [24]            Ibid ,  [22] .


 [2017] NSWSC 124 (10 February 2017) (McCallum J)Dawson v Harbour Radio Pty Ltd


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062
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17.  


10.  


13.  


 [2017] NSWSC 124 (10 February 2017) (McCallum J)Dawson v Harbour Radio Pty Ltd


HER HONOUR: These are proceedings for defamation commenced by Ms Karen Dawson against 


Harbour Radio Pty Limited arising out of the broadcast of a segment on the Ray Hadley show. The 


proceedings came before the court for the first listing last Friday. On that occasion there was an 


argument brought forward by the third defendant, who was interviewed by Mr Hadley in the 


relevant segment of the broadcast, contending that the proceedings as against her should be 


dismissed on the grounds that she could not be held to be liable as a publisher of the whole of the 


matter complained of, based on the principles considered by me in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] 


 NSWSC 1062 and later decisions.


 [2015] NSWSC 1000 (22 July 2015) (McCallum J)Cowper v Fairfax Media Publications Pty Limited


I do not think it is fair to characterise the contention of republication in the present case as a 


bare guess. The particulars provided in the letter to which I have referred provide ample 


basis to sustain the inference contended for and I think it would be wrong to strike that 


averment from the pleading at this point of the proceedings. I do not think the position is 


governed by the position I took in or  Bleyer v Google Inc  Dank v Whittaker (No 1).


 [2015] NSWSC 1000 (22 July 2015) (McCallum J)Cowper v Fairfax Media Publications Pty Limited


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2015] NSWSC 1000 (22 July 2015) (McCallum J)Cowper v Fairfax Media Publications Pty Limited


Mr Dawson also referred to my judgment in   Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 . 


That was a case in which two of the defendants sought to have the proceedings as against 


them dismissed. They had been sued as joint publishers of a newspaper article on the basis 


[1928] HCA 50; 41 CLR 331 in of the principles stated by the High Court in  Webb v Bloch
circumstances where their alleged involvement in the article was confined to the fact that 


certain quotes within the article had been attributed to them. The plaintiff submitted that 


the issue of those defendants’ liability as joint publishers of the whole article was a matter for 


evidence at the trial and not a strike-out point, citing  Thiess v TCN Channel Nine Pty Ltd (No 5)
[1994] 1 Qd R 156 at  . In considering that submission, I said, “to the extent that that passage 194


was sought to be relied upon as authority for the proposition that it is not necessary to plead 


material facts to establish a basis for alleging that a person is liable as a joint publisher, the 


submission was misconceived”, implicitly rejecting the proposition that the pleading could 


stand in the form in which it was against the prospect of further information being obtained 


by interlocutory processes (at [29] to [30]).


 [2015] NSWCA 193 (30 June 2015) (McColl JA, Simpson JA, Sackville AJA)Dank v Rothfield


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


Habib v Radio 2UE Sydney Pty Ltd


 [2015] NSWCA 193 (30 June 2015) (McColl JA, Simpson JA, Sackville AJA)Dank v Rothfield


The Strike Out Judgment was not the first time that the primary Judge, in proceedings 


commenced by Dr Dank, had considered whether a defendant who contributed to a 


publication, but was not responsible for the entire publication, could be regarded as an 


original publisher of the whole matter complained of. In an earlier decision in different 


proceedings,  Dank v Whittaker (No 1),  [4] McCallum J struck out pleadings to this effect. Her 


Honour did so on the ground that the pleadings did not establish that the defendants were 


original publishers of defamatory material within the principles stated by the High Court in 


  Webb v Bloch [5] .
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13.  


14.  


8.  


60.  


 [2015] NSWCA 193 (30 June 2015) (McColl JA, Simpson JA, Sackville AJA)Dank v Rothfield


The Strike Out Judgment was not the first time that the primary Judge, in proceedings 


commenced by Dr Dank, had considered whether a defendant who contributed to a 


publication, but was not responsible for the entire publication, could be regarded as an 


original publisher of the whole matter complained of. In an earlier decision in different 


proceedings,  Dank v Whittaker (No 1),  [4] McCallum J struck out pleadings to this effect. Her 


Honour did so on the ground that the pleadings did not establish that the defendants were 


original publishers of defamatory material within the principles stated by the High Court in 


  Webb v Bloch [5] .


via


 [4]  [2013] NSWSC 1062 .


 [2015] NSWCA 193 (30 June 2015) (McColl JA, Simpson JA, Sackville AJA)Dank v Rothfield


In , McCallum J formulated the relevant principle as follows: Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [6]


“the authorities … establish that, where a person merely contributes material to an 


article but has no control over the publishing process, liability as a publisher will not 


ordinarily be established unless he or she has assented to its final form.”


via


 [6]  [2013] NSWSC 1062 at  [26] .


 [2014] NSWSC 1938 (11 December 2014) (McCallum J)Dank v Nine Network Australia Pty Limited


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2014] NSWSC 1938 (11 December 2014) (McCallum J)Dank v Nine Network Australia Pty Limited


The central proposition on the strength of which Mr Dank's pleading against Mr Rothfield 


was struck out in my earlier judgment in Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League 
[2013] NSWSC 1850 derived from the determination of the first round of Football Club (No 3) 


this kind of argument in my judgment in   Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 . That 


decision was concerned with Mr Dank's attempt to make liable, as publishers of the whole of 


a defamatory publication, two experts to whom were attributed various quotes in the 


newspaper article, Dr Larkins and Dr Ho.


 [2014] NSWCA 288 (28 August Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


2014) (Ward JA at [1]; Emmett JA at [149]; Gleeson JA at [158])


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2014] NSWCA 288 (28 August Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


2014) (Ward JA at [1]; Emmett JA at [149]; Gleeson JA at [158])


As to the second matter complained of (at [5] of the amended statement of claim) and the 


pleading of the same matter as published on the internet (at [7]), her Honour said that those 


raised issues which echoed those determined in her August 2013 judgment as to the 


attribution of liability as an original publisher for the whole of the television broadcast. In 


that judgment, her Honour had concluded that the plea of publication of the second and 
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60.  


61.  


63.  


70.  


70.  


129.  


third matters complained of by the Irvine respondents could not be sustained for the reasons 


expressed in her earlier judgment in other proceedings brought by Dr Dank ( Dank v 
 . Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062  )


 [2014] NSWCA 288 (28 August Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


2014) (Ward JA at [1]; Emmett JA at [149]; Gleeson JA at [158])


Contrasting the position between the pleading in its initial form and the pleading in Dank v 
 Whittaker  (No 1) , her Honour had commented in her August reasons (at  [13] ) that:


Indeed the position is  in the present case, where the only fact, matter or circumstance that has a fortiori
been identified in support of the allegation that those defendants are liable as original publishers of the 


news broadcast is that "the sixth defendant [Mr Irvine] is depicted on the program complained of". 


 [2014] NSWCA 288 (28 August Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


2014) (Ward JA at [1]; Emmett JA at [149]; Gleeson JA at [158])


In the December judgment, her Honour made reference (at [20]) to and  Webb v Bloch  Thiess v 
[1994] 1 Qd R 156. Her Honour rejected the submission by Mr  TCN Channel Nine Pty Ltd (No 5)


Evatt as to the import of the test in for pleading purposes and concluded (at  ) that  Thiess [22]


what was absent in the present case was a cause of action pleaded with sufficient facts, 


matters and circumstances to establish a basis for a case to go to a jury; her Honour there 


noting that was concerned with the question as to what had been the task for the jury  Thiess
but that was premised on there being a case to go to the jury. Her Honour said at  :[22]


I adhere to my view in the earlier judgments [there clearly referring to the August reasons and her 


Honour's judgment in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) and some of the cases referred to therein] that, absent any 
, the pleading is liable to be struck out. In other words, it is not open to particulars of the kind there referred to


a plaintiff in a defamation action to sue every person to whom quotes are attributed in a television 


broadcast in the hope that, by the end of the interlocutory processes, it will have been established that 


each such person played a sufficient role in the production of the broadcast to attract liability in the way 


in which Mr Woodham was alleged to have attracted liability in . [my emphasis] Thiess


 [2014] NSWCA 288 (28 August Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


2014) (Ward JA at [1]; Emmett JA at [149]; Gleeson JA at [158])


Her Honour said (at [31]):


Consistently with my decision in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) there being no particulars as to any basis on 


which Mr Rothfield should be held liable as an original publisher of the whole of the broadcast, and 


absent his being a journalist employed by the Nine Network, I would have struck out that allegation 


.against him with leave to replead a case of the kind referred to in  Dank v Whittaker  (No 1)


 [2014] NSWCA 288 (28 August Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


2014) (Ward JA at [1]; Emmett JA at [149]; Gleeson JA at [158])


Her Honour said (at [31]):


Consistently with my decision in there being no particulars as to any basis on  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) 
which Mr Rothfield should be held liable as an original publisher of the whole of the broadcast, and 


absent his being a journalist employed by the Nine Network, I would have struck out that allegation 


against him with leave to replead a case of the kind referred to in   Dank v Whittaker  (No 1) .


 [2014] NSWCA 288 (28 August Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


2014) (Ward JA at [1]; Emmett JA at [149]; Gleeson JA at [158])
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129.  


130.  


133.  


137.  


8.  


The basis on which her Honour considered that the amended pleading did not properly 


plead a cause of action against any of the respondents to the effect that they were original 


publishers of the television programme was that there was no pleading of facts, matters and 


circumstances sufficient to establish, if proven, that each either had control over the 


broadcast or had assented to its final form. I draw this from her Honour's reference at [17] to 


what she had earlier said at [26] in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) and to the discussion by her 


 Honour from [18]-[23].


 [2014] NSWCA 288 (28 August Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


2014) (Ward JA at [1]; Emmett JA at [149]; Gleeson JA at [158])


In  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) , her Honour had considered an application for pleadings to be 


struck out as against an individual who was sued as an original publisher of the whole of the 


matter there complained of. Her Honour accepted (at  [22] ), as a correct statement of 


principle, the submission that, in order to establish that a person is jointly liable as an 


original publisher of allegedly defamatory matter, it is necessary to establish either control or 
. Her Honour said:assent


The notion of control is comprehended within the role of a person such as the proprietor of a newspaper, 


an editor who determines what is published and, ordinarily, the author of the defamatory matter 


(although it is well recognised that a journalist, whilst responsible for the words written by him or her, is 


not necessarily liable for headlines or images added during the editorial process). Absent participation in 


a publication at that level of control, a person who merely contributes part of what is published will not be 


jointly liable as an original publisher of the whole unless he or she assents to its final form.


 [2014] NSWCA 288 (28 August Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


2014) (Ward JA at [1]; Emmett JA at [149]; Gleeson JA at [158])


In  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) , her Honour considered at  [31] that the particulars set out in the 


pleadings in that case were incapable of sustaining the allegation that the defendant "had 


control of the final version of the matters complained of or assented to them" and that, 


insofar as the particulars were relevant to the plea, they said no more than that the 


defendant had made statements which were likely to be republished. The amended pleading 


 in this case suffers from the same problem.


 [2014] NSWCA 288 (28 August Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd


2014) (Ward JA at [1]; Emmett JA at [149]; Gleeson JA at [158])


The difficulty with these proposed grounds of appeal is that they are predicated on her 


Honour having applied some new form of control test, whereas, properly understood, what 


her Honour was doing was applying the test in and ; namely that, for  Webb v Bloch  Thiess
there to be liability as a publisher of defamatory material, the defendant must in some way 


knowingly "conduce" and be responsible for the publication complained of. Her Honour was 


going no further than saying that mere contribution to an article by someone with no control 


over the publishing process will not  establish liability as a publisher "unless he or ordinarily
she has assented to its final form". Her Honour's comments in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) , which 


were incorporated by reference into her Honour's judgment, made reference not merely to 


 control but also to assent to the publication.


 [2014] NSWSC 575 (13 May 2014) (McCallum J)Toben v Mathieson (No 2)


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2014] NSWSC 575 (13 May 2014) (McCallum J)Toben v Mathieson (No 2)


As noted on behalf of Senator Milne, costs will have been incurred in the present case in 


respect of three issues which required the attention of the lawyers. First, the amendment was 


initially prompted by an objection to the manner in which Dr Toben had originally pleaded 
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8.  


4.  


26.  


27.  


29.  


the element of publication against Senator Milne. The original statement of claim sought to 


hold her liable for the whole of the content of the newspaper article in question, 


notwithstanding the fact that she is not the journalist or the proprietor of the newspaper but 


is a person to whom certain quotes are attributed within the body of the article. Senator 


Milne moved to have the pleading struck out on that basis, relying on my decision in Dank v 
 Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 . Dr Toben capitulated to that objection. One of the 


purposes of the proposed amendment was to re-plead the element of publication. 


 [2014] NSWSC 421 (07 April 2014) (McCallum J)Zeccola v Fairfax Media Publications Pty Ltd (No 2)


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2014] NSWSC 421 (07 April 2014) (McCallum J)Zeccola v Fairfax Media Publications Pty Ltd (No 2)


As to the form of the reply referred to by Mr Rasmussen, Mr Dawson informs me that there 


would also be a measure of delay if that issue were to hold up the mediation. The plaintiff 


relies on the alleged malice of the second defendant, Mr Rosen. As noted by Mr Dawson, 


there is in the law of defamation no doctrine of transferred malice, although I apprehend 


there may be room for debate about the precise content and application of that principle. In 


any event, the difficulty is that there is an issue the second defendant would wish to raise as 


to the continuation of the claim against him in light of the principles stated in my judgment 


in   Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 .


 [2013] NSWSC 1062 (03 February 2014) (Beech-Jones J)Linnell v Channel Seven Sydney Pty Ltd


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2013] NSWSC 1062 (03 February 2014) (Beech-Jones J)Linnell v Channel Seven Sydney Pty Ltd


Counsel for the plaintiff, Mr Rasmussen, submitted that, even if the Court ordered that those 


parts of the Amended Statement of Claim be struck out, his client should be granted liberty 


to replead its case against the third to sixth defendants. It seems that the reformulation of the 


case against those defendants occurred partly out of a concern raised by the decision of 


McCallum J in   Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 which was said to raise a doubt as 


to whether a person who is interviewed for a programme assumes responsibility for its 


broadcast or publication. 


 [2013] NSWSC 1062 (03 February 2014) (Beech-Jones J)Linnell v Channel Seven Sydney Pty Ltd


Mr Rasmussen submitted that, if these paragraphs are struck out, his client should be 


allowed the opportunity to reformulate its case so as to make the third to sixth defendants 


responsible for the 30 November 2013 broadcast and, if necessary, to challenge the 


correctness of  Dank . 


 [2013] NSWSC 1062 (03 February 2014) (Beech-Jones J)Linnell v Channel Seven Sydney Pty Ltd


I think the best course is not to shut Mr Rasmussen out of making an argument in respect of 


 Dank . However, I think this should be done by the service of a proposed further Amended 


Statement of Claim that not only reformulates the pleading and particulars in light of those 


paragraphs that have been struck out, but also identifies how it is said that the third to sixth 


defendants bear responsibility for the broadcast on 30 November 2012. 


 [2013] NSWSC 1062 (03 February 2014) (Beech-Jones J)Linnell v Channel Seven Sydney Pty Ltd


If the plaintiffs wish to re-agitate some aspect of  Dank then the forum in which they could do so is 


at the time of seeking leave to file any such proposed Amended Statement of Claim.


 [2013] NSWSC 1850 (06 Dank v Cronulla-Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd (No 3)


December 2013) (McCallum J)
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17.  


18.  


19.  


31.  


31.  


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2013] NSWSC 1850 (06 Dank v Cronulla-Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd (No 3)


December 2013) (McCallum J)


The second matter complained of in paragraph 5 of the amended Statement of Claim and the 


pleading of the same matter as published on the Internet on paragraph 7 of the amended 


Statement of Claim also raises issues which echo those determined in my earlier judgment. 


The defendants complained that the pleadings sought to attribute to them liability as an 


original publisher of the whole of a television broadcast (together with the proprietors and 


producers of the broadcast). A similar point had been determined by me during the same 


week in another action commenced by Dr Dank:  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062. 


In that case, I held, at  [26] :


In my view, the authorities relied upon by Mr Richardson establish that, where a person merely 


contributes material to an article but has no control over the publishing process, liability as a publisher 


will not ordinarily be established unless he or she has assented to its final form.


 [2013] NSWSC 1850 (06 Dank v Cronulla-Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd (No 3)


December 2013) (McCallum J)


In  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) , I acceded to a submission that there was no articulated basis for 


making such a plea. In my first judgment in Dank v Cronulla-Sutherland District Rugby League 
, it was acknowledged that the pleading of the second matter complained of  Football Club Ltd


was governed by the same ruling (see [13] of the judgment). In the Amended Statement of 


Claim, the only response the plaintiff has made to that determination is to seek to attribute 


only half of the broadcast, or a portion of it, to the first and sixth defendants. 


 [2013] NSWSC 1850 (06 Dank v Cronulla-Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd (No 3)


December 2013) (McCallum J)


I think it is fair to say that, in seeking to defend the pleading in that form, Mr Evatt sought to 


revisit my decision in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) . It was an interlocutory judgment and there is 


not necessarily any vice in doing so. 


 [2013] NSWSC 1850 (06 Dank v Cronulla-Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd (No 3)


December 2013) (McCallum J)


Consistently with my decision in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) , there being no particulars as to 


any basis on which Mr Rothfield should be held liable as an original publisher of the whole 


of the broadcast, and absent his being a journalist employed by the Nine Network, I would 


have struck out that allegation against him with leave to replead a case of the kind referred to 


.in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1)


 [2013] NSWSC 1850 (06 Dank v Cronulla-Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd (No 3)


December 2013) (McCallum J)


Consistently with my decision in , there being no particulars as to  Dank v Whittaker (No 1)
any basis on which Mr Rothfield should be held liable as an original publisher of the whole 


of the broadcast, and absent his being a journalist employed by the Nine Network, I would 


have struck out that allegation against him with leave to replead a case of the kind referred to 


in   Dank v Whittaker (No 1) .


 [2013] NSWSC 1822 (06 December 2013) (McCallum J)Dank v Whittaker (No 3)


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2013] NSWSC 1822 (06 December 2013) (McCallum J)Dank v Whittaker (No 3)
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2.  


24.  


4.  


8.  


14.  


The second defendant in the proceedings is Dr Peter Larkins, who is quoted in a number of 


the articles. On 7 August 2013, I determined an application by Dr Larkins to have the 


pleadings as against him struck out:   Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 . At the time 


of that application Dr Larkins did not oppose the plaintiffs having leave to replead his claim 


against Dr Larkins (noted at [20] of the judgment). 


 [2013] NSWSC 1522 (18 October 2013) (McCallum J)YZ v Amazon


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2013] NSWSC 1522 (18 October 2013) (McCallum J)YZ v Amazon


A second difficulty with the pleading of the element of publication arises from the fact that 


the plaintiff seeks to hold persons other than the author of the book jointly liable as 


publishers. The pleading does not adequately articulate a basis for doing so. That difficulty is 


most acute in respect of the fifth defendant (the author's spouse) and the sixth defendant (a 


parent of the child). The relevant principles are considered in my decision in Dank v 
  Whittaker  (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 . The present pleading does adequately any state facts, 


matters or circumstances such as to bring the individual defendants other than the fourth 


defendant within those principles. 


 [2013] NSWSC 1530 (18 October 2013) (McCallum Toben v Mathieson; Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd


J)


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2013] NSWSC 1530 (18 October 2013) (McCallum Toben v Mathieson; Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd


J)


Whilst the two sets of proceedings are travelling together, the present application concerns 


only the proceedings in which Senator Milne is a defendant (proceedings 200128 of 2013). In 


those proceedings, Senator Milne filed a notice of motion on 22 August 2013 moving the 


court for an order that the proceedings as against her be stayed or the statement of claim 


struck out. At that stage, the action against Senator Milne was based on the contention that 


she was jointly liable as a publisher of the whole of the article. The basis for the application 


to have the statement of claim struck out was the principle stated in my decision in Dank v 
 Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062. In that case I held that, where a person contributes to an 


article but is not alleged to have had any control over the publishing process, that person is 


not liable as a publisher of the whole of the article unless he or she has assented in some way 


to its final form (at  [26] ). 


 [2013] NSWSC 1143 (20 August 2013) (McCallum J)Glanville v TCN Channel Nine Pty Ltd


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2013] NSWSC 1143 (20 August 2013) (McCallum J)Glanville v TCN Channel Nine Pty Ltd


The claim on that basis is problematic. I recently had occasion to consider the relevant 


principles in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 at  [22] to [26] . In that case, after 


considering a careful analysis of the relevant authorities provided by Mr Richardson of 


counsel (who appears as junior counsel for the media defendants in the present case), I 


accepted the proposition that liability as an original publisher is premised on the 


establishment of either control over the publishing process or some form of assent or 


 approval given to the final form of the relevant publication.


 [2013] NSWDC 145 (17 August 2013) (Gibson DCJ)Ghosh v Ninemsn Pty Ltd (No 2)


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2013] NSWDC 145 (17 August 2013) (Gibson DCJ)Ghosh v Ninemsn Pty Ltd (No 2)
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14.  


1.  


5.  


12.  


Publication by electronic means, whether by internet, email and/or social media, will 


inevitably lead to the bringing of claims for defamation against multiple defendants, in 


jurisdictions all over the world, where the audience for some of those publications may be no 


more than a handful of persons. The question is the degree to which the court allows parties 


to add further complexity to what is already a difficult area of the law or rely upon case 


management principles such as the "just, cheap and quick" directive in s  56 Civil Procedure Act 
 . In 2005 (NSW) Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 at  [34] McCallum J, faced with 


proceedings her Honour described as a "juggernaut", commented:


"A number of observations can be made about these proceedings and I would expect them to be reported 


to the plaintiff personally. It is, of course, a matter for him how he wishes to conduct his defamation 


actions (hopefully on the strength of sensible and complete legal advice). It may be observed, however, 


that the full collection of proceedings commenced by Dr Dank has launched something of a juggernaut. 


There are multiple proceedings, multiple defendants, multiple legal teams and a vast number of 


imputations relied upon in all. The objections that are now taken by the defendants in the present 


application and other applications I have heard this week will afford the plaintiff an opportunity not only 


to recast his claims in response to my rulings but also to reassess the ambit of the fight he wishes to take 


on. I would urge the plaintiff and those representing him to give careful consideration to the way in which 


the claims are framed with a view to bringing before the court a manageable dispute calculated to raise 


the real issues required to be determined for the purpose of vindicating Dr Dank's reputation."


 [2013] NSWSC 1122 (16 August 2013) (McCallum J)Dank v Carroll; Dank v Nationwide News Pty Limited


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2013] NSWSC 1122 (16 August 2013) (McCallum J)Dank v Carroll; Dank v Nationwide News Pty Limited


 Dr Stephen Dank has instituted multiple proceedings for defamation HER HONOUR:


arising out of widespread reports in the media suggesting that he administered performance-


enhancing drugs to footballers at Cronulla-Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club. 


Objections to the form of the pleadings have been taken in a number of matters: see Dank v 
  Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 ; Dank v Cronulla-Sutherland District Rugby League 


[2013] NSWSC 1101 and [2013] NSWSC 1064.  Football Club  Dank v Whittaker (No 2)


 [2013] NSWSC 1064 (09 August 2013) (McCallum J)Dank v Whittaker (No 2)


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2013] NSWSC 1064 (09 August 2013) (McCallum J)Dank v Whittaker (No 2)


More detail of the content of the articles is set out in my judgment in  Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [


  2013] NSWSC 1062 .


 [2013] NSWSC 1101 (08 August 2013) Dank v Cronulla-Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club


(McCallum J)


Dank v Whittaker (No 1)  [2013] NSWSC 1062


 [2013] NSWSC 1101 (08 August 2013) Dank v Cronulla-Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club


(McCallum J)


In other defamation proceedings commenced by Mr Dank, I have this week heard 


applications by defendants in a similar position, that is, defendants sued as original 


publishers of the whole of an article where those defendants had only contributed a small 


part of the material reproduced in the article and were not proprietors, editors or journalists 


of the relevant newspaper. I held that the pleadings as against those defendants should be 


struck out:    Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 .
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Introduction 


The purpose of this consultation paper (the Consultation Paper) is to facilitate discussion of 
concerns relating to activist short selling and its potential impact on Canadian capital markets. 


Since 2019, a committee (we or the Committee) comprised of staff from the Canadian Securities 
Administrators (CSA) has undertaken research and analysis on activist short selling. The CSA’s 
consideration of this activity arose in the wake of an increased number of campaigns targeting 
Canadian issuers (Campaigns) and concerns raised about the potential impact of activist short 
selling on our markets.1  We have also heard concerns from stakeholders about potential regulatory 
intervention inhibiting beneficial short selling activity and detracting from the price discovery 
process.2    


To further inform our analysis of the issues, and to ensure that the CSA has all relevant information 
before determining whether regulatory intervention is required, the Committee is consulting with 
the public on issues identified through our research. While this Consultation Paper discusses our 
understanding of the concerns raised and summarizes the research we have undertaken, we are 
focussed on soliciting feedback, supported by evidence whenever possible, from stakeholders on 
specific questions, which are set out in this Consultation Paper.   


This Consultation Paper is organized into four parts; Part I provides an introduction and 
background to the Committee’s consideration of activist short selling with the three remaining 
Parts dedicated to the specific areas of consultation, namely: 


(II) The nature and extent of activist short selling activity in Canada; 
(III) The Canadian and international regulatory framework; and 
(IV) Issues related to enforcement and other potential remedial actions. 


Each Part summarizes the Committee’s research, our understanding of the issues and concerns 
raised and sets out questions for consultation.  


                                                 
1 See e.g., Barbara Shecter, “Activist short-sellers are increasingly targeting Canadian companies – is Canada ready?”, Financial 
Post (6 October 2017) [Shecter]; Orestes Pasparakis, Walied Soliman & Joe Bricker, “It’s time for legislators to crack down on 
abusive short-selling”, Globe and Mail Op-ed (18 January 2019) [Pasparakis, Soliman & Bricker]; and Pete Evans, “Canada 
needs to toughen short selling rules to weed out abuse, market watchers say”, CBC News (11 February 2019) [Evans]; Yves 
Allaire “Short-seller heists: Why do institutional investors support activist hedge funds only out for a quick profit?”, Financial 
Post Op-ed (13 December 13 2019)  
2 See e.g., Larry MacDonald, “Regulations to rein in short-sellers must not undercut activists' positive effects”, The Globe and 
Mail (30 January 2020)  



https://business.financialpost.com/news/fp-street/rise-of-the-shorts-activist-short-sellers-are-increasingly-targeting-canadian-companies

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/business/commentary/article-its-time-for-regulators-to-crack-down-on-abusive-short-selling/

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/business/commentary/article-its-time-for-regulators-to-crack-down-on-abusive-short-selling/

https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/short-selling-abuse-1.5009871

https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/short-selling-abuse-1.5009871

https://business.financialpost.com/opinion/short-seller-heists-why-do-institutional-investors-support-activist-hedge-funds-only-out-for-a-quick-profit
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I. BACKGROUND 


We use the term “activist short selling” to refer to instances where an individual or entity takes a 
short position in a security and then makes a public statement, issues a report, or otherwise publicly 
shares information or analysis that is likely to have a negative effect on the price of the security.  
If the value of the security declines, the short seller realizes a profit.3  Activist short sellers are a 
subset of “directional” short sellers.4  The key difference between activist and other directional 
short sellers is that activists will publicly disclose concerns they have identified with an issuer.  
Material and accurate information about issuers, whether it is positive or negative, assists in 
ensuring market prices reflect the fundamental value of the issuer’s securities.  However, the utility 
or harm of activist short selling to the market depends on the materiality and accuracy of the 
information relied upon and whether there is a manipulative intent to spread falsehood or to distort 
prices. 


Activist short selling is not new.  However, these types of campaigns have received considerably 
more attention in recent years.  This may be due, in part, to the rise in the use of social media and 
its impact on markets.5  Indeed, through social media platforms, prominent activists with a large 
following can promote and disseminate their short theses about target companies to a broader 
audience and at a much faster pace.6 


While traditional long shareholder activism is a well-accepted practice in our markets and viewed 
by most as an effort to improve shareholder value in public companies, activism by short sellers is 
often viewed differently.  Activist short sellers state that they create real value for public markets 
by contributing to market efficiency and price discovery.  Some take it even further describing 
their work as a “first line of defence against fraud and subsequent losses.”7  The approach of 
activist short sellers is not without controversy.  If an activist short seller’s objective is met, it will 
mean they have convinced the market of their thesis and caused a decline in a target issuer’s share 
price, leading to a loss of value for its shareholders. 8    


                                                 
3 For further details on the mechanics of short selling, see Part I, Section B below.  See also e.g., Wuyang Zhao, “Activist Short-
Selling and Corporate Opacity” (January 28, 2020), available at SSRN [Zhao]; and Alexander Ljungqvist & Wenlan Qian, “How 
Constraining Are Limits to Arbitrage?” (March 5, 2016), Institute of Global Finance Working Paper No. 7, available at SSRN 
[Ljungqvist & Qian].  Some academics also refer to this type of activity as “negative activism”, see Joshua Mitts, “A Legal 
Perspective on Technology and the Capital Markets: Social Media, Short Activism and the Algorithmic Revolution” (October 28, 
2019), Columbia Law and Economics Working Paper No. 615, available at SSRN.  
4 Directional short sellers anticipate a decline in the market price of a security sold, in contrast to other short sellers who hedge a 
long position or take advantage of an arbitrage opportunity and who will not benefit from subsequent downward or upward price 
movements. 
5 See Adam Kornblum “11 Tweets that Turned the Stock Market Upside Down” Ogilvy Insights (13 August 2018).  
6 Michael P. Regan, “The Tiny Activist Fund That Reaped 24% Return by Unearthing ‘Cockroaches”, Bloomberg Markets (20 
May 2019).  
7 Letter from Fahmi Quadir, Chief Investment Officer, Safkhet Capital Management LLC to Dr. Jean-Pierre Bussalb, Head of 
Short Selling Section, Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht dated March 15, 2019. [Safkhet Open Letter] 
8 As noted by Partoy et al., “unlike positive activism, which often carries a powerful and positive normative presumption, 
negative activism faces an uphill normative battle, the presumption being that it destroys shareholder value.” Barbara A Bliss, 
Peter Molk & Frank Partnoy, “Negative Activism” (February 25, 2019) 97 Washington University Law Review, Forthcoming. 
University of Florida Levin College of Law Research Paper No. 19-19 at 11. Available at SSRN. [Bliss, Molk & Partnoy] 



http://ssrn.com/abstract=2852041

http://ssrn.com/abstract=2356414

http://ssrn.com/abstract=3447235

https://www.ogilvy.com/feed/11-tweets-that-turned-the-stock-market-upside-down/

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2019-05-20/the-tiny-activist-fund-that-reaped-24-return-by-unearthing-cockroaches

https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/14c124c6-8b4b-4fce-aa5b-4fc04834d828/downloads/Safkhet%20Capital%20to%20BaFin%20on%20Short%20Sale%20Ban.pdf?ver=1553002904959

http://ssrn.com/abstract=3341567
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A. Concerns Raised 


In the last few years, certain Canadian market stakeholders, primarily in the issuer community, 
have raised concerns about activist short selling and its impact on our markets.9  These concerns 
appear to be based on perceptions that:  


• There is an increasing number of activist short selling Campaigns in Canada10; 
• The Canadian regulatory framework addressing short selling is less strict in comparison to 


other jurisdictions11; and 
• There is inadequate deterrence to problematic conduct given the limited number of 


enforcement proceedings involving problematic activist short selling as well as a lack of 
meaningful remedial actions for misconduct.12 


In contrast, activist short sellers have said they target Canadian firms because Canada is “fertile 
ground for corporate malfeasance”13 and that their research and analysis serve an important 
function in the price discovery process by bringing to light new information.14  Shorts sellers and 
others have expressed concerns that regulatory intervention that restrict activist short selling could 
inhibit beneficial short selling activity.15   


As the CSA considered these issues, additional information was necessary to properly analyze the 
concerns raised.  For example, with the exception of activist short sellers that have become well-
known in the media or have publicly issued full reports and analysis, there is very limited 
information and data about other less prominent activist short selling activity (e.g., an anonymous 
negative commentary or analysis about an issuer posted on social media platforms).  Even among 
more prominent activists, there is little information on the impact such campaigns have on affected 
issuers and on markets more generally.  


As regulators considering the overall impact of activist short selling on our markets, it is important 
to consult and understand the concerns that have been raised from all stakeholders and understand 
the evidentiary basis for these concerns.   


                                                 
9 As discussed in Part III.D, concerns about short selling and activist short selling have also seen a resurgence in other 
jurisdictions. 
10 See e.g., Shecter, supra note 1; Pasparakis, Soliman & Bricker, supra note 1; Evans supra note 1.  
11 See e.g., Justice Perell’s statement in Harrington Global Opportunities Fund S.A.R.L. v Investment Industry Regulatory 
Organization of Canada, 2018 ONSC 7739 at para. 11: “There is a perception that the regulation of shorting [sic] selling is 
permissive and lax in Canada compared to other capital markets.” [Harrington] 
12 Paul Davis et al, “An Analysis of the Short Selling Landscape in Canada: A New Path Forward is Needed to Improve Market 
Efficiency and Reduce Systemic Risk” (2019) McMillan LLP. [Davis et al.]  
13 See e.g., Shecter, supra note 1.  
14 See e.g., Ben Axler “Counterpoint: Short sellers like us create real value for public markets by telling Canadian investors the 
truth”, Financial Post (17 December 2019).  
15 See Safkhet Open Letter, supra note 7, criticizing the short sale ban on Wirecard: “Short selling, writ large, affords positive 
externalities on the broader market, and more specifically to the investors which regulators have a duty to protect…the data does 
not support the existence of any material level of short seller manipulation.”   



https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2018/2018onsc7739/2018onsc7739.html?resultIndex=1

https://www.mcmillan.ca/webfiles/An%20Analysis%20of%20the%20Short%20Selling%20Landscape%20of%20Canada.pdf

https://www.mcmillan.ca/webfiles/An%20Analysis%20of%20the%20Short%20Selling%20Landscape%20of%20Canada.pdf

https://business.financialpost.com/opinion/counterpoint-short-sellers-like-us-create-real-value-for-public-markets-by-telling-canadian-investors-the-truth

https://business.financialpost.com/opinion/counterpoint-short-sellers-like-us-create-real-value-for-public-markets-by-telling-canadian-investors-the-truth
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B. Short Selling 


Short selling, as a trading activity, is subject to a well-developed risk based regulatory regime and 
is overseen mainly by the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC), as 
will be further discussed below in Part III.  IIROC’s Universal Market Integrity Rules (UMIR) 
define a short sale as a sale of a security, other than a derivative instrument, which the seller does 
not own either directly or through an agent or trustee.16  It involves selling the borrowed securities 
at the current market price with the expectation of being able to cover the short position by 
purchasing later at a lower price to replace the borrowed securities. 


Short selling is a legitimate trading practice which contributes to market liquidity and price 
efficiency.17  It also contributes to the price discovery process by providing an opportunity for 
negative views about the issuer to be reflected in the price of a security thereby limiting 
overvaluation and biased price increases.18 Short selling can also be an important part of an 
investor’s hedging and investment risk management strategy.19  For example, the proceeds from a 
short sale may be applied to a long position in a different security.  Even so, there is also risk 
inherent in short sales because unless the sale is otherwise “hedged”, a short seller can lose a 
potentially unlimited amount if the price of the security rises unexpectedly.  


A short seller can take a short position in a stock either directly (by borrowing shares to sell short)20  
or synthetically (via options or stock futures).  There are, however, obstacles to short selling.  For 
example, it can be difficult or expensive to borrow shares to sell short if the securities are thinly 
traded, in large demand by other short sellers, or not readily made available for loan.21  Further, 
many Canadian listed issuers trade infrequently22 and the available inventory of equities in the 
Canadian securities lending market, where short sale shares are typically borrowed, tends to be 
more heavily concentrated in securities of larger, widely held, heavily traded issuers.23  Similarly, 


                                                 
16 Universal Market Integrity Rule (UMIR), Part 1 - Definitions and Interpretation, Rule 1.1. 
17 Carole Comerton-Forde, Charles M Jones & Talis J Putnins, “Shorting at Close Range: A Tale of Two Types” (March 18, 
2015). Journal of Financial Economics (JFE), Forthcoming; AFA 2012 Chicago Meetings Paper; Columbia Business School 
Research Paper No. 12/22, available at SSRN.  
18 Ekkehart Boehmer and J Julie Wu, “Short Selling and the Price Discovery Process” (July 16, 2012). Review of Financial 
Studies, Forthcoming, available at SSRN.  
19 See: Canadian Securities Administrators/Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada, CSA/IIROC Joint Notice 
23-312 Request for Comment – Transparency of Short Selling and Failed Trades, (2 March 2012). [Joint Notice 23-312].  
20 Short sales made without prior arrangements to borrow or reasonable expectation to borrow the security first are considered 
“naked short sales” and not permitted under securities legislation and UMIR except for short sales by market makers that provide 
liquidity in the stock (See Rules Notice – Notice of Approval – Provisions Respecting Regulation of Short Sales and Failed 
Trades, IIROC Notice 12-0078 (2 March 2012) [IIROC Notice 12-0078]). Naked short sales can lead to failed trades when the 
seller is not able to deliver the shares within the two-day settlement period. Discussed further in section III.B. 
21 See Owen A. Lamont, “Go Down Fighting: Short Sellers vs. Firms” (July 24, 2009). Yale ICF Working Paper No. 04-20, 
available at SSRN [Lamont].   
22 For example, in the years 2017-2019, between 50% to 57% of listed issuers in Canada’s two largest marketplaces (based on 
number of issuers) had fewer than 2,500 trades per year or an average of less than 10 trades per day.  Also, more than two-thirds 
of listed issuers had an annual traded volume of less than 25 million shares or an average daily traded volume of under 100,000 
shares. (Based on aggregated annual trade counts and volume traded of TSX and TSXV issuers obtained from TMX listings 
data.)  
23 Short sellers represent only one of many borrowers in the securities lending market. Since securities lending is a scale business, 
the lenders are typically large buy-side firms (pension funds, insurance firms, mutual fund/ETF providers etc.) that offer for loan 
their holdings of securities of mostly large and frequently traded issuers.  Additionally, IIROC’s fully-paid securities lending 
(FPL) program will only include certain equity securities that meet at least one of three minimum requirements: volume-weighted 



https://ssrn.com/abstract=1787677

http://ssrn.com/abstract=972620

https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/documents/en/Securities-Category2/csa_20120302_23-312_trans-short-selling.pdf%3e

https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/documents/en/Securities-Category2/csa_20120302_23-312_trans-short-selling.pdf%3e

https://www.iiroc.ca/Documents/2012/7026f168-80c3-45ea-a635-55b8802dbbaf_en.pdf

https://www.iiroc.ca/Documents/2012/7026f168-80c3-45ea-a635-55b8802dbbaf_en.pdf

https://ssrn.com/abstract=566901
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it can also be difficult to take a synthetic short position as the listed derivatives market for 
derivatives with an underlying equity is relatively small in Canada, representing only a small 
proportion of listed equity securities.24 


C. Activist Short Selling 


In most CSA jurisdictions, activist short sellers are not currently subject to specific regulatory 
requirements,25 nor are they defined or easily identifiable.  However, as with other market activity 
conducted by non-regulated or unregistered entities or individuals, short selling activism is subject 
to the existing prohibitions under securities law, for instance prohibitions against market 
manipulation, making misleading statements or fraud.26  


Activist short selling campaigns can be understood as occurring on a spectrum and their utility to 
the market ultimately depends on whether the information being disseminated is material and 
neither false nor misleading.27  At one end of the spectrum, there are beneficial campaigns that can 
contribute to price discovery by producing research and analysis about issuers based on facts.    At 
the other end of the spectrum, there are campaigns that may involve either intentionally producing 
false information about the issuer or making misleading or untrue statements for which there is no 
factual foundation.  These are often referred to as “short and distort” campaigns.28   


The types of conduct that give rise to concerns in the context of activist short selling campaigns 
include:   


• disseminating unbalanced information that does not provide a complete picture, does not 
include other material contrary information or is inconsistent with information disclosed in 
a broader report; 


                                                 
average price ($2.00), average trading volume (100,000 share) or average free float market capitalization ($2 million) over a six-
month period.  For more information on securities lending, see Bank of Canada, Staff Discussion Paper 2019-5, Canadian 
Securities Lending Market Ecology (2019). For more information on IIROC’s FPL program see IIROC Notice 19-0109 Fully-
paid Securities Lending (June 17, 2019).  
24 For example, as of March 11, 2020, Canada’s primary options exchange, the Montreal Exchange, listed fewer than 300 
companies (under 10% of all TSX and TSXV issuers) on their equity options list and only 223 of those had available options 
contracts on the market. 
25 For example, activist short sellers would not be required to obtain registration under securities law requirements unless they 
otherwise meet a registration requirement, such as fund manager.  See also in British Columbia where recent amendments to the 
Securities Act introduced rule making authority over those engaged in “promotional activities.” “Promotional activities” is 
defined to include any activity / communication that encourages a person to buy, not buy, sell or hold a security or derivative. 
Note there is rulemaking authority to prescribe that certain activities are not promotional activities.  See Securities Act (British 
Columbia), RSBC 1996, c 418, s. 1 and 183(12.2).  
26 See e.g., Securities Act (Ontario), RSO 1990, c S.5, ss 126.1 and 126.2; Securities Act (Québec), V-1.1, ss 199.1 and 196; 
Securities Act (Alberta), RSA 2000, c S-4, ss 93 and 221.1; Securities Act (British Columbia), RSBC 1996, c 418, ss 57 and 
168.1; Securities Act (Manitoba), CCSM, c S50, ss 76 and 136(1); and The Securities Act (Saskatchewan), 1988-98 c S-42.2, ss 
55.1, 55.11, 55.13(1).  
27 Bliss, Molk & Partnoy describes this as “informational negative activism” – behaviour that seeks to uncover and then 
communicate the truth about companies whose shares the activists believe are overvalued.  It can be focussed on past disclosures 
by companies which the activist argues contain misrepresentations or omissions or on future expectations about a company’s 
prospects. See: Bliss, Molk & Partnov, supra note 8 at 12. 
28 Although out-of-scope, we also recognize that within the context of social media, the converse is also true – the potential for 
investors or related parties to spread false or misleading positive information about the issuer in order to profit from a rise in the 
issuer’s share price (otherwise known as a “pump and dump”). 



https://www.bankofcanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/sdp2019-5.pdf

https://www.bankofcanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/sdp2019-5.pdf

https://www.iiroc.ca/Documents/2019/c60682f1-0b5d-49ee-863f-3d005f4ac010_en.pdf

https://www.iiroc.ca/Documents/2019/c60682f1-0b5d-49ee-863f-3d005f4ac010_en.pdf
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• disseminating exaggerated reports or commentary;  
• making conclusions without an evidentiary basis; or 
• making potentially misleading statements through links to other documents.   


Exacerbating these concerns is the speed at which information spreads through social media and 
the constraints on the target of a campaign to respond or disprove allegations before the price of 
their stock is impacted.  However, issues arising from the use of social media or similar online 
platforms to spread information to the market is not limited to activist short selling.  The CSA has 
acknowledged that social media can present challenges when used for sharing information with 
the market.29  While we acknowledge that the new market reality is that any individual (e.g., 
influencers, customers, clients, vendors) can easily share unverified information on social media 
about an issuer that could potentially impact its stock price,30  the integrity of the capital markets 
is undermined if those participating in our markets engage in activity that may mislead investors 
or otherwise artificially distorts an issuer’s share price.   


In order to be successful, an activist short seller must, at the very least, have some credibility and 
their thesis should raise sufficient doubt about an issuer that it convinces existing shareholders to 
sell their shares, and potentially other investors to short the stock or not buy it.  Unlike long-only 
investors, activist short sellers generally incur direct costs to maintain their positions.  Once a 
campaign is launched, activist short sellers are also exposed to the additional risk that the target’s 
share price does not decline because of responses from issuers, opposing views from long traders, 
large institutional shareholders and analysts.   If the share price rises significantly this can make 
the cost to close out the short position very expensive.31 


As discussed in further detail in Part II, our research indicates that the prominent activist short 
sellers behind the Campaigns are relatively well-established (e.g., Close to 80% of the 48 activist 
short sellers identified have been active for over 5 years) and predominantly based in the U.S. 
(approximately 60%, compared to 13% that are Canadian-based).32  Anonymous or pseudonymous 
short sellers, or those with only a presence on SeekingAlpha.com (SA),33 account for less than 
20% of the 48 activist short sellers that have targeted Canadian issuers since 2010. 34   


                                                 
29 See CSA Staff Notice 51-348 Staff’s Review of Social Media Used by Reporting Issuers and CSA Staff Notice 51-356 
Problematic Promotional Activities by Issuers.  
30 Social media’s implications on financial markets extends beyond activist short selling and is therefore outside the scope of this 
consultation paper.  For more information see Lin, Tom C. W., The New Market Manipulation (July 3, 2017). Emory Law 
Journal, Vol. 66, p. 1253, 2017; Temple University Legal Studies Research Paper No. 2017-20, available at SSRN. 
31 See: Ljungqvist & Qian, supra note 3. In that paper, the authors conclude that the main barrier to launching public short 
campaigns is the cost to produce credible and new information that will convince long investors to sell, rather than a lack of 
capital or other short-sale constraints (such as cost of borrowing). 
32 Academic studies have noted that a key component for the activist short seller’s strategy is dependent on its own track record to 
convince current long shareholders to sell. See: Ibid.  Statistics based on AI data of short campaigns targeting issuers with 
Canadian headquarters as of December 31, 2019. 
33 SA is a crowdsourced research platform and claims to be “the world’s largest investing community” with approximately 17 
million users per month; over 16,000 contributors; and a dedicated section to short selling for called “Short Ideas” for paid 
subscribers. The platform requires all contributors to disclose positions in stocks they write about and to obtain editor approval 
before posting information. SA states that pseudonym contributors are held to the same compliance and biographical standards 
and their real name and contact information are kept confidential. Additionally, contributors involved in a settlement or SEC 
action must reveal their real names. For more information see, About Seeking Alpha.  
34 This may be a relevant factor to understanding the potential impact of activist short sellers on Canadian markets as a recent 
U.S. academic study found evidence that potential short and distort strategies are more likely to be associated with 



https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/en/SecuritiesLaw_csa_20170309_51-348_staffs-review-of-social-media.htm

https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/en/SecuritiesLaw_csa_20181129_51-356_problematic-promotional-activities-issuers.htm

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2996896

https://seekingalpha.com/page/about_us
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II. Research and Empirical Findings 


The CSA’s research consisted of an empirical analysis of activist short seller Campaigns and an 
academic literature review related to activist short selling.35  The empirical analysis was limited to 
Campaigns identified by Activist Insight (AI), a third-party data provider focused on tracking 
activist investors on both the long and short side.  AI’s database only tracks campaigns by 
prominent activist short sellers, whether they are named or they are anonymous individuals or 
entities.36  This data would cover campaigns that have the most market impact but may also 
potentially overlook campaigns by less prominent actors engaged in similar activities.  


The current academic literature on activist short selling activity is sparse and is focused 
predominantly on U.S. markets where, as explained below, there is a sufficiently greater amount 
of activist short selling activity and data to conduct a more rigorous analysis.   


A. Activist Short Selling Activity  


Between 2010 and September 2020, a total of 73 Canadian issuers have been the target of 116 
Campaigns and among them 16 Campaigns (including all 12 Campaigns from 2020)37 are still 
active according to AI.38  While there has been increased activity since 2015, annually there have 
been no more than 5 Canadian targets for every 1,000 Canadian listed issuers.39  In comparison, 
U.S. issuers are more frequently targeted by activist short sellers - an average of 21 U.S. targets 
annually for every 1,000 U.S. listed issuers.40 


                                                 
pseudonymous authors than with identifiable individuals. Activist short sellers identified in the study were authors who published 
a negative article about an issuer and declared that they held a short position on SA. See: Joshua Mitts, “Short and Distort” 
(February 13, 2020) Columbia Law and Economics Working Paper No. 592, available at SSRN. 
35 This analysis was based on listed issuers with a head office in Canada.  Canadian listed issuers without a Canadian head office 
are not captured. In 2019, there was only one Campaign that targeted a Canadian listed issuer without a Canadian head office. 
36 AI considers prominent activist short sellers to be those with a history of disclosing strong thesis or reports, disclosing a 
position in the target company and having a considerable impact on the target’s stock price.   
37 In 2020, there have been twelve Campaigns identified as of September 30, 2020. 
38 Based on AI data from January 1, 2010 to September 30, 2020. Canadian issuers are identified based on the location of their 
headquarters. Some issuers are targeted by multiple activist short sellers.  AI identifies whether a campaign status is ended (as 
opposed to current) when “the short seller either no longer supports its position according to publicly available information or 
there has been one year of inactivity from the short seller. As announcements regarding this are rare most campaigns are ended 
due to inactivity”. 
39 OSC calculations based on AI data of annual campaign targets from 2010 to September 2020 and end-of year listed issuer 
counts from the World Federation of Exchanges from 2010 to June 2020.  Includes all domestic NASDAQ and NYSE issuers for 
the U.S. Market and all domestic TSX and TSXV issuers for the Canadian market, excluding investment funds.    
40 See Ibid.    



https://ssrn.com/abstract=3198384
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Figure 1 - Activist Short Seller Campaign Activity in Canada (2010 – Sept. 2020) 


 
For the small number of Canadian targets identified, annual Campaign activity appears to be highly 
cyclical as evidenced in Figure 1.  In general, short sellers gravitate towards the securities of issuers 
and sectors where there is a perceived overvaluation (See Figure 2).41  In peak Campaign years, 
this is evident as activist short sellers targeted Canadian issuers in specific, potentially overheated, 
sectors.  For instance, in 2018 among a record 17 Canadian targets, approximately 35% (or 6 
targets) were operating in the cannabis industry.42  However, Campaign activity was largely muted 
in 2017 with 8 Canadian targets and in 2019 with only 7 Canadian targets.  In 2020, there have 
been 12 new campaigns targeting Canadian issuers as of September 2020, however 4 of those 
Canadian issuers were also the target of activist short sellers in prior years.   


                                                 
41 Ekkehart Boehmer, Charles M Jones & Xiaoyan Zhang, “Which Shorts are Informed?” (February 4, 2007). AFA 2007 Chicago 
Meetings Paper, available at SSRN.  
42 Cannabis issuers were categorized under the healthcare sector. The 2019 AI report on Activist Investing in Canada reported 
that the precedent set in 2018 was “largely due to exuberance in the emerging cannabis sector, which invited detractors.”  In 
2016, increased activist short seller activity was concentrated among materials and mining issuers. 
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Figure 2 - Activist Short Seller Targets by Sector (2010 – Sept. 2020)43 


 
B. Canadian Campaign Characteristics 


The following highlights select Campaign characteristics to provide a better understanding of the    
types of Canadian issuers targeted; the target size; the stock price impact; the pattern of allegations 
made by activist short sellers; and the proportion of targets that engaged in a strategic response or 
were impacted by certain negative outcomes during the Campaign as identified by AI.    


i. Target Size  


The Campaigns tended to be focused on relatively larger issuers (with a median market 
capitalization of $867 million and average market capitalization of $4.5 billion44) compared to the 
broader Canadian market.45  This is in some ways not surprising given AI’s focus on prominent 
activist short sellers but it is also consistent with the findings of U.S. academic studies indicating 
that target firms are more likely to be larger sized issuers with listed securities that are more heavily 
traded in both the cash and options markets.46   


ii. Price Impact  


Most Campaigns analyzed (75% of targets) experienced a negative price impact on the day of the 
first-campaign announcement and up to one month after the first-campaign announcement.47 


                                                 
43 The number of Campaigns and targets are not equivalent for any given year because there may be multiple Campaigns against 
the same target.  
44 Market capitalization calculated 1-day prior to the announcement of the first activist short seller campaign for 69 Canadian 
targets from 2010 to September 30, 2020 for which historical market data was available.   
45 In contrast, the year-end median market capitalization of all TSX issuers from 2014 to 2019 was between $112 million and 
$153 million.  As of September 30, 2020, approximately 64% of TSX issuers had a market capitalization of $300 million or less 
and 92% of TSXV issuers had a market capitalization of $100 million or less.  
46 See: Ljungqvist & Qian, supra note 3; Ian Appel, Jordan Bulka & Vyacheslav Fos, “Public Short Selling by Activist Hedge 
Funds” (October 1, 2018); and Zhao, supra note 3.  
47 Stock price returns were calculated by OSC from 1-day prior to the first Campaign announcement for 69 Canadian targets 
between 2010 and September 2020 for which historical market data was available. Stock price returns reflect more than just the 
disclosure of a short seller’s Campaign, it also incorporates other positive or negative information about the target either 
specifically or more broadly (e.g., market or sector).   
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However, the extent of the short-term price impact varied across targets and also over time (see 
Figure 3).  Approximately 26% of targets experienced less than a 5% price decline on the day of 
the first-campaign announcement.  The proportion of targets with negative share price returns of 
10% or greater increased over time from day of first-campaign announcement (approximately 30% 
of targets) to 1-month after first-campaign announcement (approximately 45% of targets).48 


 Figure 3 – Share Price Impact of Canadian Target’s First Campaign (2010 – Sept. 
2020)  


 
iii. Campaign Allegations 


Across all 116 Canadian Campaigns, 40% involved allegations of some type of fraud at the issuer.  
The most common type of fraud allegation was that of there being a stock promotion scheme (or 
an alleged “pump and dump” scheme), where the company was being promoted by a connected 
third party (e.g., an outside firm) (see Figure 4).49  In peak Campaign years (2015, 2016 and 2018) 
fraud-related allegations accounted for under one-third of the Campaigns.  Allegations related to 
business or industry issues (e.g., drop in commodity prices) and more general market overvaluation 
concerns have been more common in recent years.  


                                                 
48 Ibid. 
49 Based on AI’s assessment of the Campaigns. 
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Figure 4 – Activist Short Sellers' Primary Allegations 


 
iv. Target Responses and Outcomes 


Across the 73 Canadian targets in the 116 Campaigns identified, approximately 73% of targets 
pursued certain responses during the Campaign (Figure 5).  These responses included either 
changing or replacing the CEO or CFO, hiring a new auditor or independent investigator, halting 
the issuer’s stock from trading, pursuing a lawsuit against the activist short seller or announcing a 
capital market transaction (e.g., divestiture, acquisition, private placement) during the Campaign.50  


Figure 5 – Campaign Target Responses and Outcomes (2010 – Sept. 2020)  


 
Separately, the AI data also identified certain outcomes which occur following a Campaign and 
would generally be viewed as negative by the market (e.g., a delisting, auditor resignation or class-
action lawsuit).  Among the Canadian targets, approximately 29% of them experienced at least 
one of these outcomes.51 Class action lawsuits against issuers were the most common among the 
three types of outcomes considered.  In about 23% of the Canadian targets, class action 
proceedings were commenced following a Campaign (as compared to U.S. (23%) and other 


                                                 
50 Issuer responses identified from AI data. 
51 This is consistent with campaign outcomes for foreign issuers in foreign markets as well (see Figure 5). 
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foreign (21%) targets).52   We cannot know with any certainty that the issuer’s responses or the 
outcomes experienced were the direct result of the Campaign, however, academics have 
considered such responses (or similar ones) to be indicative that a campaign brought to light 
problems with the issuer.53  


C. Analysis and Consultation Questions 


There appears to be a perception that activist short selling is on the rise in Canada54 and that this 
form of activism plays a negative role in our markets.  As previously noted, taking into 
consideration the size of our market and the number of public companies, it does not appear that 
Canada’s experience with activist short selling is disproportionately high compared to the U.S.  
With that said, we recognize that comparisons of this nature, or simply comparing the absolute 
number of campaigns, does not provide the necessary context to understand the issues.  Market 
factors unique to each jurisdiction must be considered.   


The available empirical evidence indicates that recent increases in Campaigns may be indicative 
of a cyclical trend, i.e., activist short sellers targeting issuers in specific potentially overheated 
sectors.  This suggests that our market will see increases in activism of this nature where there is 
a sense that an industry sector or issuer is overvalued, but does not necessarily address whether, in 
this context, there is misconduct by activist short sellers.    


Activism by short selling is premised on effecting a loss of shareholder value for the target issuer, 
which makes it controversial.  Most academic studies of U.S. markets support the notion that 
activist short sellers are more likely to improve the market’s informational/price efficiency by 
identifying actual problems with an issuer’s business and operations, than they are to engage in 
“short and distort” strategies.  The analysis of post-Campaign outcomes and responses by issuers 
suggests the allegations have been a force for change although it is not obvious that such changes 
were intended to address the concerns raised by the Campaign.   


Activist short sellers are also criticized for being driven by short-term trading profits rather than 
promoting long-run price accuracy.  However, they can also serve as a countervailing check on the 
potential for excessive market optimism. 


Lastly, we recognize that targeted issuers may be reluctant to complain to the securities regulator 
about what they view as problematic conduct in the context of a campaign as this may be seen as 
inviting a review of the allegations by the regulator.  An issuer’s response following a campaign 


                                                 
52 Our review confirmed that almost all class proceedings commenced following a Campaign made the same or similar 
allegations as those made in the Campaign.  We acknowledge that the commencement of a class proceeding, even with similar 
allegations, does not establish the veracity of the underlying allegations in a Campaign.   
53 A U.S. study reviewed 124 campaigns in an effort to determine whether activist short sellers were engaged in short and distort 
campaigns based on a study of subsequent events.  The study indicated that separate investigations by the Securities and 
Exchange Commission and the Department of Justice reached similar conclusions as the activist short sellers in 90% of those 
campaigns and eventually, 50% of the targets were delisted, 47% replaced auditors, and 23% restated earnings. See: Ljungqvist 
& Qian, supra note 3. 
54 For example, see: Schecter, supra note 1.  We note that activism in general has increased (both long and short).  See e.g., 
“Shareholder Activism: 2019 Trends and Major Developments”, Davies Corporate Governance Insights 2019 (3 October 2019); 
Eric Woerth and Benjamin Dirx, Report to the National Assembly (France) on Shareholder Activism (October 2, 2019) [Woerth 
Report]. 



https://www.dwpv.com/en/Insights/Publications/2019/Shareholder-Activism-Trends-and-Developments

http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/dyn/15/rapports/cion_fin/l15b2287_rapport-information
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may be seen as giving credibility or in some way substantiating the legitimacy of the issues raised, 
however, it also may be that issuers are choosing to respond for other strategic reasons.  


Consultation Questions  


1. What is your perception about activist short sellers?   Please describe the basis of that 
perception.   


2. Can you give examples of conduct in activist short selling Campaigns that you view as 
problematic? 


3. Given the focus of the available data is on prominent activist short sellers, what is your view 
regarding less prominent activist short sellers or pseudonymous activist short sellers targeting 
Canadian issuers?  How can they be identified? Is there any evidence that they are engaging 
in short and distort Campaigns? 


4. What empirical data sources related to Campaigns should we consider?   


5. In 2019, there was a large drop in the number of Canadian issuers targeted by prominent 
activist short sellers compared to the year before.  Are there market conditions or other 
circumstances that in your view could lead to an increase? Please explain. 


6. Is there any specific evidence that would suggest that Canadian markets are more vulnerable 
to activist short selling, including potentially problematic activist short selling (e.g., size and 
type of issuers, industries/sectors represented or other market conditions)?  Please provide 
specific examples of these vulnerabilities, and how they differ from other jurisdictions.  


7. Do issuers have practical limitations in terms of their ability to respond to allegations made 
in a Campaign? If so, what are these limitations, and do you have any recommendations on 
how to alleviate them? 


8. Are issuers reluctant to approach securities regulators when they believe that they are being 
unfairly targeted by an activist short seller?   If so, why? If not, why not?  
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III. Regulatory Framework 


A. Canada – Monitoring, Reporting and Restrictions on Short Selling Activity  


Activist short sellers are not subject to formal securities regulatory requirements (for example, 
Canadian securities legislation does not regulate the content of an activist short seller’s 
statements).  Short selling as a trading activity however is subject to a well-developed framework 
that is largely administered by IIROC involving a detailed reporting regime that provides timely 
information to IIROC enabling it to monitor and supervise any potentially inappropriate short 
selling practices. It includes: 


• a requirement to mark all orders representing a short sale as either “short” or “short-
marking exempt”;55 


• a requirement to disclose “Extended Failed Trades” to IIROC;56 
• a requirement that, if an Extended Failed Trade report is filed with IIROC, further short 


sales generally cannot be made by that Participant57(acting as a principal or as an agent) or 
by an access person without prior arrangements to borrow the securities necessary for 
settlement (that is, IIROC may require pre-borrowing in certain circumstances);58 and 


• the ability for IIROC to designate a security as a “Short Sale Ineligible Security.”59  


Canadian securities legislation also requires a person who places an order for the sale of a security 
with a registered dealer to declare to the dealer at the time of placing the order if they do not own 
the security.60  This statutory requirement is supported by UMIR which requires Participants to 
calculate and report to IIROC the aggregate short position of each individual account twice a 
month, 61 which IIROC then publishes on its website.62  IIROC also aggregates trades marked 


                                                 
55 See UMIR, Part 3 - Short Selling, Prohibition on the Entry of Orders, Rule 3.2 [Rule 3.2]. A short-marking exempt order 
includes an order for a security from an arbitrage account, an account of a market maker for that account, or other specified 
accounts that buy and sell securities and that has at the end of any trading day no more than a nominal long or short position in 
any security.  UMIR, Part 1 – Definitions and Interpretation, Rule 1.1. 
56 A trade that did not settle and was not rectified within 10 trading days from the original settlement must be reported to IIROC. 
See: UMIR, Part 7 Trading in  a Marketplace - Extended Failed Trades, Rule 7.10.  
57 Participants include dealers that are members of an exchange, users of a quotation and trade reporting system or subscribers to 
an alternative trading system.   
58 “Pre-Borrow Security” means a security that has been designated by a Market Regulator to be a security in respect of which an 
order, that on execution would be a short sale, may not be entered on a marketplace unless the Participant or Access Person has 
made arrangements to borrow the securities that would be necessary to settle the trade prior to the entry of the order. UMIR, Part 
1 – Definitions and Interpretation, Rule 1.1.  See also, UMIR, Policy 1.1, Definitions of Pre-Borrow Security, 1.1; UMIR, Part 6 
– Order Entry and Exposure – Entry of Orders on Marketplace, Rules 6.1(4) and 6.1(6). 
59  “Short Sale Ineligible Security” is defined as a security or a class of securities that has been designated by a market regulatory 
to be a security in respect of which an order on execution would be a short sale may not be entered on a marketplace for a 
particular trading day or trading days. UMIR, Part 1 – Definitions and Interpretation, Rule 1.1; See also, Rule 3.2, supra note 55 
at (1)(b). 
60 Note for instance section 194 of the Securities Act (Québec), which provides that no person may sell a security short without 
previously notifying the dealer responsible for carrying out the transaction.  See also, Securities Act (Ontario), section 48.  
61 UMIR, Part 10 – Compliance, Report of Short Positions, Rule 10.10. 
62 The Consolidated Short Position Report (CSPR) shows the aggregate short positions on all listed securities as of the current 
reporting date and the net change in short positions from the previous reporting date, on a per security basis, pursuant to UMIR 



https://www.iiroc.ca/industry/rulebook/Documents/UMIR0302_en.pdf

https://www.iiroc.ca/industry/rulebook/Documents/UMIR0101_en.pdf

https://www.iiroc.ca/industry/rulebook/Documents/UMIR0710_en.pdf

https://www.iiroc.ca/industry/rulebook/Documents/UMIR0101_en.pdf

https://www.iiroc.ca/industry/rulebook/Documents/UMIR0101_en.pdf

https://www.iiroc.ca/industry/rulebook/Documents/UMIR0601_en.pdf

https://www.iiroc.ca/industry/rulebook/Documents/UMIR0101_en.pdf

https://www.iiroc.ca/industry/rulebook/Documents/UMIR1010_en.pdf
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“short sale” from all of the marketplaces it monitors, consolidates that information, and publishes 
a semi-monthly report showing the total industry short sales for each security over the reporting 
period.63   In contrast to other jurisdictions discussed below (EU, Australia), there are no reporting 
requirements or obligations to disclose information on the short position of an individual account 
to IIROC or to the public.  Even so, it is not uncommon for an activist short seller to voluntarily 
disclose that they are short a particular issuer when they commence a campaign.  


B. Prohibition on Deceptive or Manipulative Activity 


Securities legislation, National Instrument 23-101 Trading Rules and UMIR prohibit activities that 
are manipulative and/or deceptive. In the context of short selling activity this would include the 
entering of an order for the sale of a security without, at the time of entering the order, having the 
reasonable expectation of settling any trade that would result from the execution of the order.64 As 
such, “naked short selling”, as that term is sometimes understood, is not permitted under UMIR.65 


IIROC monitors for potentially abusive trading activity.  For example, in the context of short 
selling activity, IIROC uses algorithms to monitor for unusual levels of short selling coupled with 
significant price movements and reviews alerts to determine the cause of the price movement and 
whether there is an indication of manipulative trading activities. These reviews may include a 
review of social media or chatrooms as well as Extended Failed Trades reports for indications of 
settlement issues.  If appropriate, referral to the enforcement branch of the appropriate CSA 
jurisdiction for investigation may also occur. 


As set out in Part I, securities legislation also contains provisions which address prohibitions on 
manipulative activity that apply to all market participants, including activist short sellers.  


C. International Regulatory Frameworks  


The most notable difference among the regulatory frameworks that apply to activist short selling 
in the European Union (EU) and Australia relates to the reporting and disclosure of position size 
and the identity of short sellers generally.66    


The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) requires that net short positions 
(including direct and synthetic shorts) of “natural or legal persons” be made first to the regulator 
at 0.2% and that the position be publicly disclosed if the position reaches 0.5% of the issued share 


                                                 
10.10. The report is published twice monthly and based on the short position information submitted to IIROC by Participant 
Dealer Members and applicable Access Persons.  
63 The Short Sale Trading Statistics Summary Report is based on data for trades marked “short sale” supplied by each 
marketplace that IIROC monitors. The report is published twice monthly. 
64 See: Companion Policy to National Instrument 23-101- Trading Rules, s 3.1(3)(f); UMIR, Part 2 – Abusive Trading,  
Manipulative and Deceptive Activities, Policy 2.2 at Part 2 (g)-(h). 
65 As previously noted in IIROC Notice 12-0078 - Provisions Respecting Regulation of Short Sales and Failed Trades, supra note 
19, there is no universally accepted definition of “naked short selling”.  The most common usage is in connection with a short 
sale when the seller has intentionally chosen not to make arrangements to borrow any securities that may be required to settle the 
resulting trade.  Some commentators use a more restrictive interpretation that describes any short sale when the seller has not pre-
borrowed the securities necessary for settlement.  
66  Note, in the US, only the short selling volume for individual securities is published daily and individual short sale transactional 
information is published on a one-month delay but does not contain short seller details.  



https://www.bcsc.bc.ca/23-101CP_%5bCP%5d_04122017/

https://www.iiroc.ca/industry/rulebook/Documents/UMIR0202_en.pdf

https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/en/Marketplaces_srr-iiroc_20110225_rfc-short-sales.htm#N_13_1_1_8a_
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capital of the company concerned, and each 0.1% above that.67  Anyone can therefore view the 
identity of holders of short positions that meet these position-level thresholds for an EU security.68 
This is more granular public transparency compared to aggregated data that is publicly available 
in Canada.  Requiring disclosure of this nature was seen as an alternative policy tool to short selling 
bans, with the similar aim of introducing a constraint on short selling activity. Indeed, the relevant 
EU regulation was created primarily in response to the financial crises and the sovereign debt 
crisis, with the goal of promoting market stability.69   


In Australia, there are short selling reporting requirements for both transactions70 and positions 
above a certain threshold.71  Based on this information, the total of short positions for financial 
products on a given reporting day will be published on the Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission’s website, and the Australian Securities Exchange website will publish the 
transaction reports.  These reports will not contain short seller details but will provide an indication 
of the proportion of trades in a particular security that are short sales and the aggregate level of 
short positions for each security.72   


D. Analysis and Consultation Questions 


Concerns have been raised that Canadian issuers are vulnerable to abusive short selling based on 
the perception that the Canadian regulatory framework for short selling is “permissive and lax.”73  
We note that while the regulatory framework in Canada differs in some ways from other 


                                                 
67 See Regulation (EU) No 236/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 March 2012 on short selling and 
certain aspects of credit default swaps (2012).  Note, in 2017 ESMA considered whether to further increase transparency of short 
positions by publishing aggregate short positions that are currently still confidential. See: European Securities and Markets 
Authority, Final Report, Technical Advice on the Evaluation of Certain Elements of the Short Selling Regulation (21 December 
2017). On the issue of transparency, the technical advice made by ESMA to the European Commission was: “practical 
improvements of the current regime including building a centralised notification and publication system across Europe…[and] 
supports requiring the LEI for the identification of certain position holders.” More specifically, for the area discussed in the 
paper, “ESMA also recommends that NCAs should be allowed to periodically publish anonymised aggregated net short positions 
by issuer on a voluntarily basis when they consider that the issues described above can be adequately addressed in their 
jurisdiction.”  
68 In the context of activist short sellers, additional disclosure may be required by the market abuse regulations which provide that 
conflicts of interest be disclosed by any entity issuing recommendations where it holds a net short or long position of 0.5% or 
more of the capital of the company concerned by the recommendation. See Market Abuse Regulation – Regulation 596/2014 of 
the European Parliament and of the Council. 
69 Corrado Malberti, Stephane Rousseau & Konstantinos Sergakis, “The Regulation of Short Selling: A Transatlantic Discussion 
on Policy Issues and Instruments” (October 6, 2018), Corporate Finance and Capital Markets Law Review, RTDF No. 4-2018. 
[Malberti, Rousseau & Sergakis] 
70 Short sale transaction reporting is the reporting of daily volumes of products that are short sold in the market. 
71 A person may be required to report a short position, i.e., where the quantity of the product that a person has, when acting in a 
particular capacity, is less than the quantity of the product that the person has an obligation to deliver when acting in the same 
capacity.  Short position reporting is exempt where the seller’s short position is less than or equal to (a) $100,000; and (b) 0.01% 
of the total quantity of securities or products in the relevant class of securities or products.  The total of short positions for 
financial products on a given reporting day will be published on the ASIC website four days after the reporting day (T+4). These 
reports will not contain short seller details. 
72 Australian Securities & Investments Commission, “Regulatory Guide 196: Short Selling” (October 2018), see Reg. 196.8.  
73 Harrington, supra note 11. 



https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32012R0236

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32012R0236

https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/technical_advice_on_the_evaluation_of_certain_aspects_of_the_ssr.pdf

https://download.asic.gov.au/media/4896780/rg196-published-8-october-2018.pdf
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jurisdictions, it is consistent with the four IOSCO principles for the effective regulation of short 
selling.74   


Over the years, IIROC has reviewed the regulatory regime governing short sales to determine 
whether it continues to be appropriate. In 2012, a number of amendments to UMIR regarding short 
sales and failed trades were approved by the CSA and implemented.75 These amendments 
included: 


• repealing the “tick test”;76 
• imposition of pre-borrow requirements for short sales made in certain circumstances; and 
• introduction of the “short-marking exempt” designation.77 


The amendments were part of an overall strategy on regulation of short sales and failed trades that 
included increasing transparency around information regarding short sale activity and failed trades, 
monitoring regulatory arbitrage opportunities related to short sales and enhancing monitoring of 
short sales and failed trades.  It was also at this time that the pre-borrow requirements for short 
sales in certain circumstances were introduced as another mechanism to monitor and address 
potentially problematic short selling. 


Also at the time of these amendments, the CSA and IIROC published a request for comment to 
solicit feedback on aspects of disclosure and transparency measures regarding short sales and 
failed trades.78  After consideration of comments received and of the data on short sales and failed 
trades,79 it was determined that no additional regulatory requirements were needed at that time.80 
It is important to note that failed trades occur in both long and short sales for a variety of reasons.  
Failed trades are not always evidence of abusive or naked short selling.  There are many justifiable 
reasons why a trade fails, and failures may be more common for thinly traded or illiquid stocks.81 
IIROC indicated that it would continue to monitor international developments in the regulation of 


                                                 
74 See IOSCO report entitled “Regulation of Short Selling – Final Report” (June 2009), which articulates four high-level 
principles for the effective regulation of short selling and is designed to assist regulators in the management of risk through a 
regulatory regime for short selling. See also Joint Notice 23-312 supra note 19.  Note the International Monetary Fund’s 
Financial Sector Assessment Program Report  “Canada : Financial Sector Assessment Program-IOSCO Objectives and 
Principles of Securities Regulation-Detailed Assessment of Implementation” which reviewed Canada’s short selling regime as 
part of Principle 37 (Regulation should aim to ensure the proper management of large exposures, default risk and market 
disruption) and it was found to be “fully implemented” (March 7, 2014).  See p. 18, 27 and 239-243. 
75 IIROC Notice 12-0078 supra note 20.  
76 The tick test was a requirement under UMIR that a short sale not be made at a price which is less than the last sale price of the 
security. 
77 See footnote 55. 
78 Joint Notice 23-312, supra note 19. 
79 See IIROC Study on the Impact of the Prohibition on the Short Sale of Inter-listed Financial Sector Issuers (February 2009) 
[IIROC Study].  
80 CSA/IIROC Notice 23-315 Summary of Comments on CSA IIROC Notice 23-312 Request for Comments – Transparency of 
Short Selling and Failed Trades, (28 February 2013). 
81 See Securities and Exchange Commission, 2016a. Frequently Requested FOIA Document: Fails-to-Deliver Data — Archive 
Data. See also Talis J Putnins, “Naked Short Sales and Fails to Deliver: An Overview of Clearing and Settlement Procedures for 
Stock Trades in the US” (October 27, 2009). Journal of Securities Operations and Custody, Forthcoming, available at SSRN. 



https://www.iosco.org/library/pubdocs/pdf/IOSCOPD292.pdf

https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/en/SecuritiesLaw_csa_20120302_23-312_rfc-trans-short-selling.htm

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2016/12/31/Canada-Financial-Sector-Assessment-Program-IOSCO-Objectives-and-Principles-of-Securities-41409

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2016/12/31/Canada-Financial-Sector-Assessment-Program-IOSCO-Objectives-and-Principles-of-Securities-41409

https://docs.iiroc.ca/DisplayDocument.aspx?DocumentID=3B4FDC12E7AA4177890D0170914D5D7A&Language=en

https://lautorite.qc.ca/fileadmin/lautorite/reglementation/valeurs-mobilieres/0-avis-acvm-staff/2013/2013fev28-23-315-avis-acvm-en.pdf

https://lautorite.qc.ca/fileadmin/lautorite/reglementation/valeurs-mobilieres/0-avis-acvm-staff/2013/2013fev28-23-315-avis-acvm-en.pdf

https://www.sec.gov/foia/docs/failsdata-archive.htm

https://www.sec.gov/foia/docs/failsdata-archive.htm

https://ssrn.com/abstract=1516911
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short selling and failed trades related issues.  It has recently commenced looking into required data 
sources to initiate its work on a new broader and more granular failed trade study.82  


Concerns around short selling regulation have seen a resurgence both in Canada and abroad.83 
Internationally, we have also seen that heightened concerns around short selling activities have led 
some foreign public and private actors to impose restrictions or bans on short selling and related 
activities.84  For example, in December 2019, the world’s largest pension fund, the Japanese 
Government Pension Investment Fund announced that it had suspended stock lending activities 
relating to its portfolio of non-Japanese equity securities ‘until further notice.’85  Earlier in 2019, 
ESMA backed Germany’s two-month short sale ban on payment firm Wirecard following a report 
of financial irregularities by certain Wirecard critics.86 Other jurisdictions have called for increased 
transparency and disclosure.  In October 2019, the National Assembly in France released a report 
on activist investors recommending that France should increase disclosure requirements when 
activist investors and short sellers take large positions in French companies.87 


In Canada, there appears to be perception by some that the current regulatory environment is 
disproportionately conducive to problematic activist short selling.  Some who have raised concerns 
have suggested increased transparency around short selling as a response to these concerns, similar 
to the approach that currently exists in the EU. In their view, this type of disclosure can equip 
issuers and investors with additional information upon which to trade, as well as act as a constraint 
on inappropriate short selling.  However, some studies have noted that such disclosure obligations 
may have undesirable effects, such as compromising the strategies short sellers use, which would 
inevitably lead to decreased market liquidity or price discovery.88  Increased transparency on the 


                                                 
82 Note ESMA has adopted new rules related to failed trades set to come into effect next year.   Trades that fail to settle — 
usually within a window of two or three days — face a mandatory “buy-in” to close the deal and cash penalties on failed 
transactions. Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2018/1229 of 25 May 2018 supplementing Regulation (EU) No 909/2014 
of the European Parliament and of the Council with regard to regulatory technical standards on settlement discipline.  See ESMA 
Final Report - CSDR RTS on Settlement Discipline – postponed entry into force (4 February 2020). 
83 E.g. Issues around transparency and disclosure of short selling information, lack of locate requirement and lack of a tick test in 
Canada. See: Davis et al, supra note 12.  
84 Lawrence Delevingne, Simon Jessop, & Jonathan Spicer, “Return of short-selling bans: market protection of ‘war against 
truth’?”, Reuters (19 November 2019).   
85 GPIF claimed that the current framework lacks transparency over who is the "ultimate borrower" of a stock after a short seller 
sells the shares loaned to them and added that a third party could vote GPIF shares contrary to GPIF’s policies or interests. GPIF 
has not ruled out returning to the stock lending space in the future but clarified that "improvements" to "enhance transparency" 
would need to be introduced first. See: Billy Nauman & Leo Lewis, “This is a decision between making cash immediately or 
being better stewards for our constituency”, The Financial Times (12 December 2019). This decision was not without cost, as it 
has been estimated the GPIF earned approximately US$115 million in fees annually through stock lending.  See Tim Kelly, 
“World’s largest pension fund halts stock lending to short sellers,” Reuters (3 December 2019).   
86 Note that in 2020, following the short sale ban and a subsequent special audit by KPMG it was uncovered that approximately 
€1.9 billion on Wirecard’s balance sheet could not be verified, and likely did not exist. This accounting scandal has not only 
resulted in the collapse of Wirecard, but also prompted ESMA to assess the supervisory response of Germany’s financial 
regulator and oversight bodies in the events leading up to its collapse.  On November 3, 2020, ESMA published the results of its 
Fast Track Peer Review. See: "Fast Track Peer Review on the Application of the Guidelines on the Enforcement of Financial 
Information (ESMA/2014/1293) by BaFin and FREP in the Context of Wirecard."  
87 David Keohane and Harriet Agnew, “France seeks crackdown on short sellers and activist investors”, FT Online (2 October 
2019); Woerth Report, supra note 54. 
88 Malberti, Rousseau & Sergakis, supra note 69; Julien Mazzacurati “The public disclosure of net short positions” in ESMA 
Report on Trends, Risks, Vulnerabilities, No 1 (2018) at 60. See also at ESMA Final Report -Technical Advice on the evaluation 
of certain elements of the Short Selling Regulation (December 21, 2017) at p. 51.  ESMA confirmed that “some investors avoid 



https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-151-2895_final_report_-rts_settlement_discipline_postponement.pdf

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-markets-shortbans-analysis/return-of-short-selling-bans-market-protection-or-war-against-truth-idUSKBN1XT1L3

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-markets-shortbans-analysis/return-of-short-selling-bans-market-protection-or-war-against-truth-idUSKBN1XT1L3

https://ep.ft.com/permalink/emails/eyJlbWFpbCI6ImZkZGMxZTRjMWQ4MDk5NjYwMjZhNjUyZWRkNmI4NzdmZWI1N2JmNjEiLCJ0cmFuc2FjdGlvbklkIjoiZWQ2NzI5ZTUtN2I2NS00ZTI4LThiNzAtODJmOWRmYjk2NjFhIn0%3D
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-gpif/worlds-largest-pension-fund-halts-stock-lending-to-short-sellers-idUSKBN1Y71F6

https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma42-111-5349_fast_track_peer_review_report_-_wirecard.pdf

https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma42-111-5349_fast_track_peer_review_report_-_wirecard.pdf

https://www.ft.com/content/1a8fbed2-e4fe-11e9-b112-9624ec9edc59

https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma50-165-538_report_on_trends_risks_and_vulnerabilities_no.1_2018.pdf

https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/technical_advice_on_the_evaluation_of_certain_aspects_of_the_ssr.pdf

https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/technical_advice_on_the_evaluation_of_certain_aspects_of_the_ssr.pdf
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identity of a short seller may also expose them to litigation and regulatory action, potentially 
stifling legitimate short selling activity.89  One study found that when required to disclose their 
positions short sellers simply remain below the public disclosure threshold (0.5%) deliberately to 
protect their private information.90  The impact of additional disclosure around short selling must 
be considered in light of these issues to determine whether this tool meets the policy outcome 
desired without introducing undue constraints on legitimate short selling and activist short selling 
activity.  


As discussed in Part I, short sellers already face significant risks and costs in taking such positions 
and these risks are amplified for activist short sellers.  Some academics have suggested that policy 
makers should consider efforts to reduce the difficulties and costs associated with short selling 
given the potential for improvements in market efficiencies introduced by campaigns.91  Others 
have suggested alternative approaches to the EU model of disclosure that more directly addresses 
concerns raised around problematic conduct by activist short sellers as well as the implications of 
social media on promotional activities, whether short or long.  For example, a group of U.S. 
academics recently petitioned the SEC to impose a “duty to update” a short position when there 
has been a voluntary disclosure of that short position.92  The rationale for such a requirement being 
that when a short seller voluntary discloses a short position, failure to disclose the position closed 
is “doubly misleading” because their original disclosure of being short is no longer accurate and 
the short seller’s “negative opinion lacks the skin in the game element that gives market 
participants reason to believe the underlying claims are true.”93  Another example is a proposal for 
a ten-day minimum holding period that would apply to any stock promoter or short seller who 
opens a large position and disseminates market-moving information, irrespective of the medium.  
The theory behind this proposal is that a holding period could provide the market with an 
opportunity to evaluate the quality and credibility of the information.94  


Consultation Questions 


9. Is the existing regulatory framework adequate to address the risks associated with 
problematic activist short selling? Please explain why or why not and provide specific 
examples of concerns and areas where, in your view, the regulatory framework may not be 
adequate. 


                                                 
crossing the 0.5% threshold, as reflected in the lower frequency of short position increases and relatively longer duration of 
positions just below the threshold.”  
89 Bliss, Molk & Partnoy, supra note 8 at 14, 17. “Owen Lamont provides evidence that firms take legal and regulatory action 
against shorts sellers, by alleging criminal conduct, suing them, hiring private investigators, asking public authorities to 
investigate them, and manipulating securities markets to impede short selling.” See: Lamont, supra note 21.  
90 Rients Galema and Dirk Gerritsen, “The effect of the accidental disclosure of confidential short sales positions” (2018) Finance 
Research Letters, Forthcoming.  
91 Bliss, Molk & Partnoy, supra note 8 at 46-47.  
92 See Petition for Rule Making on Short and Distort, Letter to Vanessa Countryman, Secretary of U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission (February 16, 2020); John Coffee Jr & Joshua Mitts, “Petition for Rule Making on Short and Distort”, The CLS Blue 
Sky Blog (February 18, 2020).  
93 Ibid. The authors have also asked the SEC to confirm that rapidly closing a position after publishing a report, without 
specifically disclosing an intent to do so can constitute fraud in violation of Rule 10b-5, and propose a safe harbour provision for 
closing at a price that is the equal to or lower the valuation stated or implied in the report.  
94 Mark Cohodes, “Pump-and-dump stock trading needs new rules for the digital age”, FT Online, April 26, 2020.  
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10. Have there been market developments or new information since 2012, when UMIR 
amendments regarding short selling and failed trades were implemented, that would warrant 
revisiting the existing regulatory framework for short selling? If so, please describe these 
new developments or information and indicate, providing evidence to support your views: 


a. whether, in your view, there is a connection between failed trades and activist 
short selling;  


b. what changes should be considered and why, and specifically with respect to 
potentially problematic activist short selling activities; and 


c. whether there are relevant regulatory requirements in other jurisdictions that 
should be considered and why. 


11. Is the existing disclosure regime for short selling activities adequate? Please explain why or 
why not, indicating: 


a. what disclosure requirements would address risks associated with potentially 
problematic activist short selling and how would such requirements improve 
deterrence; 


b. what should be the trigger and the timing of any additional disclosure; 


c. how can additional disclosure be meaningful without negatively impacting market 
liquidity; and 


d. do you foresee any issues with imposing a duty to update once there has been a 
voluntary disclosure of a short position? 
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IV. Enforcement and Remedies  


A. Oversight of Activist Short Sellers 


In most CSA jurisdictions, there is no mechanism under securities law that explicitly regulates the 
activities of activist short sellers or the form or content of their public statements.95  However, 
there is potential for the conduct and statement of an activist short seller to fall offside of securities 
legislation if it involves making materially misleading or untrue statements to the market.96  
Securities legislation generally requires that a person or company not make a statement that they 
know, or reasonably ought to know, 


(a) in a material respect and at the time and in the light of the circumstances under which it is 
made, is misleading or untrue or does not state a fact that is required to be stated or that is 
necessary to make the statement not misleading; and 


(b) would reasonably be expected to have a significant effect on the market price or value of a 
security, derivative or underlying interest of a derivative.97   


Recent B.C. Securities Act amendments introduced an additional prohibition for those engaged in 
promotional activities.  Under this prohibition, a person engaged in a promotional activity must 
not make a statement or provide information that is false or misleading in circumstances where a 
reasonable investor/person would consider that statement or information important when making 
an investment decision. Unlike other securities law prohibitions against making a 
misrepresentation, this prohibition does not require that the statement or the information: 


• be materially misleading or untrue;  
• be reasonably expected to have a significant effect on the market price or value of a 


security.98   


Canadian securities legislation also contains fraud and market manipulation prohibitions99 that 
could, in appropriate circumstances, be used to address misconduct by activist short sellers.  In 
general, these provisions prohibit persons from directly or indirectly engaging in acts relating to 
securities, and in some cases derivatives,100 that: 


                                                 
95 In British Columbia recent amendments to section 1(1) of the Securities Act introduced a new definition of “promotional 
activities.” “Promotional activities” is defined to include any activity / communication that encourages or could reasonably 
encourage a person to purchase, not purchase, trade or not trade a security or derivative. Note the definition of “promotional 
activities” provides the British Columbia Securities Commission with rulemaking authority to prescribe that certain activities are 
not promotional activities.  Section 183 generally, section 183 (12.2) and section 184 (1)(b) provide rulemaking authority to 
make rules imposing disclosure requirements on a person engaging in promotional activities and to impose different 
requirements, restrictions or prohibitions on different classes of persons engaging in promotional activity.  BCSA Amendments 
supra note 26. 
96 See e.g., Re Cohodes, 2018 ABASC 161 [Cohodes]. 
97 See e.g., Securities Act (Ontario), RSO c S.5, s 126.2.   
98 BCSA Amendments, section 50(3), supra note 26.  
99 See e.g., subsection 126.1(1) of the Securities Act (Ontario).  
100 See e.g., Derivatives Act (Québec), CQLR c. I-14.01, s. 151, Securities Act (Ontario), s. 126.1(1)  



https://www.canlii.org/en/ab/absec/doc/2018/2018abasc161/2018abasc161.html?resultIndex=1
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• the person knows (or reasonably ought to know), results in or contributes to a misleading 
appearance of trading activity or an artificial price for a security, or  


• perpetrates a fraud on any person or company.101  


In Québec, it is also an offence to influence or attempt to influence the market price or the value 
of securities by means of unfair, improper or fraudulent practices.102 


B. Remedies 


In Canada, there is no mechanism under securities law for issuers or investors to seek damages 
against activist short sellers for statements made in the context of campaigns.103  Some 
jurisdictions like Australia have provisions under their corporate or securities legislation which 
provide a private right of action for certain contraventions, including prohibitions on the making 
or dissemination of false or misleading information and statements by any person, which could 
capture activist short selling activity.104   


Apart from statutory remedies under securities law, there may be common law or civil code 
remedies available to issuers and/or investors who wish to commence legal proceedings for 
damages arising from allegations of problematic conduct by activist short sellers.  There are, 
however, very few recent Canadian judicial decisions that deal with activist short selling.105 This 
may be due to the practical and evidentiary challenges of civil litigation.106 


C. Analysis and Consultation Questions 


There is a concern that limited regulatory proceedings in Canada arising from the conduct of 
activist short sellers may contribute to a perception that current enforcement tools are ineffective 
in addressing or deterring problematic conduct.107 From an enforcement perspective, securities 


                                                 
101 In some jurisdictions, including British Columbia, Alberta, Québec and Ontario, it is also an offence to attempt to engage in a 
fraud or market manipulation.   
102  Securities Act (Québec), CQLR c V-1.1, s. 195.2 and Derivatives Act (Québec), CQLR c. I-14.01, s. 150. It is also an offence, 
for [e]very person who, not being registered as a dealer, adviser or representative, gives out information to investors which could 
influence their investment decisions and derives advantage therefrom separate from his ordinary remuneration. See Securities Act 
(Québec), section 200. 
103 Depending on circumstances, statutory civil liability for misrepresentations generally only attaches to statements made by 
issuers, their directors, certain officers and other “influential persons.”  See e.g., Part XXIII and Part XXIII.1 of Securities Act 
(Ontario) and Division II of Chapter II of Title VIII of Securities Act (Québec). 
104 See e.g., Rural Funds Management Limited as Responsible Entity for the Rural Funds Trust and RF Active v Bonitas 
Research LLC [2020] NSWSC 61, 12 February 2020.  Note also that Singapore securities legislation also provides a private right 
of action for contravention of its legislation.  Securities and Futures Act (Sing), Cap 289 (2006 rev ed), ss 199, 234(1A).  
105 Most of the judicial decisions dealing with activist short selling are defamation or libel actions against activist short sellers.   
106 For example, some Canadian jurisdictions have passed what is known as ‘Anti-SLAPP’ legislation which provides a 
preliminary, pretrial procedure for a defendant to seek dismissal of a defamation suit when they are brought for tactical reasons 
(e.g., to silence critics or suppress debate or publication on matters of public interest).  Recently, the Ontario Court of Appeal 
provided some assurances to analysts who write reports critical of issuers when it struck down a defamation suit brought by an 
issuer against an analyst (Fortress Real Developments Inc. v Rabidoux, 2017 ONSC 167).  These applications are, however, 
highly fact-driven and courts have also ruled against a prominent short seller in his Anti-SLAPP application, notwithstanding the 
acknowledgement that information on “management of publicly traded corporations is a matter of public interest”. See: 
Thompson v Cohodes, 2017 ONSC 2590.   
107 For example, see Re Carnes, 2015 BCSECCOM 187; Cohodes, supra note 96. However, it should also be noted that this issue 
is not unique to Canada.  There are very few enforcement cases against activist short sellers in other jurisdictions as well.  



https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2017/2017onsc167/2017onsc167.html?autocompleteStr=Fortress%20Real&autocompletePos=1

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2017/2017onsc2590/2017onsc2590.html?autocompleteStr=2017%20onsc%202590&autocompletePos=1

https://www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcsec/doc/2015/2015bcseccom187/2015bcseccom187.html?resultIndex=1
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regulators have tools to address activist short seller behaviour that constitutes fraud, market 
manipulation or making a misleading statement to the market.  However, for many of the 
misleading statement offences under Canadian securities legislation, evidence of a threshold of 
unlawful conduct and materiality and market impact related to a statement must be proven.108 The 
use of social media to convey information has also introduced new complexities, including in terms 
of understanding and demonstrating market impact of a particular statement.  


An additional means of deterrence, statutory civil liability for misrepresentations in the context of 
a campaign, does not currently exist in Canada.  Initiating civil proceedings has also not been 
widely used by issuers or investors in relation to allegations of problematic conduct. This may be 
due to difficulties in the civil litigation process,109 including challenges in pursuing defamation 
and/or libel claims.  It could also reflect an issuer’s desire to simply put an end to the issue rather 
than to prolong it through litigation. In most cases, it seems litigation is an undesirable route to 
seek meaningful and timely redress.110 The concern is therefore whether a lack of meaningful 
remedial options provides further incentives for activist short sellers to engage in problematic 
conduct. A statutory provision which addresses some of the practical complexities of seeking 
redress in the civil courts may provide an additional means of deterring problematic conduct, 
however, this would be somewhat novel and may have corresponding unintended liability for 
others, including analysts.  


Consultation Questions 


12. In your view, do the existing enforcement mechanisms adequately deter problematic activist 
short selling?  If so, why?  If not, why not? 
 


a. Can deterrence be improved through specific regulation of activist short sellers?  If 
so, how?    


13. Are there additional or different regulatory or remedial provisions that could be considered to 
improve deterrence of problematic conduct?  If so, what are these provisions?   


14. Can you provide examples of specific activist short selling conduct that in your view is 
problematic but may not fall within the scope of existing securities offences such as market 
manipulation and misrepresentation/misleading statements?  In your view, how should this 
problematic conduct be addressed by securities regulators? 


15. Is it important that a statement have actual market impact to trigger enforcement action by 
securities regulators?   


                                                 
108 See footnote 97. 
109 For example, see Harrington supra note 11.   
110 As noted, “When a short-seller seriously attacks the integrity of a company’s senior executives or Board members, the 
temptation to sue for defamation is almost impossible to overcome. Some believe that they almost have to sue for defamation, for 
fear that their failure to do so will be viewed as an admission of the short-seller’s claims. Canadian CEOs and companies have 
accordingly sued in the past over critical reports. But the business wisdom of pursuing such a claim is not universally supported, 
and the efficacy of such defamation claims is disputed. … Moreover, there is a risk that the short-seller will maintain its position 
in the company for a longer period of time after being hit with a defamation claim, in order to avoid reputational risk” Bell, 
Derek and Ellins, Katelyn, “Get Shorty: Defamation and Regulatory Claims in Canada” (DLA Piper Canada), July 26, 2017.  



https://www.dlapiper.com/en/canada/insights/publications/2017/07/defamation-regulatory-claims-short-sellers-canada/
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a. Should another standard be used?  For example, in your view is the “reasonable 
investor” standard a preferable approach (e.g., would a reasonable investor consider 
that statement important when making an investment decision)? If so, why?  What are 
the potential implications of such a change? 


CONSULTATION QUESTIONS 


1. What is your perception about activist short sellers?   Please describe the basis of that 
perception.   


2. Can you give examples of conduct in activist short selling Campaigns that you view as 
problematic? 


3. Given the focus of the available data is on prominent activist short sellers, what is your view 
regarding less prominent activist short sellers or pseudonymous activist short sellers targeting 
Canadian issuers?  How can they be identified? Is there any evidence that they are engaging 
in short and distort campaigns? 


4. What empirical data sources related to Campaigns should we consider?   


5. In 2019, there was a large drop in the number of Canadian issuers targeted by prominent 
activist short sellers compared to the year before.  Are there market conditions or other 
circumstances that in your view could lead to an increase? Please explain. 


6. Is there any specific evidence that would suggest that Canadian markets are more vulnerable 
to activist short selling, including potentially problematic activist short selling (e.g., size and 
type of issuers, industries/sectors represented or other market conditions)?   


a. Please provide specific examples of these vulnerabilities, and how they differ from 
other jurisdictions.  


7. Do issuers have practical limitations in terms of their ability to respond to allegations made 
in a Campaign? If so, what are these limitations, and do you have any recommendations on 
how to alleviate them? 


8. Are issuers reluctant to approach regulators when they believe that they are being unfairly 
targeted by an activist short seller? If so, why? If not, why not?  


9. Is the existing regulatory framework adequate to address the risks associated with 
problematic activist short selling? Please explain why or why not and provide specific 
examples of concerns and areas where, in your view, the regulatory framework may not be 
adequate. 


10. Have there been market developments or new information since 2012, when UMIR 
amendments regarding short selling and failed trades were implemented, that would warrant 
revisiting the existing regulatory framework for short selling? If so, please describe these 
new developments or information and indicate, providing evidence to support your views: 
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a. whether, in your view, there is a connection between failed trades and activist short 
selling;  


b. what changes should be considered and why, and specifically with respect to 
potentially problematic activist short selling activities; and 


c. whether there are relevant regulatory requirements in other jurisdictions that should 
be considered and why. 


11. Is the existing disclosure regime for short selling activities adequate? Please explain why or 
why not, indicating: 


a. what disclosure requirements would address risks associated with potentially 
problematic activist short selling and how would such requirements improve 
deterrence; 


b. what should be the trigger and the timing of any additional disclosure; 


c. how can additional disclosure be meaningful without negatively impacting market 
liquidity; and 


d. do you foresee any issues with imposing a duty to update once there has been a 
voluntary disclosure of a short position? 


12. In your view, do the existing enforcement mechanisms adequately deter problematic activist 
short selling?  If so, why?  If not, why not? 
 


a. Can deterrence be improved through specific regulation of activist short sellers?  If 
so, how?    


13. Are there additional or different regulatory or remedial provisions that could be considered to 
improve deterrence of problematic conduct?  If so, what are these provisions?   


14. Can you provide examples of specific activist short selling conduct that in your view is 
problematic but may not fall within the scope of existing securities offences such as market 
manipulation and misrepresentation/misleading statements?  In your view, how should this 
problematic conduct be addressed by regulators? 


15. Is it important that a statement have actual market impact to trigger enforcement action by 
securities regulators? 
 


a. Should another standard be used?  For example, in your view is the “reasonable 
investor” standard a preferable approach (e.g., would a reasonable investor consider 
that statement important when making an investment decision)? If so, why?  What are 
the potential implications of such a change? 
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Comments and submissions 


The Committee invites participants to provide input on the issues outlined in this public 
consultation paper. You may provide written comments in hard copy or electronic form. The 
consultation period expires March 3, 2021.  


Statement for consultation paper 


Certain CSA regulators require publication of the written comments received during the 
comment period. We will publish all responses received on the websites of the Autorité des 
marchés financiers (www.lautorite.qc.ca), the Ontario Securities Commission 
(www.osc.gov.on.ca), and the Alberta Securities Commission (www.albertasecurities.com). 
Therefore, you should not include personal information directly in comments to be published. 
It is important that you state on whose behalf you are making the submission. 


 
Please submit your comments in writing on or before March 3, 2021. Please send your comments 
by email in Microsoft Word format. 


Please address your submission to all members of the CSA as follows: 


British Columbia Securities Commission 
Alberta Securities Commission 
Financial and Consumer Affairs Authority of Saskatchewan 
The Manitoba Securities Commission 
Ontario Securities Commission 
Autorité des marchés financiers 
Financial and Consumer Services Commission (New Brunswick) 
Superintendent of Securities, Prince Edward Island 
Nova Scotia Securities Commission 
Superintendent of Securities, Newfoundland and Labrador 
Superintendent of Securities, Yukon Territory 
Superintendent of Securities, Northwest Territories 
Superintendent of Securities, Nunavut 
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Please deliver your comments only to the addresses below. Your comments will be distributed to 
the other participating CSA members. 


Me Philippe Lebel 
Corporate Secretary and Executive Director, Legal Affairs 
Autorité des marchés financiers 
Place de la Cité, tour Cominar 
2640, boulevard Laurier, bureau 400 
Québec (Québec) G1V 5C1 
Fax: (514) 864-8381 
E-mail: consultation-en-cours@lautorite.qc.ca 
 
The Secretary 
Ontario Securities Commission 
20 Queen Street West 
22nd Floor 
Toronto, Ontario M5H 3S8 
Fax: (416) 593-2318 
E-mail: comments@osc.gov.on.ca 
 


 



mailto:consultation-en-cours@lautorite.qc.ca

mailto:comments@osc.gov.on.ca
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Questions 


Please refer your questions to any of the following: 


Autorité des marchés financiers 


Serge Boisvert  
Analyste à la réglementation  
Direction de l’encadrement des bourses et 
des OAR  
514-395-0558, poste 4358 
1 877 525-0337, poste 4358 
serge.boisvert@lautorite.qc.ca 
 


Roland Geiling 
Analyste en produits dérivés 
Direction de l’encadrement des bourses et 
des OAR 
514 395-0337, poste 4323 
1 877 525-0337, poste 4323 
roland.geiling@lautorite.qc.ca 


Catherine Lefebvre 
Analyste experte aux OAR 
Direction de l’encadrement des bourses et 
des OAR 
514 395-0337, poste 4348 
1 877 525-0337, poste 4348 
catherine.lefebvre@lautorite.qc.ca 


 


British Columbia Securities Commission 


Kathryn Anthistle 
Senior Legal Counsel, Legal Services 
Capital Markets Regulation Division 
604-899-6536 
kanthistle@bcsc.bc.ca 


Eric Pau 
Senior Legal Counsel, Legal Services 
Corporate Finance  
604-899-6764 
epau@bcsc.bc.ca 


Jennifer Whately 
Senior Enforcement Counsel 
Enforcement  
(604) 899-6625 
jwhately@bcsc.bc.ca 


 


Alberta Securities Commission 


Jesse Ahlan  
Regulatory Analyst, Market Structure 
403.297.2098 
Jesse.Ahlan@asc.ca 


Jan Bagh  
Senior Legal Counsel,  
403.355.2804 
Jan.Bagh@asc.ca 



mailto:serge.boisvert@lautorite.qc.ca

mailto:roland.geiling@lautorite.qc.ca

mailto:catherine.lefebvre@lautorite.qc.ca

mailto:kanthistle@bcsc.bc.ca

mailto:epau@bcsc.bc.ca

mailto:jwhately@bcsc.bc.ca

mailto:Jan.Bagh@asc.ca
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Jay Mitchell 
Securities Analyst 
403.355.4486 
Jay.Mitchell@asc.ca 
 


 


Manitoba Securities Commission 


Tyler Ritchie 
Investigator 
204-945-6922 
tyler.ritchie@gov.mb.ca 


 


Ontario Securities Commission 


Timothy Baikie 
Senior Legal Counsel, Market Regulation 
416-593-8136 
tbaikie@osc.gov.on.ca 


Paloma Ellard 
Manager, General Counsel’s Office 
416-595-8906 
pellard@osc.gov.on.ca 


Steven Oh 
Senior Legal Counsel, Corporate Finance 
416-595-8778 
soh@osc.gov.on.ca 


Ruxandra Smith 
Senior Accountant, Market Regulation 
416-593-8322 
rsmith@osc.gov.on.ca 


 
Kevin Yang 
Senior Research Analyst, Regulatory Strategy 
and Research 
416-204-8983 
kyang@osc.gov.on.ca 
 


 


 



mailto:tyler.ritchie@gov.mb.ca

mailto:tbaikie@osc.gov.on.ca

mailto:pellard@osc.gov.on.ca

mailto:soh@osc.gov.on.ca

mailto:rsmith@osc.gov.on.ca

mailto:kyang@osc.gov.on.ca
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